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 K2MiQ` BM i?2
H#X >Bb mM2M/BM; QTiBKBbK biBHH #|2b K2- M/ A ?QT2 iQ QM2 /v ?p2 ?Bb iiBim/2X
Gm`2Mi SQipBM@h`QiiB2` 7Q` Hrvb #2BM; i?2`2 iQ ?2HT K2 i`Qm#H2b?QQiX .B`F
GM/;`7Ƕb BM?mKM rQ`F 2i?B+ im;?i K2 i?i B7 vQm F22T QM Tmb?BM; iQ i?2
mMFMQrM- bQK2i?BM; rBHH +QK2 mT i?i KF2b Bi HH rQ`i? BiX "BHHv Gm im;?i K2
t
i?i Dmbi KFBM; QM2 HBiiH2 i?BM; rQ`F 2p2`v /v rBHH 2p2MimHHv H2/ iQ  Ti? Qmi
Q7 ?2`2X h?QKb LQ`KM 7Q` ?Bb 2p2M F22H M/ #B; TB+im`2 i?BMFBM;X :`2; 6QH2v 7Q`
KFBM; bm`2 i?i A `2HBx2/ i?i i?2`2 Bb  H`;2` rQ`H/ QmibB/2 i?2 H#X .MM >m?
7Q` bi`iBM; i?2 T`iBiBQMBM; T`QD2+i- M/ Qz2`BM; /pB+2 7Q` bm`pBpBM; BM i?2 H#X Cm2
qM; 7Q` #2BM;  ;`2i ?BFBM; #m//vX J2`B2K 1H@E`QmB 7Q` i2+?BM; K2 bi2`BH2
i2+?MB[m2 r?2M b?2 br K2 bi`m;;HBM;X C2MMB72` qi2`b 7Q` i2+?BM; K2 HH A FMQr
#Qmi KB+`Qb+QTvX A rQmH/ HbQ HBF2 iQ i?MF HH i?2 K2K#2`b Q7 i?2 SmHbbQM M/
aT`BM;2` H#b r?Q ?p2 #22M ;`2i H#Ki2b, "Q- AHM- *?`BbiBM2- a`?- uQMB-
_2MM- _mH- a?v- S2`- a+Qii- *?`H2b- :?22 *?mM- uQQM- "m`F- MM-
1KMm2H2- M/ C2MM2X
A K 7Q`imMi2 iQ ?p2 +QHH#Q`i2/ rBi? ambMM2 _72HbFB M/ Ji?2mb oBMX
h?2B` FBM/M2bb- /2+2M+v M/ 2t+Bi2K2Mi Bb bQK2i?BM; A i`2bm`2X
h?2 KQbi `2r`/BM; T`i Q7 Kv S?. rb bT2Mi rQ`FBM; rBi? Jii?B2m GM/QM
M/ J`iBM GmF+BbBMX h?2 2bv 2t+?M;2 Q7 B/2b M/ THT#H2 2t+Bi2K2Mi BM
}M/BM; M2r Tii2`Mb BM i?2 /i Bb bQK2i?BM; i?i A ?QT2 iQ `2+Tim`2 BM i?2 7mim`2X
A rQmH/ HbQ HBF2 iQ i?MF aiB`HBM; *?m`+?KM 7Q` #2BM;  bQmM/BM; #Q`/ BM Qm`
rQ`F QM L1h@b2[X
A rQmH/ HbQ HBF2 iQ i?MF K2K#2`b Q7 i?2 .2S+2 G# r?Q ?p2 #22M r2bQK2 BM
i?2B` bQ+BH bmTTQ`iX A rQmH/ 2bT2+BHHv HBF2 iQ i?MF J2;?M "`;/QM- Jt aiHH2`
M/ "2M oBM+2Mi r2`2 Hrvb i?2`2 iQ ?2` K2 Qmi M/ KF2 K2 Hm;?X
h?2`2 Bb MQ rv A +QmH/ ?p2 +H2`2/ HH i?2 ?m`/H2b Q7 ;`/mi2 b+?QQH rBi?Qmi
bmTTQ`i 7`QK aKMi? _22/X >2` +QMbiMiHv TQbBiBp2 iiBim/2 M/ mM~TT#BHBiv Bb
bQK2i?BM; A i`v iQ 2KmHi2X A rQmH/ HbQ HBF2 iQ i?MF "2+Fv q`/ 7Q` BM+BbBp2
/pB+2 QM b+B2M+2 M/ r`BiBM;X "`# :`Mi- Ei?v "m?H- *`Bb _Q#2`ib M/ i?2 `2bi
Q7 i?2 H#@QTb- ;Hbb rb?- M/ /KBMBbi`iBp2 biz ?p2 K/2 i?2 i`BMb `mM QM
iBK2 M/ `2 HbQ Dmbi ;`2i T2QTH2X Jv .* +QKKBii22 K2K#2`bĜ6`2/ qBMbiQM-
oKbB JQQi? M/ hBK JBi+?BbQMĜ ?p2 #22M  ;`2i bQm`+2 Q7 T`+iB+H /pB+2 7Q`
Tm#HBb?BM; M/ ;`/miBM;X
A rQmH/ HBF2 iQ i?MF Kv ;? #m//B2b "BH2b M/ 1KBHv "`QrM- JB+?2HH2 qm-
*QMQ` S2r`bFB- 1/ M/ hBxxB2 GBFQpB+?- :2Qz`2v S2i2`bQM- M/`2r .`M;BMBb-
.pB/ aim/i- *`vbiH M/ C`2/ "2pBb- M/ _QHM/Q 6HQ`2b 7Q` ?2HTBM; K2
tB
`2K2K#2` iQ ?p2 7mMX A rQmH/ HbQ HBF2 iQ i?MF :HvMBb _Bi+?B2 7Q` ?2` 7`B2M/b?BT
M/ Hrv2`BM; bFBHHbX
1p2M i?Qm;? A rb MQi ?2` H#- A rQmH/ HBF2 iQ i?MF M;2H .2S+2 #2+mb2 ?2`
7Q+mb QM T2QTH2 ?b #22M  #2+QM 7Q` ?Qr iQ /Q b+B2M+2 r?BH2 MQi #2BM; +QMbmK2/
#v Bib mTb M/ /QrMbX h?`Qm;? w2#- Jt- "2M M/ J2;?M A ?p2 H2`M2/ i?i
i?2 ;QH Q7  H# Bb iQ ?2HT T2QTH2 ;2i iQ r?2`2 i?2v rMi iQ ;Q M/ i?i i?2`2 Bb MQ




h?Bb i?2bBb T`2b2Mib rQ`F /QM2 BM i?`22 /BbT`i2 `2b Q7 [mMiBiiBp2 #BQHQ;vX Jv
KBM T`QD2+i ?b #22M iQ [mMiB7v i?2 ++m`+v Q7 b2;`2;iBQM M/ `2THB+iBQM Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`B M/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L BM i?2 }bbBQM v2bi a+?BxQb++?`QKv+2b
TQK#2X A HbQ rQ`F2/ iQ +`2i2  Ki?2KiB+H mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 ?Qr #m//BM; v2bi
+M `2HB#Hv +?QQb2  bBM;H2 bBi2 7`QK r?B+? iQ #m/X AM //BiBQM- A BMp2biB;i2/ ?Qr
R
7mM+iBQMH b2[m2M+BM; /i +QmH/ #2 mb2/ iQ +`2i2  #BQT?vbB+H KQ/2H Q7 _L
TQHvK2`b2 /vMKB+bX
h?2 T`BM+BTH2 Q7 TB`BM; +?`QKQbQK2b M/ Tmb?BM; i?2K T`i i +2HH /BpBbBQM Bb
Q7i2M TBMi2/ b  #2miB7mH #HH2i- M/ A K BMi2`2bi2/ BM ?Qr Qi?2` +2HHmH`
+QKTQM2Mib /M+2X h?2 T`Q#H2K Q7 +2HH /BpBbBQM Bb Q7i2M `2/m+2/ iQ i?i Q7
+?`QKQbQK2 b2;`2;iBQM- #mi 2+? M/ 2p2`v +QKTQM2Mi Kmbi #2 b2;`2;i2/ iQ
/m;?i2` +2HHbX >m? M/ SmHbbQM b?Qr2/ i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 b2;`2;iBQM BM
+QMi`QHHBM; ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv #2ir22M +2HHb M/ ?Qr /B{+mHi Bi Bb iQ `2/m+2 i?Bb MQBb2
(R- k)X PM2 F2v BMbB;?i 7`QK i?2B` bim/B2b rb i?i T`iBiBQMBM; +QMi`QH Q7 KmHiBH2p2H
+QKTQM2Mib- bm+? b Q`;M2HH2b- ?b iQ #2 /QM2 i 2+? H2p2H BM Q`/2` 7Q` +QMi`QH iQ
#2 2z2+iBp2 i i?2 #QiiQK H2p2HX h?2v HbQ b?Qr2/ ?Qr /Bz2`2Mi T`iBiBQMBM;
K2+?MBbKb +QmH/ ?p2 /Bz2`2Mi biiBbiB+H 2``Q` bB;Mim`2b- #mi i?i KMv `/B+HHv
/Bz2`2Mi b2;`2;iBQM K2+?MBbKb +QmH/ HbQ ?p2 p2`v bBKBH` b2;`2;iBQM biiBbiB+b
(R- k)X :Bp2M i?2 MmK#2` Q7 K2+?MBbKb i?i `2 2KTHQv2/ iQ KF2 +?`QKQbQK2b
TB` Qz M/ Tmb? iQ QTTQbBi2 2M/b Q7 i?2 +2HH- i?2 Qi?2` +QKTQM2Mib Q7  +2HH i?i
`2 HBF2Hv iQ HbQ ?p2 BMi2`2biBM; T`iBiBQMBM; K2+?MBbKbX
q2 +?Qb2 iQ bim/v i?2 b2;`2;iBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B M/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L
UKi.LV #2+mb2 Q7 i?2B` BKTQ`iM+2 BM +2HH T?vbBQHQ;v M/ i?2B` BMi`B+i2
KmHiBHv2`2/ bi`m+im`2, KmHiBTH2 Ki.L ;2MQK2b `2 T+F;2/ rBi? T`Qi2BM BMiQ
#mM/H2b +HH2/ Mm+H2QB/b r?B+? `2 T`2b2Mi BM i2Mb iQ ?mM/`2/b Q7 +QTB2b rBi?BM i?2
KBiQ+?QM/`B- r?B+? Bb Bib2H7 mM/2`;QBM; +QMbiMi }bbBQM M/ 7mbBQMX h?2
KBiQ+?QM/`BH #Q/v Bb HbQ BMi2`2biBM; #2+mb2 BM aX TQK#2 `2 Tmb?2/ iQ i?2 2M/ Q7
i?2 +2HHb rBi? i?2 Mm+H2mb /m`BM; +2HH /BpBbBQM- bm;;2biBM; i?i v2bi KB;?i ?p2
k
+iBp2 K2+?MBbKb iQ b2;`2;i2 KBiQ+?QM/`B (j)X aBKBH`Hv- BM #m//BM; v2bi-
_72HbFB 2i HX ?p2 7QmM/ i?i KQi?2` M/ /m;?i2` +2HHb BM?2`Bi /Bz2`2Mi
+QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B i?`Qm;? M +iBp2 K2+?MBbK i?i T`2b2`p2b M2rHv
#Q`M +2HHb i i?2 2tT2Mb2 Q7 i?2 KQi?2` (9)X q2 r2`2 HbQ #H2 iQ +QHH#Q`i2 rBi?
i?2 _72HbFB ;`QmT iQ mb2 i?2B` BK;2 MHvbBb i2+?MQHQ;v iQ +H+mHi2 i?2 #bQHmi2
pQHmK2 Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B BM /BpB/BM; +2HHbX
S`2pBQmb 2zQ`ib iQ bim/v i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH BM?2`BiM+2 7Q+mb2/ QM
[mHBiiBp2 72im`2b bm+? b T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 T2iBi2 v2bi Ui?Qb2 rBi?Qmi 7mM+iBQMH
Ki.LV M/ KQ`T?QHQ;B+H /2b+`BTiBQMb Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B iQ B/2MiB7v }bbBQM M/
7mbBQM T`Qi2BMb (8Ĝ3)X JQbi [mMiBiiBp2 bim/B2b Q7 Ki.L T`iBiBQMBM; M/
`2THB+iBQM ?p2 #22M i?2Q`2iB+H Q` BM pBi`Q (NĜRR)X PM2 MQi#H2 2t+2TiBQM Bb BM
b+Q`TBQM bT2`K r?2`2 M2`Hv 2[mH MmK#2`b Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH #Q/B2b `2 /BpB/2/
#2ir22M +2HHb (Rk)X ii2KTib iQ KQMBiQ` Ki.L BM bBM;H2 +2HHb ?p2 #22M /B{+mHi
#2+mb2 Q7 BMi2`72`2M+2 7`QK +QKT2iBM; bB;MHb Q7 i?2 pbi 2t+2bb Q7 Mm+H2` .L
(Rj- R9)X A /2p2HQT2/ bbvb iQ Qp2`+QK2 i?2b2 +?HH2M;2b #v +`2iBM; QM2 M2r
K2i?Q/ Uav#` :`22M A biBMBM;V M/ mbBM; M 2bi#HBb?2/ K2i?Q/ KQ`2
[mMiBiiBp2Hv U1/l biBMBM; (R8)VX
_2THB+iBQM Q7 Ki.L ?b MQi #22M bim/B2/ i i?2 bBM;H2 +2HH H2p2HX Ai Bb FMQrM
i?i 2+? Ki.L KQH2+mH2 ?b i?2 bK2 +?M+2 Q7 `2THB+iBM; (Re)- #mi MQ
`2THB+iBQM +QMi`QH K2+?MBbKb `2 FMQrMX q2 r2`2 2bT2+BHHv BMi2`2bi2/ BM +QMi`QH
Q7 Ki.L `2THB+iBQM #2+mb2 Bi Bb  b2H7@Tii2`MBM; KQH2+mH2 i?i +QmH/ mM/2`;Q
`mMrv `2THB+iBQM rBi?Qmi Qi?2` K2+?MBbKb Q7 +QMi`QH M/ #2+mb2 Bi Bb HBF2Hv
M22/2/ BM T`QTQ`iBQM iQ i?2 +2HH pQHmK2X
j
h?2 i?B`/ +?Ti2` Q7 i?Bb i?2bBb 2tTHQ`2b i?2 2z2+ib Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv BM
bTQMiM2Qmb Tii2`M 7Q`KiBQM BM #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2KbX hQ mM/2`biM/ ?Qr
bTQMiM2Qmb Tii2`M 7Q`KiBQM Bb +?B2p2/- HM hm`BM; T`QTQb2/ i?2 MQr 7KQmb
bi`i2;v `2[mB`BM; biQ+?biB+ BMBiBiBQM 7QHHQr2/ #v HQ+H MQM@HBM2` TQbBiBp2 722/#+F
M/ ;HQ#H M2;iBp2 722/#+F (Rd- R3)X >Qr2p2`- hm`BM;Ƕb i?2Q`v QMHv BM/B+i2b r?2M
bi#H2 Tii2`Mb +M 2tBbi- MQi B7 i?Bb T`Q+2bb +M K22i i?2 Qi?2` Q#D2+iBp2b mM/2`
`2HBbiB+ #BQT?vbB+H +QMbi`BMibX o2`v 72r bim/B2b ?p2 rQ`F2/ iQ mM/2`biM/ i?2
;2M2`H i`/2@Qzb i?i KB;?i Q++m` r?2M BKTH2K2MiBM;  hm`BM; KQ/2H (RN- ky)X q2
2tTHQ`2/ bQK2 Q7 i?2 +QKTHB+iBQMb i?i `Bb2 7`QK QM2 Q7 i?2 F2v bbmKTiBQMb Q7
hm`BM;@ivT2 Tii2`M 7Q`KiBQM, +QQT2`iBp2 UbmT2`@HBM2`V 722/#+F r?B+? ?b Q7i2M
#22M bbmK2/ #mi MQi 2tTHB+BiHv i2bi2/X
hQ mM/2`biM/ i?2 #bB+ +QMb2[m2M+2b Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv BM bTQMiM2Qmb Tii2`M
7Q`KiBQM- r2 +?Qb2 iQ bim/v i?2 ǳ?v/`Q;2M iQKǴ Q7 bTQMiM2Qmb Tii2`M
7Q`KiBQM, ?Qr i?2 v2bi a++?`QKv+2b +2`2pBbB2 +?QQb2b  bBM;H2 #m/ bBi2 7`QK M
BbQi`QTB+ +2HH K2K#`M2X aT2+B}+HHv r2 i?Qm;?i #Qmi i?2 +`Bi2`B i?i b2H2+iBQM
KB;?i mb2 iQ b?T2 i?2 K2+?MBbKb Q7 #m/ bBi2 b2H2+iBQM, [mB+FM2bb BM TQH`BxBM;-
mMB[m2M2bb BM TQH`BxiBQM bBi2 M/ bi#BHBiv Q7 bBi2 QM+2 Bi Bb 7Q`K2/X q2 i?2M
2tTHQ`2/ ?Qr +QQT2`iBpBiv +?M;2/ i?2 #BHBiv 7Q`  TQH`Biv bvbi2K iQ K22i i?2b2
+`Bi2`B M/ T`QTQb2 ?Qr  b2+QM/ 722/#+F HQQT i?i rQ`Fb QM  iBK2@/2Hv
T`BM+BTH2 +QmH/ HHQr 7Q`  MQM@+QQT2`iBp2 K2+?MBbK Q7 TQH`BivX h?Bb HHQr2/ mb
iQ HbQ Q#b2`p2  KQ`2 ;2M2`H i`/2@Qz #2ir22M +QQT2`iBpBiv M/ bT22/ Q7
`2+iBQMb i?i +QmH/ TTHv iQ Qi?2` #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2Kb b r2HHX
h?2 7Qm`i? +?Ti2` Q7 i?Bb i?2bBb #mBH/b  #BQT?vbB+H KQ/2H Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2
9
U_LSV TmbBM; M/ #+Fi`+FBM; #v KBMBM; 7mM+iBQMH b2[m2M+BM; /iX _L
TQHvK2`b2 /vMKB+b ?p2 HQM; #22M bim/B2/ b KQH2+mH` K+?BM2b i bBM;H2@#b2
`2bQHmiBQM rBi? bBM;H2 KQH2+mH2 K2i?Q/b (kRĜkj)- Q` i i?2 r?QH2 ;2MQK2 H2p2H
(k9- k8)- #mi i?2b2 irQ TT`Q+?2b +QmH/ MQi #2 +QK#BM2/ #2+mb2 bBM;H2 KQH2+mH2
K2i?Q/b H+F2/ i?2 b2[m2M+2 /Bp2`bBiv M/ BM pBpQ +QMi2ti M/ ;2MQKB+ K2i?Q/b
H+F2/ bBM;H2@#b2 `2bQHmiBQMX h?2 +m``2Mi ?vTQi?2bBb 7Q` _LS TmbBM; Bb i?i
Mm+H2QbQK2b `2  KDQ` #``B2` iQ i`Mb+`BTiBQMH 2HQM;iBQMX
Lb+2Mi 1HQM;iBM; h`Mb+`BTi b2[m2M+BM; UL1h@b2[V (ke) HHQrb ;2MQK2@rB/2
_L TQHvK2`b2 /2MbBiv i bBM;H2 #b2 `2bQHmiBQM M/ r2 `2bQM2/ i?i i?Bb /i
rQmH/ HHQr mb iQ /2i2+i i?2 b2[m2M+2b i?i +mb2/ _LS TmbBM; M/ #+Fi`+FBM;
/m2 iQ bBKTH2 BMi2`+iBQMb BM i?2 i`Mb+`BTiBQM #m##H2X am+? BMi2`+iBQMb ?p2 #22M
T`2pBQmbHv BMp2biB;i2/ BM i?2Q`2iB+H bim/B2b (kd- k3)X JQbi bim/B2b mb2/ Kmii2/
TQHvK2`b2 `2bB/m2b b  rv iQ mM/2`biM/ BMi2`+iBQMb #2ir22M b2[m2M+2 M/
_LS (kNĜjk)- #mi r2 `2HBx2/ i?i L1h@b2[ +QmH/ #2 mb2/ mM/2`biM/ ?Qr MiBp2
_LS `2bTQM/b iQ KMv /Bz2`2Mi b2[m2M+2 +QMi2tibX h?2M #v im`MBM; _LS
/2MbBiv BMiQ  [mMiBiiBp2 T`2/B+iBQM ;K2- r2 r2`2 #H2 iQ i?2M i2bi ?m;2 MmK#2`b
Q7 b2[m2M+2@#b2/ ?vTQi?2b2b ;BMbi i?2 /i M/ b2iiH2 QM iQ i?2 KQbi THmbB#H2
QM2bX
Hi?Qm;? i?2b2 T`QD2+ib ?p2 HBiiH2 BM +QKKQM 7`QK  #BQHQ;B+H T2`bT2+iBp2- i?2v
`2 +b2b r?2`2 i?2Q`v M/ 2tT2`BK2Mib +QK#BM2 BM  T`Q/m+iBp2 rv iQ ?2HT bQHp2
BMi2`2biBM; [m2biBQMb #Qmi Qm` rQ`H/X
8
2
++m`i2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM +QMi`QH Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`B M/ Mm+H2QB/b
JBiQ+?QM/`B `2 +viQTHbKB+ Q`;M2HH2b T`2b2Mi BM KQbi 2mF`vQi2bX h?2v ;2M2`i2
Km+? Q7 i?2 +?2KB+H 2M2`;v Q7 +2HHb- M/ THv F2v `QH2b BM bB;MHHBM;- TQTiQbBb M/
/Bb2b2 (jjĜj8)X >Qr2p2`- HBiiH2 Bb FMQrM #Qmi ?Qr i?2B` pQHmK2b Q` i?2B`
e
.L@+QMiBMBM; Mm+H2QB/b `2 +QMi`QHH2/ /m`BM; i?2 +2HH +v+H2 Q` i +2HH /BpBbBQMX
6`QK }`bi T`BM+BTH2b- ++m`i2 T`iBiBQMBM; Q7 Mm+H2QB/b b22Kb T`iB+mH`Hv
+?HH2M;BM; #2+mb2 b2;`2;iBQM Kmbi #2 T`2+Bb2Hv +QMi`QHH2/ i irQ H2p2Hb, 2p2M B7
Mm+H2QB/b b2;`2;i2 ++m`i2Hv rBi?BM KBiQ+?QM/`B- 2``Q`b #2ir22M +2HHb +M biBHH #2
H`;2 mMH2bb i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 HbQ b2;`2;i2b ++m`i2Hv (R- je)X 622/#+F
+QMi`QH Q7 T`Q/m+iBQM Bb BM im`M +?HH2M;BM; /m2 iQ /2Hvb Q` MQBbv bB;MHBM; BM i?2
722/#+F HQQT Ĝ Bbbm2b i?i im`M Qmi iQ #2 T`iB+mH`Hv T`Q#H2KiB+ 7Q` +QKTQM2Mib
BM HQr MmK#2`b (jd- j3)X
q2 i?2`27Q`2 b2i Qmi iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 ++m`+v Q7 MQBb2 +QMi`QH BM KBiQ+?QM/`B
M/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH Mm+H2QB/b BM i?2 r2HH@bim/B2/- bvKK2i`B+HHv /BpB/BM; }bbBQM v2bi
a+?BxQb++?`QKv+2b TQK#2- r?2`2 r2 /2p2HQT2/ K2i?Q/b iQ +QmMi Mm+H2QB/b M/
T`2+Bb2Hv K2bm`2 i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B BM bBM;H2 +2HHbX
kXR oQHmK2i`B+ T`iBiBQMBM; Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH M/ Mm+H2QB/b
q2 }`bi mb2/ iBK2@HTb2 BK;BM; Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH Ki`Bt@i`;2i2/ K*?2``v iQ
[mMiB7v bTiBH /vMKB+b /m`BM; i?2 +2HH +v+H2 M/ 7i2` +2HH /BpBbBQMX h?Bb
+QM}`K2/ `2TQ`ib i?i KBiQ+?QM/`B `2 Tmb?2/ iQ i?2 TQH2b Q7 i?2 +2HH #v i?2
KBiQiB+ bTBM/H2 (jN- 9y) #27Q`2 +2HH /BpBbBQM U6B;X kXR V- BM `Qm;?Hv 2[mH KQmMib
`2;`/H2bb Q7 r?2`2 i?2 +2HH 2p2MimHHv /BpB/2bX am`T`BbBM;Hv- ?Qr2p2`- r2 7m`i?2`
7QmM/ i?i BM i?2 Hbi R8W Q7 i?2 +2HH +v+H2 Ĝ 7i2` +?`QKQbQK2 b2;`2;iBQM #mi
#27Q`2 +viQFBM2bBb Ĝ KBiQ+?QM/`B 2b+T2 7`QK i?2 TQH2b M/ bTiBHHv `2@2[mBHB#`i2
i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 H2M;i? Q7 i?2 +2HH- BM pB`imHHv 2p2`v +2HH Q#b2`p2/ #Qi? 7Q` rBH/ ivT2
+2HHb M/ 7Q` +2HHb i?i /BpB/2 bvKK2i`B+HHv UTQKR∆- 6B;X kX8 M/ kXR "-*VX h?Bb
d
bm;;2bib i?i T`iBiBQMBM; Q++m`b #v  [mHBiiBp2Hv /Bz2`2Mi T`BM+BTH2- +QMb2`pBM;
+QM+2Mi`iBQMb `i?2` i?M MmK#2`b r?2M +2HH /BpBbBQM Bb MQi T2`72+iHv bvKK2i`B+H-
b 7m`i?2` +QM}`K2/ #v K2bm`BM; #Qi? i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH UpB i?2 JBiQ:`T?
i2+?MB[m2 (9R)V M/ +viQTHbKB+ pQHmK2b BM 2+? /m;?i2` +2HH U6B;X kXR .VX
aBM+2 i?2 Q#b2`p2/ KB;`iBQM Q7 i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`B iQ i?2 TQH2b Bb bQ bm;;2biBp2 Q7
M +iBp2 b2;`2;iBQM K2+?MBbK- M/ 2p2M +QBM+B/2b rBi? i?2 b2;`2;iBQM Q7 i?2
Mm+H2` .L- r2 +QMbB/2`2/ r?2i?2` KBiQ+?QM/`BH Mm+H2QB/b KB;?i biBHH #2
b2;`2;i2/ pB i?Bb K2+?MBbKX aT2+B}+HHv- i?2 Mm+H2QB/b +QmH/ `2KBM BM i?2 +2HH
?H7 r?2`2 i?2v `2 Q`B;BMHHv TH+2/ #v i?2 bTBM/H2- 2p2M 7i2` i?2 KDQ`Biv Q7 i?2
KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 `2@2[mBHB#`i2/X *QmMiBM; KBiQ+?QM/`BH Mm+H2QB/b rb MQi
T`2pBQmbHv TQbbB#H2 #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 BMi2`72`BM; bB;MH 7`QK Mm+H2` .L M/ i?mb
pB`imHHv MQi?BM; Bb FMQrM #Qmi ?Qr i?2v b2;`2;i2X q2 /2p2HQT2/  ~mQ`2b+2Mi
KB+`Qb+QTv K2i?Q/ mbBM; i?2 /v2 av#` :`22M A Ua:A- JQH2+mH` S`Q#2bV i?i /Q2b
MQi bB;MB}+MiHv biBM Mm+H2` .L- M/ +`Qbb@pHB/i2/ i?2 `2bmHib rBi? irQ Qi?2`
bBM;H2 +2HH K2i?Q/b Ĝ QM2 Qi?2` /v2 i?i +M #2 mb2/ bBKmHiM2QmbHv BM i?2 bK2 +2HHb
b a:A- M/ QM2 K2i?Q/ #b2/ QM Ǵ+HB+FǴ +?2KBbi`v i?i +M QMHv #2 mb2/ BM bT2+B}+
KmiMib (9k)X h?Bb b?Qr2/ i?i a:A BM/22/ biBMb HKQbi HH Mm+H2QB/b BM i?2 +2HH
Ub22 K2i?Q/bVX h?2 +p2i Q7 i?Bb K2i?Q/ Bb i?i i?2 M2+2bb`v rb?BM; T`Q+2/m`2
T2`im`#b i?2 ``M;2K2Mi Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B BM i?2 +2HHc i?mb Bi Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ +QmMi i?2
MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b BM 2+? +2HH #mi MQi iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2B` bTiBH TQbBiBQMbX q2
i?2`27Q`2 mb2/ Bi iQ i2bi r?2i?2` i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b BM 2+? /m;?i2` +2HH rb
/2T2M/2Mi QM ?Qr i?2 +viQTHbK Bb /BpB/2/- BX2X r?2i?2` i?2v b2;`2;i2 #v MmK#2`-
HBF2 +?`QKQbQK2b U6B;X kXR .- ǳ1[mH MmK#2`Ǵ HBM2V- Q` #v +QM+2Mi`iBQM- HBF2 _L
3
Q` T`Qi2BM KQH2+mH2b U6B;X kXR .- ǳ1[mH +QM+2Mi`iBQMǴ HBM2VX h?2 /i +QM}`K2/
i?i Mm+H2QB/b b2;`2;i2 BM T`QTQ`iBQM iQ +2HH pQHmK2- b?QrBM;  M2`@T2`72+i Ki+?
#2ir22M i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 +viQTHbK M/ i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 Mm+H2QB/bX
kXk "2ii2` i?M #BMQKBH b2;`2;iBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B
M/ Mm+H2QB/b
a2;`2;iBQM BM T`QTQ`iBQM iQ i?2 pBH#H2 +viQTHbKB+ pQHmK2 BM 2+? +2HH U6B;X kXR
.V Kv +QMb2`p2 +QM+2Mi`iBQMb BM i?2 irQ /m;?i2`b QM p2`;2- #mi i?Bb ivTB+HHv
+QK2b i i?2 +Qbi Q7 H`;2 `2HiBp2 T`iBiBQMBM; 2``Q`b i HQr MmK#2`b (R)X :Bp2M i?2
`2HiBp2Hv HQr MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b T2` +2HH U∼ 30 T2` /BpB/BM; +2HHV- i?Bb b?QmH/ +`2i2
bB;MB}+Mi MQBb2 BM Mm+H2QB/ +QM+2Mi`iBQMb U∼R8WV 2p2M B7 i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2
T`iBiBQM2/ T2`72+iHvX am`T`BbBM;Hv- ?Qr2p2`- +QmMiBM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b M/
[mMiB7vBM; i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 i?i b2;`2;i2/ iQ 2+? /m;?i2` +2HH i
/BpBbBQM `2p2H2/ i?i i?Bb Bb MQi i?2 +b2, /m;?i2`b Q7 TT`QtBKi2Hv 2[mH bBx2b
BM?2`Bi p2`v bBKBH` MmK#2`b Q7 Mm+H2QB/b Ĝ 7` KQ`2 bBKBH` i?M 2tT2+i2/ 7`QK
#BMQKBH T`iBiBQMBM; U6B;X kXkV M/ TQbbB#Hv 2p2M +HQb2 iQ T2`72+i r?2M +Q``2+iBM;
7Q` 2tT2`BK2MiH BM++m`+B2b Ub22 aAVX ai`BFBM;Hv- 2p2M bvKK2i`B+HHv /BpB/BM; +2HHb
UTQKR∆V U6B;XkXk"- +2Mi2`V Q` +2HHb i?i /BpB/2 i ?H7 i?2 MQ`KH H2M;i? Ur22R∆V
U6B;XkXk"- `B;?iV T`iBiBQM Mm+H2QB/b T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ +2HH pQHmK2 rBi? ?B;? ++m`+vX
aBM+2 KBiQ+?QM/`B 7Q`K  b2KB@+QMiBMmQmb K2b?- b QTTQb2/ iQ i?2 /Bb+`2i2 M/
bi2`2QivT2/ mMBib Q7 KQbi i2ti#QQF +`iQQMb- TbbBp2 K2+?MBbKb +QmH/ 2tTHBM i?2
Q#b2`piBQM i?i i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 +HQb2Hv i`+Fb i?2 pBH#H2 +viQTHbKB+



































Eventual partition of cytoplasm
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Volume of mitochondria 



























































6B;m`2 kXR, JBiQ+?QM/`B M/ Mm+H2QB/b bTiBHHv `2@2[mBHB#`i2 7i2` Mm+H2` b2;`2;iBQM iQ
Ki+? +viQTHbKB+ /BpBbBQMX UV hBK2HTb2 BK;2b Q7  /BpB/BM; rBH/@ivT2 +2HH U_CSy9RV BM
#`B;?i}2H/ M/ rBi? KBiQ+?QM/`BH Ki`Bt@i`;2i2/ UK;2MiV M/ :6S H#2H2/ Mm+H2B U+vMVX
``Qrb i y KBM BM/B+i2 BMBiBH b2T`iBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B i i?2 bK2 iBK2 b Mm+H2B M/
i?2M `27Q`KiBQM Q7  +QMiBMmQmb KBiQ+?QM/`BH M2irQ`F i Ry KBM #mi #27Q`2 /BpBbBQM i jy
KBMX U"V 6Q` BM/BpB/mH /BpB/BM; TQKR∆ +2HHb U_CSyk8V- i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b BM 2+?
/m;?i2` +2HH rb /2i2`KBM2/ rBi? b2KB@miQKi2/ bTQi /2i2+iBQM Q7 a:A bB;MH M/ i?2 KB@
iQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 BM 2+? +2HH ?H7 rb /2i2`KBM2/ mbBM; i?2 bm`7+2@#b2/ pQHmK2 `2+QM@
bi`m+iBQM 7`QK i?2 JBiQ:`T? bQ7ir`2 T+F;2 (9R)X U*V 6`+iBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B BM i?2 T`i
Q7 i?2 +2HH i?i rBHH 2p2MimHHv #2+QK2 i?2 bKHH2` /m;?i2` b  7mM+iBQM Q7 iBK2 7Q` TQKR∆
+2HHb U_CSy9kVX AK;2b Q7 +2HHb b BM UV r2`2 iF2M 2p2`v 8 KBMmi2b M/ HB;M2/ i y KBMmi2b
U#Hm2 /b?2/ HBM2V r?2M Mm+H2B }`bi b2T`i2X p2`;2 +2HH /BpBbBQM Q++m``2/ k8 KBMmi2b 7i2`
Mm+H2` b2T`iBQM rBi? TT`QtBKi2Hv jdW Q7 +viQTHbKB+ pQHmK2 BM?2`Bi2/ #v bKHH2` /m;?@
i2` U/b?2/ ?Q`BxQMiH HBM2bVX 1``Q` #`b BM/B+i2 biM/`/ 2``Q` Q7 i?2 K2MX UM4NR +2HHbV U.V
6Q` TQKR∆ +2HHb- i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 Mm+H2QB/b M/ Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 BM 2+? /m;?i2` +2HH
b +QKTmi2/ BM U"V `2 THQii2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 +viQTHbKB+ pQHmK2 BM 2+?
/m;?i2` +2HHX :`v HBM2b BM/B+i2 2tT2+iiBQMb 7Q` 2[mH +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q` 2[mH MmK#2`b Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`B Q` Mm+H2QB/b b2;`2;iBM; iQ 2+? /m;?i2` +2HHX UM4Ryk +2HHbVX HH b+H2 #`b BM@
/B+i2 R mKX
Ry


























































6B;m`2 kXk, JBiQ+?QM/`B M/ Mm+H2QB/b `2 T`iBiBQM2/ iQ /m;?i2` +2HHb KQ`2 ++m`i2Hv
i?M 2tT2+i2/ #v TbbBp2 U#BMQKBHV T`iBiBQMBM;X UV h?2 #bQHmi2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2
MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b b2;`2;i2/ iQ 2+? rBH/@ivT2 U_CSyy8 M/ .>eyV /m;?i2` +2HH Bb THQi@
i2/ ;BMbi i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 b2;`2;iBM; Mm+H2QB/bX `2 Q7 THQii2/ TQBMi Bb T`QTQ`iBQMH
iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 bKTH2b Q#b2`p2/ rBi? i?Qb2 +QmMibX :`v HBM2b BM/B+i2 KQ/2Hb Q7 T2`72+i-
#BMQKBH UTbbBp2V M/ HH@Q`@MQM2 b2;`2;iBQMX JQbi +2HHb T`iBiBQM #2ii2` i?M i?2 #BMQKBH
2tT2+iiBQM M/ KMv +2HHb T`iBiBQM rBi? T2`72+i }/2HBivX "BMQKBH b2;`2;iBQM T`2/B+iBQMb
r2`2 +H+mHi2/ #v 2tT2+iBM; i?i 2+? Mm+H2QB/ ?/  8yW +?M+2 Q7 #2BM; BM?2`Bi2/ #v 2+?
/m;?i2` UM49ky +2HHbV U"V *mKmHiBp2 /Bbi`B#miBQM 7mM+iBQMb U*.6bV Q7 i?2 `2HiBp2 T`iBiBQM@
BM; 2``Q`b Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 UK;2MiV M/ Mm+H2QB/ T`iBiBQMBM; U;`22MV +QKT`2/ iQ
+viQTHbKB+ T`iBiBQMBM; 7Q` rBH/@ivT2 U_CSyy8- M4Re3 +2HHbV- TQKR∆ U_CSyk8- M48k +2HHbV-
M/ r22R∆ U_CSykN- M4dd +2HHbVX JBiQ+?QM/`B M/ Mm+H2QB/b r2`2 KQ`2 ++m`i2Hv T`iB@
iBQM2/ i?M i?2 #BMQKBH KQ/2H rQmH/ T`2/B+i b *.6b `2 iQ i?2 H27i Q7 i?2 #BMQKBH 2tT2+@
iiBQM Ui@i2bi- Lm+H2QB/b, rBH/@ivT2, p < 10−15- TQKR∆, p < 10−3- M/ r22R∆, p < 10−3Vc
KBiQ+?QM/`B, rBH/@ivT2, p < 10−27- TQKR∆, p < 10−11- M/ r22R∆, p < 10−2VX
RR
bQK2 bQ`i Q7 +iBp2 bTiBH +QMi`QHX aBM+2 KB+`Qim#mH2b `2 FMQrM iQ #2 BMpQHp2/ BM
KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;`2;iBQM- r2 2tKBM2/ KK#R∆ KmiMib r?2`2 KBiQ+?QM/`B `2
MQi #H2 iQ ii+? iQ KB+`Qim#mH2 }HK2Mib (9j)X h?Bb H2/ iQ ?B;?Hv BM++m`i2
b2;`2;iBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 U6B;XkXj VX ai`BFBM;Hv- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 Mm+H2QB/b
biBHH b2;`2;i2/ rBi? bm#@#BMQKBH 2``Q`b 7i2` i?2 2``Q`b BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2
?/ #22M +Q``2+i2/ 7Q` #v +QM/BiBQMBM; i?2 /iX h?mb i?2 pQHmK2i`B+ T`iBiBQMBM;
Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B Bb +iBp2 `i?2` i?M TbbBp2 Dmbi b BM #m//BM; v2bi (9)- T2`?Tb
#2+mb2 KBiQ+?QM/`B `2 iQQ H`;2 M/ }HK2MiQmb (jN- 9j- 99) iQ `2Hv QM TbbBp2
T`Q+2bb2bX  b2+QM/- BM/2T2M/2Mi- +iBp2 K2+?MBbK Bb i?mb `2[mB`2/ iQ 2Mbm`2 i?i
KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;K2Mib Q7 i?2 bK2 bBx2 +QMiBM i?2 bK2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/bX
kXkXR _2;mH` bT+BM; ++m`i2Hv +QmTH2b Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM iQ
KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;`2;iBQM
hQ B/2MiB7v i?2 T`BM+BTH2 #v r?B+? KBiQ+?QM/`B 2Mbm`2  MQM@`M/QK 7`+iBQM Q7
Mm+H2QB/b BM 2+? /m;?i2` Ĝ `2;`/H2bb Q7 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 b2TimK Ĝ r2 /2p2HQT2/
 K2i?Q/ iQ ++m`i2Hv [mMiB7v i?2 bTiBH HQ+iBQMb Q7 Mm+H2QB/bX q2 mb2/  bi`BM
Q7 aX TQK#2 i?i 2tT`2bb2/  KBiQ+?QM/`BH Ki`Bt@i`;2i2/ K*?2``v M/ HbQ +QmH/
BM+Q`TQ`i2 8@2i?vMvH@kǶ@/2Qtvm`B/BM2 U1/lV BMiQ Mm+H2QB/b (9k) r?B+? +QmH/ #2 Hi2`
pBbmHBx2/ i?`Qm;?  +HB+F@+?2KBbi`v `2+iBQM (98)X h?2 +p2i Q7 i?Bb K2i?Q/ Bb i?i
Bi `2[mB`2b +2HH@+v+H2 ``2bi2/ +2HHb r?B+? `2 i?2M }t2/X >Qr2p2`- mMHBF2 i?2 a:A
bbv #Qp2- i?Bb K2i?Q/ HHQrb mb iQ pBbmHBx2 MiBp2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH KQ`T?QHQ;v
M/ /2i2+i Mm+H2QB/b BM BMi2`T?b2 +2HHb Ub22 K2i?Q/bVX JTTBM; #Qi? i?2
KBiQ+?QM/`BH M2irQ`F M/ i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 Mm+H2QB/b Q7 +2HHb U6B;XkXj "V mbBM;
Rk
JBiQ:`T? M/ i?2 Mm+H2QB/ BK;2 MHvbBb K2i?Q/ mb2/ 7Q` a:A biBMBM;- b?Qr2/
i?i Mm+H2QB/b `2 `2;mH`Hv bT+2/ Qmi rBi?BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`B U6B;XkXj *VX
S`2pBQmb Q#b2`piBQMb BM ?mKM +2HHb ?p2 HbQ B/2MiB}2/ HBM2` b2+iBQMb Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`B r?2`2 Mm+H2QB/b TT2` iQ #2 `2;mH`Hv bT+2/ Qmi (9e- 9d)X Pm`
`2bmHib b?Qr i?i Mm+H2QB/b `2 BM 7+i ``M;2/ 2ti`2K2Hv `2;mH`Hv i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2
KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 M/ i?i i?Bb 2tTHBMb i?2 HQr b2;`2;iBQM 2``Q`b U6B;XkXj *
BMb2iV- bBKBH` iQ  T?2MQK2MQM Q#b2`p2/ 7Q` +`#QtvbQK2b BM +vMQ#+i2`B (93)X
h?2 KQH2+mH` K2+?MBbKb mM/2`HvBM; i?2 2p2M bT+BM; `2 MQi FMQrM U6B;XkXj .V-
#mi `2+2Mi Q#b2`piBQMb BM #m//BM; v2bi bm;;2bi i?i Bi +QmH/ #2 `2Hi2/ iQ 
+QmTHBM; Q7 Mm+H2QB/b iQ i?2 2M/QTHbKB+ `2iB+mHmK U1_VX h?2 1_ /2HBp2`b
K2K#`M2 iQ i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`B iQ HHQr i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`B iQ ;`Qr (9N)X Jm`H2v 2i
HX b?Qr2/ i?i +QMi+i #2ir22M i?2 1_ M/ KBiQ+?QM/`B Q++m`b T`272`2MiBHHv M2`
`2THB+iBM; Ki.L (8y)X h?Bb bm;;2bib i?i K2K#`M2 +QmH/ #2 T`272`2MiBHHv
BMb2`i2/ #2ir22M M2rHv `2THB+i2/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH ;2MQK2b- ?2HTBM; iQ b2T`i2 M/
2p2MHv /Bbi`B#mi2 i?2K HQM; i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BX
kXj Lm+H2QB/ `2THB+iBQM
h?2 K2i?Q/b #Qp2 +M HbQ #2 mb2/ iQ BM/B`2+iHv 2pHmi2 i?2 ++m`+v Q7 Mm+H2QB/
`2THB+iBQM +QMi`QH /m`BM; i?2 +2HH +v+H2X aT2+B}+HHv- r2 K2bm`2/ i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM
Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b BM +2HHb i?i ?/ Dmbi /BpB/2/- +Tim`BM; #Qi? i?2
#2;BMMBM; M/ 2M/ Q7 i?2 +2HH +v+H2 U6B;XkX9 V- #Qi? 7Q` rBH/ivT2 +2HHb M/ 7Q`
KK#R∆- TQKR∆ M/ r22R∆ KmiMib r?2`2 b2;`2;iBQM 2``Q`b +QMi`B#mi2 /Bz2`2MiHv
iQ i?2 iQiH MQBb2 U6B;XkX9 "V #mi r?2`2 T`Q/m+iBQM +QMi`QH b?QmH/ #2 BMi+iX
Rj
1 um
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Distance between nucleoids [um]
6B;m`2 kXj, ++m`i2 b2;`2;iBQM Q7 Mm+H2QB/b `2[mB`2b #Qi? ++m`i2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;`2;@
iBQM M/ `2;mH` bT+BM; Q7 Mm+H2QB/b BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH M2irQ`FX UV *.6b Q7 T`iBiBQMBM;
2``Q`b 7Q` KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 M/ Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM Ub BM 6B;X kXk"V BM KK#R∆ +2HHb
U_CSyReVX qBH/@ivT2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH 2``Q`b `2 b?QrM 7Q` `272`2M+2X JmiMi KK#R∆ +2HHb ?/
?B;?2` 2``Q`b i?M rBH/@ivT2 +2HHb #mi biBHH T`iBiBQM2/ Mm+H2QB/b KQ`2 ++m`i2Hv i?M  #BMQ@
KBH KQ/2H +QM/BiBQMBM; QM KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;`2;iBQMX U"V  }t2/ +2HH rBi? KBiQ@K*?2``v
UK;2MiV rBi? 1/l@H#2H2/ Mm+H2QB/b U;`22MV U_CSyk3V M/  +QKTmiiBQMH `2T`2b2Mi@
iBQMX U*V  ?BbiQ;`K Q7 i?2 +imH /BbiM+2b #2ir22M M2B;?#Q` Mm+H2QB/b U#Hm2- K2M, yXdk
mK- bX/X, yXjj mKV M/ `M/QKHv `2/Bbi`B#mi2/ Mm+H2QB/b rBi?BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH M2irQ`F
U;`v- K2M, yXe3 mK- bX/X, yX9j mKVX UR-3dR Mm+H2QB/b BM k9 +2HHbVX AMb2i, *.6 Q7 `2HiBp2
Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM 2``Q`b 7Q` rBH/@ivT2 +2HHb 7`QK 6B;X kXk" U;`22MV M/ KQ/2Hb Q7 bT+@
BM; 7`QK i?2 Q#b2`p2/ BMi2`/BbiM+2b U#Hm2V M/ `M/QK bT+BM; U;`vVX h?2 `M/QK bT+BM;
KQ/2H `2bmHib BM  bB;MB}+MiHv ?B;?2` 2``Q` i?M i?2 Q#b2`p2/ rBH/@ivT2 b2;`2;iBQM Ui i2bi-
p < 10−6VX >Qr2p2` i?2 Q#b2`p2/ bT+BM; /Q2b MQi 7mHHv `2+TBimHi2 i?2 HQr 2``Q`b Q7 i?2
Q#b2`p2/ rBH/@ivT2 b2;`2;iBQM Ui i2bi- T4yXykVX Ryy /Bbi`B#miBQMb 2+? 7Q` Re3 rBH/@ivT2 +2HHb
r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ bbmKBM; HBM2` KBiQ+?QM/`B Ub22 K2i?Q/bVX U.V AM qh +2HHb- KBiQ+?QM/`B
2p2MHv ``M;2/ i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 +2HH Dmbi #27Q`2 +2HH /BpBbBQM M/ Mm+H2QB/b BM?2`Bi i?Bb ++m`+v
#v bT+BM; Qmi 2p2MHv BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH M2irQ`FX AM KK#R∆ +2HHb- KBiQ+?QM/`B `2 BM+@
+m`i2Hv T`iBiBQM2/- M/ Mm+H2QB/b `2 HbQ BMM+`mi2Hv T`iBiBQM2/ #2+mb2 i?2v `2 2[mHHv
bT+2/ Qmi BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BX .Bb`mTiBM; i?2 bT+BM; Q7 Mm+H2QB/b rBi?BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM@
/`B i?`Qm;? M mMFMQrM KmiiBQM rQmH/ H2p2 i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;`2;iBQM mM+?M;2/ #mi



































6B;m`2 kX9, Lm+H2QB/ `2THB+iBQM Bb BM/2T2M/2Mi Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b M/ 7`22 Q7 2t@
i`BMbB+ MQBb2X UV a+?2KiB+ Q7 /i +QKTBH2/ 7`QK 2+? 2tT2`BK2Mi i i?2 ;;`2;i2 H2p2HX AM
/BpB/BM; +2HHb- i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 Mm+H2QB/b rb K2bm`2/ 7Q` #Qi? i?2 M2rHv #Q`M U;`2vV M/
i?2 Dmbi /BpB/2/ +2HHb UQ`M;2V M/ i?2M MQ`KHBx2/ iQ i?2 p2`;2 pQHmK2 Q7 2+? TQTmHiBQMX
U"V  SQBbbQM T`Q+2bb rBi? MQ 7`22 T`K2i2`b rb bBKmHi2/ mMiBH i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b
/Qm#H2/ M/ i?2 `2bmHiBM; /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb THQii2/ BM #Hm2 ;BMbi i?2 +imH /i BM Q`M;2 7Q`
2+? Q7 i?2 bi`BMb `2TQ`i2/X UM4kyy bBKmHiBQMb 7Q` 2+? /ib2iV
ai`BFBM;Hv- HH i?2b2 bi`BMb TT`QtBKi2Hv //  SQBbbQM /Bbi`B#mi2/ MmK#2` Q7
Mm+H2QB/b /m`BM; i?2 +2HH +v+H2 U6B;XkX9 "VX h?2 SQBbbQM /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb 2tT2+i2/ BM
i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 b2H7@+QMi`QH- BX2X- r?2M M2r Mm+H2QB/b `2 //2/ BM/2T2M/2MiHv Q7 i?2
MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b +m``2MiHv BM i?2 +2HHX h?Bb KF2b b2Mb2 BM i?2 HB;?i Q7
i?2Q`2iB+H rQ`Fb /2KQMbi`iBM; i?2 +p2ib Q7 722/#+F +QMi`QH Ĝ 7Q` +QKTQM2Mib
T`2b2Mi BM HQr MmK#2`b- MQBbv bB;MHBM;- H;b M/ /2Hvb- Q` HBKBi2/ +QQT2`iBpBiv
+M ;`2iHv `2/m+2 i?2 ++m`+v Q7 +QMi`QH- M/ TbbBp2 K2+?MBbKb Kv i?2M
T2`7Q`K 2p2M #2ii2` i?M +iBp2 QM2b (jd- j3)X AM 7+i- 7Q` TbbBp2 K2+?MBbKb- i?2
SQBbbQM /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb `2K`F#Hv M``Qr bBM+2 Qi?2` bQm`+2b Q7 +2HH@iQ@+2HH p`BiBQM
BM i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Ti?rvb +QmH/ `M/QKBx2 H2p2Hb 7m`i?2` (8R- 8k)X
R8
kX9 .Bb+mbbBQM
Pm` `2bmHib b?Qr i?i i?2 b2;`2;iBQM Q7 #Qi? KBiQ+?QM/`BH pQHmK2 M/
KBiQ+?QM/`BH Mm+H2QB/b `2 ++m`i2Hv +QMi`QHH2/ BM bBM;H2 +2HHb- #v K2i?Q/b i?i
+QMb2`p2 +QM+2Mi`iBQMb `i?2` i?M iQiH MmK#2`b- M/ i?i `2Hv KQ`2 QM ++m`i2
T`iBiBQMBM; i?M QM b2H7@+QMi`QH Q7 T`Q/m+iBQMX h?Bb KF2b i?2K [mHBiiBp2Hv
/Bz2`2Mi 7`QK #Qi? K+`QKQH2+mH2b M/ +?`QKQbQK2b, +?`QKQbQK2b mb2 iB;?iHv
+QMi`QHH2/ `2THB+iBQM M/ T`iBiBQMBM; K2+?MBbKb i?i 2Mbm`2 2[mH MmK#2`b iQ
2+? /m;?i2`- r?BH2 +viQTHbKB+ K+`QKQH2+mH2b b2;`2;i2 #v pQHmK2 #mi rBi?
bm#biMiBH 2``Q`b #Qi? 7`QK ;2M2 2tT`2bbBQM #m`bib M/ 7`QK b2;`2;iBQMX h?2
++m`i2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM +QMi`QH Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B Kv `2~2+i i?2 7+i i?i
KBiQ+?QM/`B `2  F2v bQm`+2 Q7 K2i#QHBi2- HBTB/ M/ 2M2`;v T`Q/m+iBQM 7Q` i?2
+2HH- M/ `2 i?2`27Q`2 M22/2/ BM iB;?i T`QTQ`iBQM iQ i?2 +2HH bBx2 (9)X
h?2 7+i i?i Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM Bb #2ii2` i?M #BMQKBH M/ Mm+H2QB/
`2THB+iBQM Bb  SQBbbQM T`Q+2bb ?b BKTHB+iBQMb 7Q` ?Qr +2HHb +QMi`QH +QM+2Mi`iBQMbX
>2i2`Q;2M2Biv #2ir22M +2HHb Bb mbmHHv ;2M2`i2/ i +2HH /BpBbBQM M/ i?2M +Q``2+i2/
#v `2THB+iBQM /m`BM; i?2 +2HH +v+H2X >Qr2p2`- BM i?Bb +b2- Bi Bb ǳbHQTTvǴ `2THB+iBQM
+QMi`QH i?i Bb +Q``2+i2/ #v ++m`i2 b2;`2;iBQM-  `2p2`bH Q7 i?2 mbmH T`/B;KX
Re
kX8 Ji2`BHb M/ K2i?Q/b
kX8XR Lm+H2QB/ +QmMiBM; bbv
q2 /2p2HQT2/  MQp2H bbv 7Q` +QmMiBM; BM/BpB/mH KBiQ+?QM/`BH Mm+H2QB/b BM bBM;H2
/BpB/BM; +2HHb, HBp2 aX TQK#2 biBM2/ #v av#` :`22M A Ua:AV b?Qr2/ +H2` TmM+i
`2b2K#HBM; KBiQ+?QM/`BH Mm+H2QB/b- ?/ MQ /2i2+i#H2 bB;MH BM i?2 Mm+H2mb M/ ?/
KBMBKH miQ~mQ`2b+2M+2 U6B;X kXe VX h?2b2 a:A TmM+i +Q@HQ+HBx2/ rBi? 
KBiQ+?QM/`BH Ki`Bt@i`;i2/ K*?2``v ~mQ`QT?Q`2- M/ r2`2 MQi Q#b2`p2/ BM +2HHb
H+FBM; Ki.L UρoV U6B;X kXd "VX hQ p2`B7v i?i a:A TmM+i r2`2 Mm+H2QB/b- r2
+Q@biBM2/ +2HHb rBi?  T`2pBQmbHv mb2/ Mm+H2QB/ biBM- .SA (R9) M/ br  +HQb2
+Q``2bTQM/2M+2 #2ir22M BM/BpB/mH Mm+H2QB/b B/2MiB}2/ #v 2+? K2i?Q/X lbBM; 
b2KB@miQKi2/ BK;2 MHvbBb K2i?Q/ iQ +QmMi i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b biBM2/
Ub22 #2HQrV- r2 HbQ 7QmM/ i?i i?2 p2`;2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b /2i2+i2/ #v 2+?
K2i?Q/ rb M2`Hv B/2MiB+H U6B;X kXe"VX h?Bb T`Q+2/m`2 T`Q/m+2b irQ 2biBKi2b 7Q`
2+? BM/BpB/mH +2HH- M/ r2 7QmM/ i?i- QM p2`;2- i?2 HQr 2biBKi2 rb
TT`QtBKi2Hv NkW Q7 i?2 ?B;? 2biBKi2X hQ ++QmMi 7Q` i?2 7+i i?i #Qi? K2i?Q/b
i?2M bHB;?iHv mM/2`+QmMi Mm+H2QB/b- r2 T2`7Q`K2/  KQ`2 `B;Q`Qmb biiBbiB+H MHvbBb
b?QrBM; i?i 2+? Mm+H2QB/ Bb BM/2T2M/2MiHv /2i2+i2/ rBi? M 2{+B2M+v Q7 #Qmi
39W rBi? 2Bi?2` biBM U6B;X kX3VX
1biBKiBQM Q7 /2i2+iBQM 277B+B2M+v 7`QK .SA M/ a:A biBMBM;
hQ 2biBKi2 i?2 biBMBM; 2{+B2M+v Q7 .SA M/ a:A- 2+? +2HH b bbmK2/ iQ ?p2
bQK2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b- N - M/ 2+? biBM rb bbmK2/ iQ /2i2+i BM/BpB/mH
Rd
Mm+H2QB/b rBi?  T`Q##BHBiv- pX h?Bb T`Q##BHBiv rb bbmK2/ iQ #2 i?2 bK2 7Q`
2+? biBM b i?2 +Q``2HiBQM +Q2{+B2Mi #2ir22M i?2K rb RXyX 6Q` 2+? +2HH- i?2
p2`;2 MmK#2` Q7 bTQib /2i2+i2/ pB .SA M/ a:A rb mb2/ b M 2biBKi2 7Q`
NpX HH +2HHb rBi? i?2 bK2 MmK#2` Q7 p2`;2 /2i2+i2/ Mm+H2QB/b r2`2 ;`QmT2/ M/
i?2 BM/BpB/mH bKTH2b r2`2 i`2i2/ b #BMQKBH T`Q+2bb rBi? L i`BHb- 2+? rBi? T
+?M+2 Q7 bm++2bbX h?2 p`BM+2 Q7 i?Bb T`Q+2bb Bb Np(1− p) M/ T rb +QKTmi2/ #v
bbmKBM; i?i i?2 p2`;2 MmK#2` Q7 /2i2+i2/ Mm+H2QB/b 7Q` i?2 ;`QmT rb NpX h?2
`2bmHi 7`QK 2+? Q7 i?2b2 ;`QmTb Q7 +2HHb rb p2`;2/ rBi? r2B;?i T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ
i?2 MmK#2` Q7 bKTH2b M/ `2bmHi2/ BM i?2 2biBKi2/ 39W /2i2+iBQM 2{+B2M+vX
1biBKiBQM Q7 /2i2+iBQM 277B+B2M+v 7`QK 1/l biBMBM;
hQ 7m`i?2` pHB/i2 a:A biBMBM; r2 +QKT`2/ Bi iQ +2HHb r?2`2 Mm+H2QB/b r2`2
H#2H2/ rBi? i?2 Mm+H2QiB/2 MHQ; 8@2i?vMvH@kǶ@/2Qtvm`B/BM2 U1/lV- 7QHHQr2/ #v
ǳ+HB+FǴ HB;iBQM Q7 H2t@933 xB/2 Ub22 #2HQrVX 1/l H#2Hb Mm+H2QB/b `2HB#Hv (9k)-
#mi QMHv BM }t2/ +2HHb 7i2`  +2HH +v+H2 ``2bi U6B;X kXN V M/ i?mb +M QMHv #2 mb2/
7Q` bbv pHB/iBQM Tm`TQb2bX AM  Ki+?2/ TQTmHiBQM Q7 +2HHb- a:A biBM2/
TT`QtBKi2Hv 39W Q7 Mm+H2QB/b biBM2/ #v 1/l U6B;X kXN "V- ;`22BM; rBi? Qm`
T`2pBQmb 2biBKi2 Q7 H#2HBM; 2{+B2M+vX a:A biBMBM; Bb i?2`27Q`2 M ++m`i2 K2i?Q/
7Q` [mMiB7vBM; Mm+H2QB/ MmK#2`b BM bBM;H2 +2HHb- #mi ?b irQ bB;MB}+Mi HBKBiiBQMb,
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH T`Q+2/m`2 /Bb`mTib i?2 MiBp2 HQ+HBxiBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B M/
Mm+H2QB/b- M/ Mm+H2QB/b /Q MQi `2KBM H#2H2/ B7 +2HHb `2bmK2 ;`Qri?X h?2`27Q`2-
i?Bb bbv +MMQi #2 mb2/ iQ KQMBiQ` Mm+H2QB/ TQbBiBQM Q` MmK#2` Qp2` iBK2 Q` BM
bT+2X >Qr2p2`- Bi /Q2b HHQr mb iQ +QmMi i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b BM 2+? /m;?i2`
R3
Q7 /BpB/BM; +2HHb- M/ r?2M +QK#BM2/ rBi? Dm/B+BQmbHv +?Qb2M +2HH /BpBbBQM KmiMib-
+M #2 mb2/ iQ B/2MiB7v F2v T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 Mm+H2QB/b b2;`2;iBQM T`Q+2bbX
*Q``2+iBQM 7Q` /2i2+iBQM 277B+B2M+v
h?2 Q#b2`p2/ b2;`2;iBQM 2``Q`b BM/B+i2 i?i Mm+H2QB/b T`iBiBQM iQ /m;?i2` +2HHb
KQ`2 ++m`i2Hv i?M  #BMQKBH KQ/2H U6B;m`2 kV >Qr2p2`- r2 rMi2/ iQ 2Mbm`2
i?i i?Bb `2bmHi ?2H/ i`m2 2p2M i?Qm;? r2 /2i2+i2/ QMHv ∼ 80− 90W Q7 Mm+H2QB/bX
>m? M/ SmHbbQM b?Qr2/ i?i mM#Bb2/ BM+QKTH2i2 /2i2+iBQM rQmH/ KF2 i?2 /i
HQQF KQ`2 HBF2 #BMQKBH b2;`2;iBQM i?M Bi +imHHv Bb (R)X "2+mb2 r2 Q#b2`p2/
#2ii2` i?M #BMQKBH b2;`2;iBQM rBi?Qmi Mv +Q``2+iBQMb- i?Bb rQmH/ BKTHv
Mm+H2QB/b `2 +imHHv 2p2M KQ`2 ++m`i2Hv b2;`2;i2/ r?2M i?2 BKT2`72+i /2i2+iBQM
Bb ++QmMi2/ 7Q`X
hQ [mMiBiiBp2Hv +Q``2+i 7Q` /2i2+iBQM 2``Q` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b- r2 mb2 2[miBQM a3R Q7
>m? M/ SmHbbQM (R)X A7 l M/ r `2T`2b2Mi i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b /2i2+i2/ BM i?2
H27i M/ `B;?i +2HHb `2bT2+iBp2Hv- L M/ R `2 i?2 MmK#2` +imHHv BM i?2 H27i M/
`B;?i +2HHb- M/ u Bb i?2 2{+B2M+v Q7 /2i2+iBQM- i?2M i?2 +QMp2`bBQM #2ir22M i?2




⟨(l − r)2⟩+ (u− 1)⟨l + r⟩
]
= ⟨(L−R)2⟩ UkXRV
h?2 `2bmHi Q7 +Q``2+iBM; i?2 Q#b2`p2/ /i BM i?Bb rv Bb b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kXRy
b?Qrb i?i i?2 Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM Bb HBF2Hv 2p2M KQ`2 ++m`i2 i?M r2 Q#b2`p2/X
q2 THQii2/ i?2 mM+Q``2+i2/ /i BM 6B;m`2 k Q7 i?2 KBM b  +QMb2`piBp2 2biBKi2
Q7 i?2 2``Q` BM b2;`2;iBQMX
RN
kX8Xk *Q``2bTQM/2M+2 rBi? T`2pBQmb K2bm`2K2Mib
_2+2MiHv /BpB/2/ +2HHb b?Qr2/ M p2`;2 Q7 R8X9 Mm+H2QB/bX lbBM; T`2pBQmb 2biBKi2b
Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Ki.L ;2MQK2b BM M2rHv /BpB/2/ aX TQK#2 +2HHb URyy ;2MQK2bV
(8j)- M/ i?2 +QKTmi2/ /2i2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v Q7 a:A biBMBM; U39WV- i?Bb BKTHB2b i?i
2+? Mm+H2QB/ +QMiBMb `Qm;?Hv 8 ;2MQK2b QM p2`;2- rBi?BM i?2 `M;2 `2TQ`i2/ BM
Qi?2` Q`;MBbKb (9d)X
kX8Xj aiBMBM; T`Q+2/m`2
av#` :`22M A M/ .SA biBMBM;
HH +mHim`2b r2`2 ;`QrM BM u1a K2/B rBi? 9W ;Hm+Qb2 i jy * #27Q`2 biBMBM;
2tT2`BK2MibX Pp2`MB;?i +mHim`2b r2`2 /BHmi2/ TT`QtBKi2Hv Ryy iQ Ryyy@7QH/-
HHQr2/ i H2bi k /Qm#HBM;b M/ ;`QrM iQ OD600 ∼ 0.1X TT`QtBKi2Hv RKG Q7
+mHim`2 rb bTmM i jyyy; 7Q` R KBMmi2 M/ rb?2/ rBi? Rt S"aX oQHmK2 rb
#`Qm;?i mT iQ Ryy mG US"aV M/ yX8 mG Q7 av#` :`22M A UGB72 h2+?MQHQ;B2b- a@d8edV
UmM/BHmi2/ 7`QK biQ+FV M/fQ` .SA UaB;K@H/`B+?- .N89kV U8 m;fmGV rb //2/
M/ +QMi2Mib r2`2 ;2MiHv KBt2/X *2HHb r2`2 i?2M BKK2/Bi2Hv bTmM Ub #Qp2V M/
rb?2/ rBi? S"a irB+2 #27Q`2 BK;BM;X
1/l biBMBM;
6Q` 1/l BM+Q`TQ`iBQM BMiQ bi`BMb v6ak39 M/ _CSyk3- bi`BMb r2`2 ;`QrM 7`QK
Qp2`MB;?i +mHim`2b i kdê* M/ i?2M /BHmi2/ TT`QtBKi2Hv Ryyt M/ ;`QrM mMiBH
OD600 ∼ 0.1 i kdê* U∼k /Qm#HBM;bVX *2HHb r2`2 i?2M bTmM /QrM Ub #Qp2V M/
ky
`2bmbT2M/2/ BM K2/B i jdê* M/ BM+m#i2/ i jdê* 7Q` jy KBMmi2b #27Q`2 1/l rb
//2/ iQ Ry mJ }MH +QM+2Mi`iBQMX *2HHb r2`2 i?2M 7m`i?2` ;`QrM i jdê* 7Q` Ny
KBMmi2b M/ 2Bi?2` }t2/ rBi? 2i?MQH BKK2/Bi2Hv Ub22 #2HQrV Q` jdW 7Q`KH/2?v/2
rb //2/ iQ +mHim`2b iQ jXdW }MH +QM+2Mi`iBQM M/ b?F2M i jdê* 7Q` jy
KBMmi2bX *2HHb r2`2 i?2M bTmM /QrM Ub #Qp2V M/ rb?2/ BM S"a irB+2X
1i?MQH }tiBQM- 2Bi?2` HQM2 Q` 7i2` 7Q`KH/2?v/2 }tiBQM- rb T2`7Q`K2/ #v
bTBMMBM; /QrM +2HHb Ub #Qp2V M/ `2TH+BM; S"a rBi? TT`QtBKi2Hv R KG dyW
2i?MQHX *2HHb r2`2 pQ`i2t2/ mMiBH T2HH2i /BbbQHp2/X *2HHb r2`2 i?2M bTmM /QrM Ub
#Qp2V M/ rb?2/ irB+2 rBi? S"a- iFBM; +`2 iQ /BbbQHp2 i?2 T2HH2i 2+? iBK2X
1/l rb HB;i2/ iQ H2t@933 xB/2 UGB72 h2+?MQHQ;B2bV 2bb2MiBHHv b /2b+`B#2/ #v
>m M/ E2`b2v (R8) 2t+2Ti i?i S"a #mz2` rb mb2/ BM TH+2 Q7 h"a #mz2`X LQi2
i?i 7Q`KH/2v?v/2 }tiBQM rb `2[mB`2/ iQ T`2b2`p2 K*?2``v bB;MH M/ 2i?MQH
}tiBQM rb `2[mB`2/ iQ T2`7Q`K ǳ+HB+FǴ `2+iBQMX
;`Qb2 T/ 7Q` BK;BM; rb +`2i2/ b /2b+`B#2/ T`2pBQmbHv (89) 2t+2Ti i?i irQ
Hv2`b Q7 7`K2 b2Hb U"BQ`/- aG6@RkyRV r2`2 TH+2/ QM KB+`Qb+QT2 bHB/2 iQ +QMiBM
bH#X ;`Qb2 T/ rb K/2 7`QK kW HQr ~mQ`2b2M+2 ;`Qb2 U"BQ`/- *iHQ;
OReR@jRyyV BM S"a U7Q` bTQi +QmMiBM;V Q` u1a K2/B U7Q` iBK2@HTb2 KQpB2bVX *2HHb
r2`2 HHQr2/ iQ /`v QM ;` T/ 7Q` TT`QtBKi2Hv Ry KBMmi2 #27Q`2  LQ RX8
+Qp2`bHBT Uoq_V rb TH+2/ QM iQTX
kX8X9 JB+`Qb+QTv
JB+`Qb+QTv rb T2`7Q`K2/ QM  LBFQM 1+HBTb2 hB BMp2`i2/ KB+`Qb+QT2 2[mBTT2/ rBi?
M P`+ _k U>KKibmV +K2`-  Ryyt SHM TQ QBH Q#D2+iBp2 UL RX9y- LBFQMV-
kR
M miQKi2/ bi;2 U>RRd- S`BQ` a+B2MiB}+V- M/  GmK2M kyy S`Q K2iH `+ HKT
BHHmKBMiBQM bvbi2K US`BQ` a+B2MiB}+VX AK;2 +[mBbBiBQM rb T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM;
µJM;2` Q` µJM;2` +QMi`QHH2/ #v +mbiQK JiH# b+`BTibX 6Q` iBK2@HTb2
BK;BM; i?2 KB+`Qb+QT2 rb 2M+b2/ BM  +mbiQK@#mBHi BM+m#iQ` KBMiBM2/ i jyê*
i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 2tT2`BK2MiX h?2 7QHHQrBM; }Hi2` +m#2b Ua2K`Q+FV r2`2 mb2/ 7Q`
BK;2 +[mBbBiBQM, .SA U2t+BiiBQM jNyf9y- /B+?`QB+ 9y8- 2KBbbBQM 98kf98V- :6S
U2t+BiiBQM 9dkfjy- /B+?`QB+ 9N8- 2KBbbBQM 8kyfj8V- u6S U2t+BiiBQM 8yyfk9- /B+?`QB+
8ky- 2KBbbBQM 89kfkdV M/ K*?2``v U2t+BiiBQM 8ekf9y- /B+?`QB+ 8Nj- 2KBbbBQM
e9Rfd8VX
6Q` bTQi /2i2+iBQM- BK;2b 7Q` K*?2``v UK*?2``v }Hi2`V M/ a:A Uu6S }Hi2`V
M/ .SA U.SA }Hi2`V r2`2 iF2M BM w@bi+Fb rBi? yXk8 mK bT+BM; BM  e mK
`M;2 rBi? kyy@jyy Kb 2tTQbm`2 iBK2X "`B;?i}2H/ BK;2b r2`2 iF2M i  bBM;H2 w
TQbBiBQM i?i +H2`Hv b?Qr2/ i?2 +2HH rHH M/ Mv b2TimK rBi? RyyKb 2tTQbm`2X
6Q` iBK2+Qm`b2b- BK;2b r2`2 iF2M BM K*?2``v M/ :6S +?MM2Hb BM w@bi+Fb
rBi? RXy mK bT+BM; Qp2` 9 Q` 8 mK `M;2 M/ 8y Kb Q` 9y Kb 2tTQbm`2 BM 2+?
+?MM2HX h?2 T2`+2Mi Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B BM i?2 bKHH2` /m;?i2` rb /2i2`KBM2/ b
i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 i?2 iQiH ~mQ`2b+2M+2 BM i?2 K*?2``v +?MM2H i?i rb BM i?2 bKHH2`
/m;?i2`X h?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 7Q` 2+? +2HH ?H7 rb /2i2`KBM2/ #v }`bi bm#i`+iBM;
#+F;`QmM/ M/ i?2M //BM; TBt2H pHm2b 7`QK HH w@THM2bX *2HHb rBi? Q#pBQmb
KBiQ+?QM/`BH T?QiQ/K;2 UT2`KM2MiHv #HH2/- 7`;K2Mi2/ Q` ;;`2;i2/
KBiQ+?QM/`BV r2`2 2t+Hm/2/ 7`QK MHvbBbX
kk
kX8X8 AK;2 MHvbBb
hQ +QmMi Mm+H2QB/b BM /BpB/BM; +2HHb- /BpB/BM; +2HHb r2`2 }`bi B/2MiB}2/ #v i?2B`
bi`B;?i M/ +QKTH2i2 b2Ti BM #`B;?i }2H/ BK;2b M/ i?2B` QmiHBM2b M/ b2Ti
i`+2/ mbBM; i?2 KB+`Q#2h`+F2` (88) bQ7ir`2 7Q` JiH#X *2HHb rBi? BM+QKTH2i2 Q`
`QmM/2/ b2Ti r2`2 2t+Hm/2/ 7`QK MHvbBb b i?2v ?/ MQi /BpB/2/ Q` ?/ #22M
/BpB/2/ 7Q` KQ`2 i?M R8 KBMmi2b U.X >m?- T2`bQMH +QKKmMB+iBQMVX
hQ B/2MiB7v Mm+H2QB/b- +mbiQK JiH# UJi?rQ`Fb- p2`bBQM kyRjV +Q/2 rb
r`Bii2M iQ b?`T2M bTQib mbBM;  j@/BK2MbBQMH mMb?`T KbF U#Hm``BM; 2HHBTbQB/ rb
j TBt2Hb #v j TBt2Hb #v R TBt2H UtvxVVX h?2 b?`T2M2/ BK;2 rb i?2M i?`2b?QH/2/ QM
i?2 }`bi HQ+H KtBKmK Q7 i?2 2Mi`QTv /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 TBt2H BMi2MbBiB2bX h?2 JiH#
KQ`T?QHQ;B+H +QKKM/b #rKQ`T?,+H2M- #rKQ`T?,}HH M/ BKQT2M UrBi? /BbF Q7
`/Bmb RV r2`2 i?2M mb2/ QM 2+? bHB+2X *QMM2+i2/ `2b BM i?2 j. BK;2 UmbBM; i?2
e M2B;?#Q` /2}MBiBQMV rBi? 72r2` i?M ky TBt2Hb r2`2 i?2M 2HBKBMi2/X HH Qi?2`
+QMM2+i2/ TBt2Hb r2`2 T`QpBbBQMHHv +QMbB/2`2/ Mm+H2QB/bX h?2b2 B/2MiB}+iBQMb r2`2
+QM}`K2/ #v pB2rBM; i?2 b?`T2M2/ KtBKmK T`QD2+iBQM Q7 i?2 BK;2 M/ KMmHHv
+Q``2+iBM; Mv KBbb2/ Q` 2``QM2QmbHv /2i2+i2/ bTQib mbBM; i?2 bTQi6BM/2`J 72im`2
Q7 KB+`Q#2h`+F2`X b bTQib ?/  #`Q/ `M;2 Q7 BMi2MbBiB2b- i?2 KtBKmK
T`QD2+iBQM Q7   HQ; i`Mb7Q`K2/ p2`bBQM Q7 i?2 BK;2 rb HbQ +?2+F2/ 7Q` Mv




hQ 2biBKi2 i?2 pBH#H2 +viQTHbKB+ pQHmK2 BM 2+? +2HH ?H7 i /BpBbBQM i?2 Mm+H2mb
rb 2biBKi2/ iQ Q++mTv RRW Q7 i?2 +viQTHbK #27Q`2 /BpBbBQM M/ 2[mH bBx2/ Mm+H2B
`2 i`MbTQ`i2/ iQ 2+? +2HH ?H7- `2;`/H2bb Q7 i?2 bBx2b Q7 i?2 +2HHbX S`2pBQmb /i
`2TQ`i #2ir22M 3W (8e) M/ RkW (8d) Q7 i?2 +2HH Bb +QKTQb2/ Q7 i?2 Mm+H2mbX lbBM;
M p2`;2 Q7 i?2b2 irQ 2biBKi2b M/ i?i RyW Q7 i?2 +2HH Bb +QKTQb2/ Q7 +2HH rHH
(8d)- i?2M `Qm;?Hv RRW Q7 i?2 +viQTHbKB+ pQHmK2 Bb Q++mTB2/ #v i?2 Mm+H2mbX
.BbiM+2b #2ir22M Mm+H2QB/b
hQ +H+mHi2 i?2 /BbiM+2b #2ir22M irQ Mm+H2QB/b BM i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH M2irQ`F- }`bi-
Mm+H2QB/b r2`2 B/2MiB}2/ b T`2pBQmbHv /2b+`B#2/ M/ +QKTmiiBQMHHv Qp2`Hv2/
QMiQ i?2 M2irQ`FX Lm+H2QB/b r2`2 bbB;M2/ iQ i?2 TQBMi QM i?2 M2irQ`F rBi? i?2
M2`2bi 1m+HB/2M /BbiM+2X 6Q` i?Bb MHvbBb KBiQ+?QM/`B r2`2 +QMbB/2`2/
R@/BK2MbBQMH Q#D2+ib M/ irQ Mm+H2QB/b r2`2 +QMbB/2`2/ QM i?2 bK2 2/;2 B7 i?2v
r2`2 +QMM2+i2/ #v mM#`M+?2/ KBiQ+?QM/`BX .BbiM+2b #2ir22M Mm+H2QB/b QM
mM+QMM2+i2/ KBiQ+?QM/`B r2`2 MQi +QKTmi2/X .BbiM+2b #2ir22M Mm+H2QB/b r?2`2
i?2 KBiQ+?QM/`B #2ir22M i?2K rb #`M+?2/ r2`2 HbQ MQi +QKTmi2/X PMHv
b2;K2Mib ;`2i2` i?M RmK r2`2 +QMbB/2`2/ b i?2b2 `2 mMHBF2Hv iQ #2 bTm`BQmb
`iB7+ib Q7 i?2 BK;2 MHvbBbX b i?2 /Bz`+iBQM HBKBi 7Q` i?2 H2t@933 rb rb
yXkkd mK- Mv Mm+H2QB/b +HQb2` iQ;2i?2` i?M i?Bb /BbiM+2 r2`2 2t+Hm/2/X
6Q` i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH ǳ`M/QKǴ KQ/2H Q7 Mm+H2QB/ TH+2K2Mi- kyy bBKmHiBQMb
k9
r2`2 `mM 2t+iHv Ki+?BM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b Q#b2`p2/ M/ i?2 H2M;i?b Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;K2Mib 7Q` 2+? +2HHX Lm+H2QB/b r2`2 TH+2/ i  `M/QK TQbBiBQM BM
mM#`M+?2/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;K2Mib HQM;2` i?M R mK iQ Ki+? i?2 MHvbBb
T2`7Q`K2/ QM i?2 +imH Mm+H2QB/ /iX h?2 MmK#2` Q7 bTQib 7Q` 2+? b2;K2Mi rb
SQBbbQM /Bbi`B#mi2/ rBi? p2`;2 T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 H2M;i? Q7 i?2 b2;K2Mi M/ i?2
iQiH MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/bX hQ Ki+? i?2 /2i2+iBQM Q7 i?2 `2H bTQib- Mv bBKmHi2/
Mm+H2QB/b +HQb2` iQ;2i?2` i?M yXkkd mK r2`2 2t+Hm/2/ 7`QK i?2 bBKmHi2/ /i b
r2HHX
.2iBH2/ 2tTHMiBQM Q7 *.6 THQib
AM 6B;X kXk "- i?2 *.6b Q7 `2HiBp2 T`iBiBQMBM; 2``Q` Q7 Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM- i?2
T2`+2Mi Q7 iQiH Mm+H2QB/b BM 2+? +2HH ?H7 rb bm#i`+i2/ 7`QK i?2 T2`+2Mi Q7
+viQTHbKB+ pQHmK2 BM i?i +2HH ?H7X h?2 #bQHmi2 pHm2 Q7 i?2b2 2``Q`b 7Q` #Qi? +2HH
?Hp2b rb bmKK2/ iQ KF2 i?2 `2HiBp2 Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM 2``Q` 7Q` i?i +2HHX hQ
+H+mHi2 i?2 2``Q`b B7 Mm+H2QB/b r2`2 `M/QKHv TH+2/ BM KBiQ+?QM/`B- 7Q` 2+? +2HH
 #BMQKBH /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 Mm+H2QB/b BM 2+? +2HH ?H7 rb +`2i2/ mbBM; i?2 +imH
MmK#2` Q7 Mm+H2QB/b M/ i?2 +imH bTHBi BM i?2 KQmMi Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B i?i rb
b2;`2;i2/ iQ 2+? +2HH ?H7X
AM i?2 BMb2i Q7 6B;X kXj*- i?2 *.6b Q7 `2HiBp2 2``Q` Q7 qh Mm+H2QB/ b2;`2;iBQM
r2`2 +QKTmi2/ b #Qp2X h?2 2``Q`b 7Q` bBKmHi2/ bT+BM;b r2`2 +`2i2/ #v
bBKmHiBM; Mm+H2QB/b QM  bBM;H2 R@/ KBiQ+?QM/`B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+iBQMb BM i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 TQH`Biv-
r2 mb2/  iQv KQ/2H i?i +QMiBMb i?2 2bb2MiBH 72im`2b Q7 i?2 FMQrM #BQHQ;v Q7
v2bi TQH`Biv- /2`Bp2/ 7`QK  KQ/2H mb2/ #v Hib+?mH2` 2i HX (dN- 38)X h?2 KQ/2H
+QMbBbib Q7 M #bi`+i2/ v2bi +2HH rBi?  +viQTHbK 2M+HQb2/ #v  K2K#`M2
U6B;XjXRVX i i?2 bi`i Q7 TQH`BxiBQM- i?2 +2HH +QMiBMb KMv +QTB2b Q7  bBM;H2
bB;MHBM; bT2+B2b- MHQ;Qmb iQ */+9kT- BbQi`QTB+HHv /Bbi`B#mi2/ BM i?2 +viQTHbKX
q?2M i?2b2 KQH2+mH2b `2 +QM+2Mi`i2/ i  bT2+B}+ HQ+iBQM QM i?2 THbK
K2K#`M2- i?2v K`F i?2 #m/ bBi2X 1+? KQH2+mH2 +M bTQMiM2QmbHv #BM/ iQ i?2
K2K#`M2 i Mv HQ+iBQM M/ i?2M `2+`mBi Qi?2`b 7`QK i?2 +viQTHbK iQ i?i
HQ+iBQM QM i?2 K2K#`M2 UTQbBiBp2 722/#+FVX AM //BiBQM- KQH2+mH2b BM i?2
K2K#`M2 +M /BbbQ+Bi2 M/ `2@2Mi2` i?2 +viQTHbKX b b?QrM T`2pBQmbHv (dN)- i?Bb
+QK#BMiBQM Q7 +iBQMb #v i?2 bB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2b `2bmHib BM  /vMKB+ +Hmbi2` i 
bBM;H2 HQ+iBQM QM i?2 +2HH K2K#`M2 U6B;X jXR"VX qBi? MQM@+QQT2`iBp2 `i2b Q7
j3
`2+`mBiK2Mi UHBM2` Q` n = 1 BM jXRV TQH`BxiBQM Q++m`b- #mi Bb bm#D2+i iQ
/2bi#BHBxiBQM 7`QK +QKT2iBiBQM 7`QK bTQMiM2Qmb #BM/BM; 2p2Mib i Qi?2` bBi2b QM
i?2 K2K#`M2 (dN)X
q?BH2 Hib+?mH2` 2i HX 7Q+mb2/ QM r?2i?2`  bBM;H2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv rb +?B2p#H2-
r2 //BiBQMHHv 2pHmi2 i?2 iBK2 i?Bb K2+?MBbK iF2b iQ TQH`Bx2X b r2 `2
bT2+B}+HHv BMi2`2bi2/ BM r?2i?2` i?2`2 Bb  i`/2@Qz #2ir22M i?2 /2;`22 Q7
+QQT2`iBpBiv M/ i?2 iBK2 b+H2 iQ +?B2p2 TQH`BxiBQM r2 bBKTHB7v i?2 KQ/2H iQ
2HBKBMi2 /BzmbBQM BM i?2 K2K#`M2X h?Bb bbmKTiBQM KF2b Bi 2bB2` 7Q` bi#H2
bTQib iQ 7Q`K- HHQrb  KQ`2 `B;Q`Qmb /2}MBiBQM Q7 r?i  bTQi Bb- M/ TH+2b  HQr2`
#QmM/ QM i?2 7Q`KiBQM iBK2X h?Bb bbmKTiBQM Bb `2bQM#H2 BM v2bi r?2`2
/BzmbBQM QM i?2 K2K#`M2 Bb bKHH U0.036um2/sV (3e) +QKT`2/ iQ +viQTHbKB+
/BzmbBQM Q7  ivTB+H T`Qi2BM U∼ 10um2/sV (3d)X
JQ/2Hb i2biBM; i?2 2z2+ib Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv `2 Q7i2M +QKT`2/ #v ?QH/BM; HH Qi?2`
T`K2i2`b +QMbiMi M/ +?M;BM;  +QQT2`iBpBiv 7+iQ` (e9- 3k)X q?BH2 BMbi`m+iBp2
7Q` mM/2`biM/BM; +QQT2`iBpBiv- i?2b2 KQ/2Hb /Q MQi //`2bb r?2i?2` i?2 i2bi2/
+QQT2`iBpBiB2b `2 #BQHQ;B+HHv THmbB#H2X *QQT2`iBpBiv Bb `2~2+i2/ BM bmT2`@HBM2`
+?M;2b BM i?2 `2+iBQM `i2 rBi? +?M;2b BM +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 i?2 KQH2+mH` bT2+B2b-
#mi HbQ +mb2 i?2 KtBKmK `2+iBQM `i2b iQ `Bb2X hQ +QKT`2 i?2 i`/2@Qzb /m2 iQ
+QQT2`iBpBiv r2 BMbi2/ +TT2/ i?2 KtBKmK `i2 Q7 `2+`mBiK2Mi M/ bbmK2/
i?i +QQT2`iBpBiv Bb BKTH2K2Mi2/ BM `2+`mBiK2MiX *QQT2`iBp2 `2+`mBiK2Mi K2Mb
i?i KQH2+mH2b QM i?2 K2K#`M2 `2+`mBi 7`QK i?2 +viQTHbK KQ`2 bi`QM;Hv r?2M
bm``QmM/2/ #v Qi?2` KQH2+mH2b QM i?2 K2K#`M2 UBX2X n > 1 7Q` i?2 2[miBQM BM 6B;X























n=1.04 (does not 
spontaneously polarize)
























55 nM (1000 molecules)
550 nM (10,000 molecules)





















Number of polarized molecules
Total number of signaling molecules
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Cooperativity Competition from 
a second site
Initiation
6B;m`2 jXR,  bBKTH2 KQ/2H Q7 TQH`Biv rBi? +QQT2`iBpBiv UV  /2iBH2/ `2+iBQM b+?2K2 Q7
`2+`mBiK2Mi M/ /BbbQ+BiBQM Q7 KQH2+mH2b i i?2 THbK K2K#`M2 HQM; rBi? M 2[miBQM
M/ T`K2i2`b Ki?2KiB+HHv /2b+`B#BM; i?2 /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 bvbi2KX U"V a+?2KiB+ Q7 TQ@
H`BxiBQM r?2`2 bB;MHBM; KQH2+mH2b U;`22MV `2 2Bi?2` BM i?2 +viQTHbK Q` BM i?2 K2K#`M2X
 bBM;H2 bTQMiM2Qmb #BM/BM; 2p2Mi H2/b iQ 7m`i?2` `2+`mBiK2Mi Q7 KQH2+mH2b iQ i?i bBi2X
q?BH2 Qi?2` bBi2b `2 `2T`2bb2/ i?`Qm;? /2TH2iBQM Q7 KQH2+mH2b 7`QK i?2 +viQTHbK-  b2+QM/
bBi2 +M HbQ #2 b22/2/ M/ #2;BM +QKT2iBM; rBi? i?2 BMBiBH bBi2X aBM;mH` TQH`Biv +M QMHv
#2 2bi#HBb?2/ 7i2` +QKT2iBiBQM Bb +QKTH2i2 M/  bBM;H2 bBi2 `2KBMbX *QQT2`iBpBiv /2+`2b2b
i?2 iBK2 iQ `2bQHp2 7`QK irQ bBi2b iQ QM2 bBi2- M/ ?2HTb iQ 7pQ` 2tBbiBM; bBi2b Qp2` M2r bBi2b-
#mi i?Bb #2M2}i +QK2b i i?2 +Qbi Q7 bHQr2` BMBiBH TQH`BxiBQMX U*V *QKT2iBiBQM #2ir22M irQ
+QKT2iBM; bBi2b Q7 TQH`Biv Bb ++2H2`i2/ #v +QQT2`iBpBivX hrQ +QKT2iBM; bBi2b Q7 TQH`Biv
`2 BMBiBi2/ i M2`Hv i?2 bK2 MmK#2` Q7 KQH2+mH2b M/ /Bz2`BM; KQmMi Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv Un
7`QK UVV U.V h?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 TQH`Biv Bb /2Hv2/ b +QQT2`iBpBiv BM+`2b2b- mMiBH TQH`Biv
Bb MQi TQbbB#H2X * M/ . #Qi? bbmK2 i?i T = 1000 (dN)- koff = 9min−1 (3y) M/ i?i
i?2 KtBKmK pHm2 Q7 `2+`mBiK2Mi Bb 3 · 106 s−1M−1 Q` 0.01 min−1molecule−1 #Qmi QM2
?mM/`2/ iBK2b bHQr2` i?M i?2 /BzmbBQM HBKBi (33)X U1V :Bp2M i?2 K2bm`2/ koff = 9min−1
i?2 mTT2` HBKBi Q7 TQbbB#H2 +QQT2`iBpBiv Bb THQii2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 TQH`Bx2/
KQH2+mH2b Ub22 J2i?Q/bVX
9y
KQH2+mH` +QHHBbBQMb- p2`v 72r 2MxvK2b 2p2` +?B2p2 i?Bb HBKBi (33)X AMbi2/- KQbi
+QHHBbBQMb `2 mMT`Q/m+iBp2- Q++m``BM; i i?2 r`QM; M;H2- Q`B2MiiBQM Q` bT22/-
K2MBM; i?i i?2 `i2 Q7 KQbi `2+iBQMb Bb 7` #2HQr i?2 /BzmbBQM HBKBiX h?mb r2
iQQF i?2 KtBKH `2+`mBiK2Mi `i2 Q7 Qm` bB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2b iQ #2 i bm+? 
T?vbBQHQ;B+H `i2- #Qmi QM2 ?mM/`2/ iBK2b HQr2` i?M i?2 /BzmbBQM HBKBiX
AM Q`/2` iQ +?B2p2  bBM;H2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv- KQ/2Hb Kmbi #2 #H2 iQ [mB+FHv `2bQHp2
KmHiBTH2 bBi2b iQ  bBM;H2 bBi2 #v +QKT2iBiBQMX q2 i?2`27Q`2 }`bi i2bi2/ ?Qr
+QQT2`iBpBiv 2z2+i2/ i?2 iBK2b+H2 iQ `2bQHp2 irQ +QKT2iBM; bBi2bX q2 b22/2/ irQ
bBi2b rBi? M2`Hv 2[mH MmK#2`b Q7 bB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2b M/ K2bm`2/ ?Qr [mB+FHv
+QKT2iBiBQM Q++m`b mbBM; M 2[miBQM HBF2 i?i BM 6B;X jXR #mi rBi? irQ bBi2b Ub22
J2i?Q/bVX b 2tT2+i2/ i?2 bBi2 rBi? KQ`2 KQH2+mH2b /QKBMi2b KQ`2 [mB+FHv b
+QQT2`iBpBiv Bb BM+`2b2/ U6B;X jXR*VX h?Bb KF2b b2Mb2 #2+mb2 +QQT2`iBpBiv Bb
/2}M2/ #v i?2 7+i i?i `2+`mBiK2Mi ;`Qrb KQ`2 [mB+FHv i?M /BbbQ+BiBQM b i?2
MmK#2` Q7 KQH2+mH2b BM+`2b2bX h?Bb +QM}`Kb i?2 ++2Ti2/ `2bmHi i?i +QQT2`iBpBiv
Bb  /2bB`#H2 T`QT2`iv 7Q` 2Mbm`BM; `Q#mbi TQH`Biv #2+mb2 Bi [mB+FHv 2Mbm`2b i?2
bBi2 rBi? KQ`2 KQH2+mH2b /QKBMi2bX
 b2+QM/ +`BiB+H 72im`2 Q7 TQH`Biv Bb i?2 KQmMi Q7 iBK2  +2HH iF2b iQ 2bi#HBb?
 M2r bBi2 Q7 TQH`BivX A7 i?Bb iBK2 Bb iQQ HQM; Bi rQmH/ /2Hv i?2 +2HH +v+H2 `2bmHiBM;
BM HQr2`2/ ;`Qri? `i2X hQ bBKmHi2 i?2 iBK2 +2HHb iF2 iQ TQH`Bx2- r2 /2i2`KBM2/
?Qr HQM; TQH`BxiBQM iQQF 7i2`  bBM;H2 BMBiBH KQH2+mH2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2
K2K#`M2X AM Q`/2` iQ TT`QT`Bi2Hv +QKT`2 i?2 KQ/2Hb rBi? i?2 bK2 #BQT?vbB+H
HBKBib- r2 b2i i?2 KtBKH `i2 Q7 `2+`mBiK2Mi iQ #2 i?2 bK2 i i?2 2[mBHB#`BmK
TQH`Bx2/ +QM+2Mi`iBQM 7Q` HH H2p2Hb Q7 +QQT2`iBpBivX h?mb iQ BM+`2b2 +QQT2`iBpBiv
9R
BM `2+`mBiK2Mi- i?2 `i2 Q7 `2+`mBiK2Mi i HQr +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ?/ iQ #2 /2+`2b2/ #v
/2+`2bBM; i?2 kfb T`K2i2`X q2 7QmM/ i?i //BM; +QQT2`iBpBiv iQ i?2
`2+`mBiK2Mi `2+iBQM i?2M /`biB+HHv bHQr2/ /QrM i?2 `2+`mBiK2Mi Q7 TQH`Biv
KQH2+mH2b iQ i?2 K2K#`M2 U6B;X jXR .VX b +QQT2`iBpBiv rb BM+`2b2/- KQH2+mH2b
2p2MimHHv 72HH Qz i?2 K2K#`M2 7bi2` i?M i?2v r2`2 `2+`mBi2/X aTQMiM2Qmb
TQH`Biv rb MQ HQM;2` TQbbB#H2 i +QQT2`iBpBiB2b #2HQr irQ 2p2M i?Qm;? KQH2+mH2b
/BK2`Bx2/ QM i?2 K2K#`M2X
AM //BiBQM- r2 7QmM/ i?i `2;`/H2bb Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 bB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2b Q` i?2
T2`+2Mi Q7 i?2K i?i TQH`Bx2- i?2`2 rBHH #2  HBKBi iQ i?2 KQmMi Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv
HHQr2/ BM i?Bb TQH`BxiBQM bvbi2K #2vQM/ r?B+? bTQMiM2Qmb TQH`Biv /Q2b MQi
Q++m` U6B;X jXR 1V X h?Bb HBKBi /Q2b MQi /2T2M/ QM i?2 `2+`mBiK2Mi Q` /BbbQ+BiBQM
`i2b #mi bBKTHv i?i i?2`2 Bb  }MBi2 mTT2` HBKBi 7Q` i?2 `2+`mBiK2Mi `i2 M/ 
TQbBiBp2 HQr2` HBKBi 7Q` i?2 /BbbQ+BiBQM `i2 Ub22 J2i?Q/bVX AM bmKK`v-  iQv
KQ/2H 7Q` TQH`Biv rBi? +QQT2`iBp2 `2+`mBiK2Mi b?Qrb i?i +QQT2`iBpBiv ?2HTb
bi#BHBx2 M 2bi#HBb?2/ bBM;H2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv #v bT22/BM; +QKT2iBiBQM- #mi i?Bb
+QK2b i i?2 +Qbi Q7 bHQrBM; BMBiBH 7Q`KiBQM Q7 TQH`BivX
jXj J2+?MBbiB+ HBKBiiBQMb QM +QQT2`iBpBiv
h?2 H2p2H Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv BM  bvbi2K Bb Q7i2M bbmK2/ iQ #2 i?2 MmK#2` Q7
+QKTQM2Mib i?i BMi2`+i- #mi i?Bb Bb +imHHv i?2 mTT2` HBKBi Q7 +QQT2`iBpBivX AM
Q`/2` iQ TT`Q+? i?Bb HBKBi- bvbi2Kb ?p2 iQ #2 7` rv 7`QK bim`iBQM Q` i?2
/BzmbBQM HBKBiX q2 mb2 i?2 iQv TQH`Biv bvbi2K /2iBH2/ #Qp2 iQ 2tTHQ`2 QM2 rv












Dimers recruit more 
strongly from cytoplasm
Monomers recruit from 

























6B;m`2 jXk, J2+?MBbiB+ HBKBib QM +QQT2`iBpBiv UV M BHHmbi`iBQM Q7  KQMQK2`@/BK2` `2@
p2`bB#H2 `2+iBQM QM i?2 K2K#`M2X aB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2b +M 2tBbi QMHv b KQMQK2`b BM i?2
+viQTHbK M/ KQMQK2`b Q` /BK2`b BM i?2 K2K#`M2X h?Bb ivT2 Q7 `2+iBQM HHQrb +QQT2`@
iBpBiv BM `2+`mBiBM; KQH2+mH2b 7`QK i?2 +viQTHbKX U"V h?2 p2`;2 +QQT2`iBpBiv HHQr2/ Bb
THQii2/ ;BMbi i?2 KtBKmK `2+`mBiK2Mi `i2 7Q` i?2 /BK2`X 1+? +m`p2 b?Qrb  /Bz2`2Mi iQ@
iH MmK#2` Q7 KQH2+mH2b Q` T2`+2Mi Q7 KQH2+mH2b TQH`Bx2/ i bi2/v bii2X b #27Q`2 koff = 9
min−1X
9j
6B`bi r2 MQi2 i?i i?2 ivT2 Q7 +QQT2`iBp2 `2+iBQMb TQbbB#H2 BM bTQMiM2Qmb
Tii2`M 7Q`KiBQM `2 BM?2`2MiHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK i?Qb2 BM h6b Q` HHQbi2`B+ HB;M/
#BM/BM; r?2`2  T`2/2}M2/ b+zQH/ ?2HTb bb2K#H2 +QKTH2t2bX *QQT2`iBpBiv BM
TQH`Biv Kmbi BMbi2/ Q++m` i?`Qm;? BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 bB;MHBM; KQH2+mH2b
i?2Kb2Hp2bX PM2 Mim`H rv 7Q` +2HHb iQ +?B2p2 +QQT2`iBpBiv Bb 7Q` bB;MHBM;
KQH2+mH2b iQ `2p2`bB#Hv /BK2`Bx2 rBi? 2+? Qi?2` QM i?2 K2K#`M2X AM/22/- v2bi
TQH`Biv Bb #2HB2p2/ iQ BMpQHp2 i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7  +QKTH2t #2ir22M "2KRT M/
*/+9kT (e9)X AM Qm` iQv KQ/2H- r2 HHQr i?2 bBM;H2 ivT2 Q7 bB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2 iQ
2tBbi b KQMQK2`b BM i?2 +viQTHbK M/ b KQMQK2`b Q` /BK2`b QM i?2 K2K#`M2
U6B;X jXkVX q2 HbQ bbmK2 i?i KQMQK2`b M/ /BK2`b BMbiMiHv +?B2p2
2[mBHB#`BmK BM  bBi2 Q7 TQH`BivX h?Bb TT`QtBKiBQM HHQrb MHviB+H i`2iK2Mi Q7
i?2 T`Q#H2K iQ mM/2`biM/ Bib #bB+ 72im`2bX
h?Bb KQMQK2`@/BK2` bvbi2K +M ?p2 +QQT2`iBpBiv- #mi Bb HBKBi2/ #v i?2 7+i
i?i TQH`Biv Kmbi #2 #H2 iQ 7Q`K bTQMiM2QmbHvX A7 /BK2`b `2 #H2 iQ `2+`mBi
KQH2+mH2b iQ i?2 K2K#`M2 i  ?B;?2` `i2 i?M KQMQK2`b- i?2 2z2+iBp2
`2+`mBiK2Mi rQmH/ #2 bmT2`@HBM2` #2+mb2 /BK2` +QM+2Mi`iBQM BM+`2b2b
bmT2`@HBM2`Hv rBi? i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 bB;MHBM; KQH2+mH2b QM i?2 K2K#`M2 U6B;X
jXkVX >Qr2p2`- b i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 /BK2`b ;`Qr- Bib `i2 Q7 BM+`2b2 /BKBMBb?2b Ĝ
 T?2MQK2MQM Q7i2M i2`K2/ bim`iBQM Ĝ M/ i?2 +QQT2`iBpBiv bi`ib iQ /BKBMBb?X
AM //BiBQM- i?2 `2+`mBiK2Mi #v KQMQK2`b Kmbi #2 HbQ iF2M BMiQ ++QmMi, i?2v
BM+`2b2 bm#@HBM2`Hv rBi? +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 bB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2b- HQr2`BM; i?2 Qp2`HH
+QQT2`iBpBivX Hi?Qm;? i?Bb ivT2 Q7 /BK2`BxiBQM `2+iBQM Bb Q7i2M #bi`+i2/ b M
B/2HBx2/ MQM@bim`iBM; bvbi2K rBi?  +QQT2`iBpBiv T`K2i2` Q7 k- r2 }M/ i?i
99
i?2 p2`;2 +QQT2`iBpBiv BM TQH`Biv Bb 7` #2HQr irQ BM KQbi +b2b U6B;X jXk "V X
q2 HbQ 7QmM/ i?i +2HHb +QmH/ BM+`2b2 i?2 KQmMi Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv TQbbB#H2 #v
+?M;BM; +2`iBM T?vbBQHQ;B+H T`K2i2`bX AM+`2bBM; i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 bB;MHHBM;
KQH2+mH2b i?i TQH`Bx2/ i bi2/v@bii2 U6B;X jXk"V BM+`2b2b i?2 KQmMi Q7
TQH`Biv TQbbB#H2X >Qr2p2`- ;Bp2M T`2pBQmb 2biBKi2b 7Q` i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 bB;MHBM;
KQH2+mH2b BM i?2 K2K#`M2 UjNW (3N)V- i?2 KQmMi Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv Bb biBHH HBKBi2/
iQ `Qm;?Hv RXk8 U6B;X jXk"VX AM+`2bBM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 bB;MHHBM; KQH2+mH2b T`Q/m+2/
#v i?2 +2HH Q` i?2 `i2 i r?B+? /BK2`b +M `2+`mBi KQH2+mH2b iQ i?2 K2K#`M2 HbQ
2ti2M/ i?2 `M;2 Q7 T`K2i2`b r?2`2 +QQT2`iBpBiv +?B2p2b i?Bb KtBKH pHm2X
1p2M iFBM; 2ti`2K2Hv 7pQ`#H2 pHm2b 7Q` i?2b2 T`K2i2`b +?B2p2b QMHv HBKBi2/
+QQT2`iBpBiv, 722/#+F `i2b rQmH/ ?p2 iQ TT`Q+? i?2 /BzmbBQM HBKBi U108 − 109
s−1M−1V M/ NyW Q7 KQH2+mH2b rQmH/ ?p2 iQ TQH`Bx2 7Q` p2`;2 +QQT2`iBpBiv iQ
#2 b ?B;? b RXd8X
jX9 M Hi2`Mi2 K2+?MBbK 7Q` bi#BHBxBM; TQH`Biv
AM v2bi #m//BM;- +QQT2`iBpBiv +QmH/ 2Mbm`2 i?i  bBM;H2 #m/ bBi2 /QKBMi2b- #mi
;Bp2M i?2 /`r#+Fb Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv M/ i?2 /B{+mHiv BM #BQHQ;B+H BKTH2K2MiiBQM-
r2 rMi2/ iQ i2bi r?2i?2` T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 b2+QM/- +iBM@K2/Bi2/ 722/#+F HQQT
+QmH/ 2M?M+2 TQH`BivX
S`2pBQmb bim/B2b ?p2 bm;;2bi2/ i?i i?2 +iBM 722/#+F HQQT bi#BHBx2b TQH`Biv
(3k) Q` 2Mbm`2b  bBM;H2 #m/ bBi2 (39)- #mi r2 b?Qr i?i  T`2pBQmbHv mMTT`2+Bi2/
/2iBH Q7 +iBM@#b2/ 722/#+F +QmH/ HbQ ++QmMi 7Q` i?2 Q#b2`p2/ T?2MQK2MX Ai
?b #22M b?QrM 2tT2`BK2MiHHv i?i +iBM@#b2/ `2BM7Q`+2K2Mi Q7 TQH`Biv iF2b +m2b
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7`QK /BzmbBQM@K2/Bi2/ bTQMiM2Qmb TQH`Biv (39)X b +iBM Ti+?2b M/ }HK2Mib
7Q`K- */+9kT Bb /2HBp2`2/ iQ i?2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv pB 2tQ+viQbBb M/ iF2M Qz i?2
K2K#`M2 pB 2M/Q+viQbBbX Hi?Qm;? i?2 2t+i K2+?MBbK Q7 `2BM7Q`+2K2Mi Bb BM
[m2biBQM (dy- 3y- 3e- Ny- NR)- QM+2 +iBM Bb 2M;;2/ i  bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv- i?i HQ+iBQM
im`Mb BMiQ  #m/ M/ bmTT`2bb2b HH Qi?2` bBi2b MQi `2BM7Q`+2/ #v +iBM (39)X  bBM;H2
bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv Bb mbmHHv T`2b2Mi r?2M +iBM@#b2/ 722/#+F 2M;;2b b +QKT2iBiBQM
#2ir22M bBi2b H2p2b  rBMM2` p2`v [mB+FHv UIRX8 KBMmi2b (39)V- #mi BM KmiMi +2HHb
r?2`2 /BzmbBQM@K2/Bi2/ +QKT2iBiBQM #2ir22M bBi2b Q7 TQH`Biv Bb bHQr2/- irQ bBi2b
`2 bQK2iBK2b `2BM7Q`+2/ #v +iBM- `2bmHiBM; BM irQ #m/b M/ 2p2MimH +2HH /2i? (39)X
h?2`27Q`2 r2 `2bQM2/ i?i Bi Bb MQi i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 +iBM@#b2/ 722/#+F Bib2H7 i?i
2Mbm`2b  bBM;H2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`BivX >Qr2p2`- >Qr2HH 2i HX HbQ MQi2/ i?i BM rBH/@ivT2
+2HHb +iBM@#b2/ 722/#+F /Q2b MQi +iBpi2 BMbiMiM2QmbHv 7i2` /BzmbBQM@K2/Bi2/
TQH`Bivc Bi +ib 7i2`  M``QrHv /Bbi`B#mi2/ iBK2 /2Hv (39)X q2 i?2`27Q`2
BMp2biB;i2/ r?2i?2` i?Bb ivT2 Q7 iBK2 /2Hv +QmH/ +mb2 bBM;mH`Biv BM TQH`BivX
hQ mM/2`biM/ i?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7  M``QrHv /Bbi`B#mi2/ iBK2@/2Hv2/ +iBM
722/#+F HQQT- r2 K/2  +QM+2TimH KQ/2H Q7 ?Qr i?2 /BzmbBQM@K2/Bi2/ M/
+iBM@K2/Bi2/ 722/#+F HQQTb BMi2`+iX  M``Qr iBK2 /2Hv Mim`HHv `Bb2b r?2M
b2p2`H b2[m2MiBH `2+iBQMb `2 `2[mB`2/ 7Q`  T`Q+2bb iQ #2;BM (Nk)X h?Bb ivT2 Q7
iBK2 /2Hv KF2b b2Mb2 7Q` +iBM@K2/Bi2/ 722/#+F ;Bp2M i?2 H`;2 MmK#2` Q7
Mm+H2iBQM T`Qi2BMb `2+`mBi2/ #v */+9kT iQ 2bi#HBb? +iBM@#b2/ 722/#+F (Nj)X q2
+QKT`2/ +iBM@#b2/ 722/#+F i?i +ib 7i2` 2Bi?2`  bBM;H2 bi2T T`Q+2bb Q` 
KmHiB@bi2T T`Q+2bb rBi? i?2 bK2 K2M /2Hv iBK2c i?2 bBM;H2 bi2T T`Q+2bb ?b 
rB/2 U2tTQM2MiBHV /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 /2Hv iBK2b r?BH2 i?2 KmHiB@bi2T T`Q+2bb ?b 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M``Qr2` U;KKV /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 /2Hv iBK2b U6B;X jXjVX AM #Qi? +b2b- r2 bbmK2/
i?i i?2 +iBM K2+?MBbK bi#BHBx2b M 2tBbiBM; bTQi M/ /2bi#BHBx2b bTQib i?i ?p2
MQ +iBM 722/#+F U2X;X #v BM+`2bBM; i?2 KQmMi Q7 */+9kT BM QM2 bTQi QM i?2
K2K#`M2- i?2`2#v /2+`2bBM; i?2 2z2+i +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 */+9kT BM i?2 +viQTHbKVX
q2 HbQ bbmK2/ i?i B7  bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv /BbTT2`b #27Q`2 +iBM +iBpiBQM
Q++m``2/- i?2M +iBM Mm+H2iBQM T`Qi2BMb HbQ /BbTT2`2/ [mB+FHv rBi?Qmi
2bi#HBb?BM; M +iBM M2irQ`FX
q2 MHvx2/ ?Qr i?2 rB/2 M/ M``Qr /2Hv /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` +iBM@#b2/
722/#+F BMi2`+i2/ rBi? i?2 i?`22 b+2M`BQb i?i Q++m` b  `2bmHi Q7 /BzmbBQM
K2/Bi2/ TQH`BivX AM i?2 }`bi +b2- `2T`2b2MiBM; i?2 KDQ`Biv Q7 TQH`Biv 2p2Mib
Q#b2`p2/ BM (39)- /BzmbBQM@K2/Bi2/ TQH`Biv BMBiBi2b i  bBM;H2 HQ+iBQM r?B+? Bb
KBMiBM2/ mMiBH +iBM ǴHQ+Fb@BMǴ i?2 #m/ bBi2X AM i?Bb +b2 #Qi? ivT2b Q7 +iBM
722/#+F HQQTb bm++2bb7mHHv 2Mbm`2  bBM;H2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv U6B;X jXjVX >Qr2p2`- r?2M
 b2+QM/ bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv ǳBMp/2bǴ i?2 +2HH #27Q`2 +iBM Bb 2bi#HBb?2/-  bBM;H2 bi2T
+iBM 722/#+F K2+?MBbK KB;?i bmTTQ`i #Qi? bBi2b- H2/BM; iQ irQ #m/bX 
KmHiB@bi2T +iBM T`Q+2bb QMHv bmTTQ`ib i?2 ǳQH/2`Ǵ bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv #2+mb2 Bi ?b
#22M #mBH/BM; mT i?2 M2+2bb`v Mm+H2iBQM T`Qi2BMb- r?B+? i?2 ǳM2r2`Ǵ bBi2 ?b MQi
?/ i?2 iBK2 iQ bb2K#H2 U6B;X jXjVX AM i?2 i?B`/ +b2- r?2M irQ bBi2b `2 b22/2/ i
i?2 bK2 iBK2-  bBM;H2 bi2T T`Q+2bb KB;?i +iBpi2 #27Q`2 i?2 irQ bBi2b `2 }MBb?2/
+QKT2iBM; #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 BM?2`2MiHv rB/2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 +iBpiBQM iBK2b 7Q` 
bBM;H2 bi2T T`Q+2bb U6B;X jXj - ?BbiQ;`KVX PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- i?2 KmHiB@bi2T
T`Q+2bb rQmH/ MQi +iBpi2 mMiBH HH M2+2bb`v Mm+H2iBQM T`Qi2BMb ?/ #22M




Time to complete diffusion-mediated competition
Time to initiate actin-based reinforcement in multiple steps
Competition completes before 
actin locks in polarity














Time to complete diffusion-mediated competition
Time to initiate actin-based reinforcement in a single step
Competition does not complete 
before actin locks in polarity 















bind to older site first.
Actin-based feedback 
locks in older site first.
One site “wins” by the time 


















6B;m`2 jXj,  b2+QM/`v TQH`Biv K2+?MBbK i?i rQ`Fb pB  iBK2 /2Hv +M BKT`Qp2 TQH`Biv
UV UG27iV *`iQQM ?BbiQ;`K +QKT`BM; +QKT2iBiBQM iBK2 #2ir22M bBi2b Q7 TQH`Biv UTm`TH2V
M/ i?2 +iBpiBQM iBK2 7Q` bBM;H2@bi2T +iBM K2+?MBbK UQ`M;2VX U_B;?iV a+?2KiB+ Q7 bBM;H2@
bi2T +iBM@#b2/ 722/#+F b?QrBM;  #2bi@+b2 b+2M`BQ r?2M QMHv  bBM;H2 bBi2 Bb b22/2/- 
+b2 r?2`2  b2+QM/ bBi2 TT2`b 7i2` i?2 }`bi M/  +b2 r?2`2 irQ bBi2b Q7 TQH`Biv 7Q`K
bBKmHiM2QmbHvX AM i?2 Hii2` irQ +b2b- +2HHb +QmH/ #m/ i irQ HQ+iBQMbX U"V UG27iV *`iQQM
?BbiQ;`K +QKT`BM; +QKT2iBiBQM iBK2 #2ir22M bBi2b Q7 TQH`Biv UTm`TH2V M/ i?2 iB;?i /Bbi`B@
#miBQM 7Q` KmHiB@bi2T +iBM +iBpiBQM UQ`M;2VX U_B;?iV a+?2KiB+ Q7 KmHiB@bi2T +iBM@#b2/
722/#+F b?QrBM; i?2 i?`22 +b2b 7`QK UVX AM HH +b2b +2HHb rBHH #m/ i QMHv QM2 bBi2X
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HQ+F2/@BM i?2 ǳrBMMBM;Ǵ bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv U6B;X jXj"- ?BbiQ;`KVX
jX8 *QQT2`iBpBiv M/ FBM2iB+b BM Qi?2` bvbi2Kb
*QQT2`iBpBiv 2tBbib BM KMv Qi?2` #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2Kb- M/ ;Bp2M i?2 i`/2@Qzb r2
7QmM/ BM  KQ/2H Q7 v2bi TQH`Biv- r2 rMi2/ iQ /2i2`KBM2 B7 Qi?2` bvbi2Kb `2 HbQ
HBKBi2/ #v bBKBH` i`/2@QzbX aT2+B}+HHv- r2 MHvx2/ ?Qr KmHiB@bBi2 i`Mb+`BTiBQM
7+iQ` Uh6V #BM/BM; M/- KmHiB@bBi2 HB;M/ #BM/BM; KB;?i 2t?B#Bi  i`/2@Qz #2ir22M
b2MbBiBpBiv iQ +QM+2Mi`iBQM M/ i2KTQ`H `2bTQMb2 iQ +QM+2Mi`iBQM +?M;2b- irQ
/2bB`#H2 T`QT2`iB2b 7Q` i?2b2 bvbi2Kb U6B;m`2 jX9VX AM Qm` iQv KQ/2H- i`Mb+`BTiBQM
Q7 K_L 7Q`  bBM;H2 ;2M2 Bb +QMi`QHH2/ #v h6b #BM/BM; iQ i?2 T`QKQi2`c i?`22
B/2MiB+H h6 #BM/BM; bBi2b Kmbi #2 Q++mTB2/ 7Q`  ;2M2 iQ #2 i`Mb+`B#2/X AM bm+? 
bvbi2K i`Mb+`BTiBQMH `2bTQMb2 +M /2T2M/ b2MbBiBp2Hv QM h6 +QM+2Mi`iBQM
/2T2M/BM; QM i?2 BM/BpB/mH #BM/BM; M/ mM#BM/BM; +QMbiMib- bT2+B}+HHv i?i h6b
#BM/ KQ`2 2bBHv r?2M Qi?2` h6b `2 HbQ #QmM/ U6B;m`2 jX9 "VX h?Bb b+?2K2 Bb mb2/
BM ;2M2b i?i M22/ M HH@Q`@MQM2 `2bTQMb2 #b2/  +QM+2Mi`iBQM i?`2b?QH/ Q7  h6X
AM i?2 Qi?2` iQv bvbi2K- M QHB;QK2`B+ 2MxvK2 #BM/b HB;M/b KQ`2 iB;?iHv r?2M
Qi?2` bBi2b `2 H`2/v Q++mTB2/ #v HB;M/bX h?Bb Bb i?2 ivT2 Q7 K2+?MBbK #2?BM/
?2KQ;HQ#BMǶb #BHBiv iQ +``v M/ `2H2b2 Qtv;2M (N9)X Hi?Qm;? #Qi? bvbi2Kb `2
#BQHQ;B+HHv /BbiBM+i- i?2 mM/2`HvBM; `2+iBQM b+?2K2b `2 i?2 bK2- HHQrBM; mb iQ
MHvx2 #Qi? ivT2b Q7 bvbi2Kb rBi? i?2 B/2MiB+H Ki?2KiB+H 7`K2rQ`FX q2
i?2`27Q`2 `272` iQ i?2 h6 +b2 #2HQr- #mi i?2 +QM+HmbBQMb ?QH/ 7Q` #Qi? bvbi2KbX
q2 bBKmHi2/ i?2 h6 bvbi2K rBi? /Bz2`2Mi H2p2Hb Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv #v +?M;BM;








































































































6B;m`2 jX9, a2MbBiBp2 `2bTQMb2 iQ +QM+2Mi`iBQM +mb2b /2Hv2/ `2bTQMb2 iQ +?M;2b BM +QM@
+2Mi`iBQM BM Qi?2` #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2KbX UV a+?2KiB+ Q7  iQv KmHiBK2`B+ 2MxvK2 bvbi2K
r?2`2 i?2 #BM/BM; M/ mM#BM/BM; Q7 B/2MiB+H HB;M/b iQ B/2MiB+H bBi2b Bb +QMi`QHH2/ #v i?2
`i2 +QMbiMib ki M/ i?2 2MxvK2 Bb QMHv +iBp2 r?2M HH bBi2b `2 #QmM/X U"V a+?2KiB+ Q7
 iQv h6@T`QKQi2` bvbi2K r?2`2 i?2 #BM/BM; M/ mM#BM/BM; Q7 B/2MiB+H h6b iQ B/2MiB+H bBi2b
Bb +QMi`QHH2/ #v i?2 `i2 +QMbiMib ki M/ ;2M2 Bb QMHv i`Mb+`B#2/ r?2M HH h6 #BM/BM; bBi2
`2 Q++mTB2/ U*V  bBKmHiBQM Q7 i?2 `2bTQMb2 Q7 i?2 h6@T`QKQi2` bvbi2K BM U"V iQ  bi2T
BM+`2b2 iQ i?2 h6 +QM+2Mi`iBQM i i4yX >QH/BM; HH mM#BM/BM; `i2b +QMbiMi M/ +?M;BM;
#BM/BM; +Q2{+B2Mib Q7 h6b vB2H/ /Bz2`2Mi +QQT2`iBpBiB2b UMV M/ /Bz2`2Mi /2Hvb BM `2bTQMb2
b b?QrMX k−1 = k−2 = k−3 = k+2 = 1 M/ k+3 = 101, 101.5, 102 7Q` BM+`2bBM; +QQT@
2`iBpBivX k+1 rb b2i #v 2Mbm`BM; i?i i?2 T`QKQi2` Bb BM i?2 +iBp2 bii2 8yW Q7 i?2 iBK2
r?2M i?2 h6 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Bb RX U.V aBKBH` iQ U*V 2t+2Ti i?i i?2 `2bTQMb2 iQ  bi2T /2@
+`2b2 iQ h6 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Bb b?QrM M/ mM#BM/BM; +Q2{+B2Mib r2`2 +?M;2/ iQ KQ/B7v +Q@
QT2`iBpBiv r?BH2 #BM/BM; +Q2{+B2Mib r2`2 ?2H/ +QMbiMiX k+1 = k+2 = k+3 = k−2 = 1
M/ k+3 = 10−1, 10−1.5, 10−2 7Q` BM+`2bBM; +QQT2`iBpBivX k−1 rb b2i #v 2Mbm`BM; i?i i?2
T`QKQi2` Bb BM i?2 +iBp2 bii2 8yW Q7 i?2 iBK2 r?2M i?2 h6 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Bb RX
8y
+QM+2Mi`iBQM bHQr2/ rBi? BM+`2bBM; +QQT2`iBpBiv U6B;m`2 jX9" M/ *VX 1Bi?2`
#BM/BM; Q` /BbbQ+BiBQM `i2b +M #2 +?M;2/ iQ +?B2p2 +QQT2`iBpBiv, B7 #BM/BM;
`i2b `2 +?M;2/ iQ +?B2p2 +QQT2`iBpBiv- `2bTQMb2b iQ BM+`2b2b BM +QM+2Mi`iBQM
`2 /2Hv2/c B7 /BbbQ+BiBQM `i2b `2 +?M;2/ iQ +?B2p2 +QQT2`iBpBiv- `2bTQMb2b iQ
/2+`2b2b BM +QM+2Mi`iBQM `2 /2Hv2/X h?2b2 `2bmHib +M #2 `iBQMHBx2/ BM i?2
7QHHQrBM; rv,  +QQT2`iBp2 KmHiB@bi2T `2+iBQM HBF2 i?2 QM2 r2 `2 MHvxBM;
+?B2p2b +QQT2`iBpBiv #v KFBM; i?2 }`bi bi2T bHQr M/ i?2 bm#b2[m2Mi bi2Tb 7biX
h?2 bHQr bi2Tb +QMi`QH i?2 +QQT2`iBpBiv #mi HbQ BM+Hm/2 i?2 `i2 HBKBiBM; bi2T 7Q`
i?2 `2+iBQMX h?2 bHQr2` i?2 }`bi bi2Tb- i?2 KQ`2 +QQT2`iBp2 i?2 bvbi2K #mi i?2
bHQr2` i?i +?M;2b BM i?2 BMTmi rBHH #2 `2~2+i2/ BM i?2 QmiTmiX h?Bb }M/BM; ?b
BKTHB+iBQMb BM KMv ivT2b Q7 +QMi`QH bvbi2Kb b i?2v rQmH/ #2 b2MbBiBp2 iQ i?2
+QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 BMTmib #mi rQmH/ +i rBi?  /2HvX h?2 7+i i?i i?2b2 ivT2b Q7
+B`+mBib BMi`Q/m+2 /2Hvb +QmH/ HbQ mM/2`KBM2 i?2B` mb27mHM2bb- b /2Hvb BM 722/#+F
bvbi2Kb Q7i2M 7BH iQ T`QpB/2 `Q#mbi +QMi`QH (jd)X
Hi?Qm;? i?Bb i`/2@Qz TT2`b BM i?2 bBKTH2 bvbi2K r2 MHvx2- T`QKQi2`b M/
QHB;QK2`B+ 2MxvK2b- HBF2 i?2 TQH`Biv bvbi2K- Q7i2M BM+Hm/2 //BiBQMH K2i?Q/b Q7
`2;mHiBQMX "Qi? Q7 i?2b2 bvbi2Kb +M mb2 2M2`;v iQ bT22/ i?2 i`MbBiBQM BMiQ i?2
7mHHv #QmM/ Q` 2KTiv bii2b iQ Qp2`+QK2 i?2 i`/2@Qzb BM?2`2Mi BM 2KTHQvBM;
+QQT2`iBpBivX 6Q` 2tKTH2 T?QbT?Q`vHiBQM Q7 i`Mb+`BTiBQM 7+iQ`b Q` HHQbi2`B+
#BM/BM; Q7 bB;MHBM; KQH2+mH2b iQ  +QKTH2t +M `TB/Hv b?B7i i?2 2[mBHB#`BmK Q7




AM i?Bb bim/v- r2 ?p2 b?QrM bQK2 T`2pBQmbHv mMTT`2+Bi2/ +QMb2[m2M+2b Q7
+QQT2`iBpBiv BM bTQMiM2Qmb TQH`Biv BM  bBKTH2 #m//BM; v2bi bvbi2KX h?2 HBKBib
M/ i`/2@Qzb r2 ?p2 B/2MiB}2/ /Q MQi 2tTHB+BiHv `mH2 Qmi +QQT2`iBpBiv- 2bT2+BHHv
bBM+2 MQi HH TQH`Biv T`Qi2BMb ?p2 #22M B/2MiB}2/ M/ p2`v 72r `i2b ?p2 #22M
2tTHB+BiHv K2bm`2/X >Qr2p2`- i?2 `2bmHib #Qp2 b?Qr i?i B7 i?2 H2p2H Q7
+QQT2`iBpBiv Bb ?B;?- KMv Q7 i?2 +m``2Mi bbmKTiBQMb #Qmi TQH`Biv rQmH/ ?p2 iQ
#2 `2pBb2/X
Pm` iBK2@/2Hv2/ +iBM KQ/2H Bb bT2+mHiBp2 #mi /Q2b KF2 i2bi#H2 T`2/B+iBQMb
M/ rQmH/ #2  M2r rv i?i +2HHb +QmH/ KBMiBM bBM;mH`Biv BM TQH`Biv r?BH2 biBHH
TQH`BxBM; [mB+FHvX >Qr2HH 2i HX b?Qr2/ bQK2 2pB/2M+2 i?i i?2 iBK2 /2Hv #2ir22M
i?2 irQ 722/#+F HQQTb Bb M``QrHv /Bbi`B#mi2/- M/ i?i +QKT2iBiBQM #2ir22M bBi2b
`2bQHp2b KQ`2 [mB+FHv i?M i?Bb /2Hv iBK2 (39)- #mi KQ`2 K2bm`2K2Mi Q7 /2Hv
iBK2b M/ +QKT2iBiBQM iBK2b Bb r``Mi2/X
h?2 7+i i?i Qi?2` +QQT2`iBp2 bvbi2Kb ?p2 /2Hvb BM i2KTQ`H `2bTQMb2 Bb 
T`2pBQmbHv mMTT`2+Bi2/ T?2MQK2MX h?2 i`/2@Qzb /2iBH2/ #Qp2 H2M/ i?2Kb2Hp2b
iQ i2bib mbBM; p`BiBQMb BM T`QKQi2` b2[m2M+2b Q7 h6 #BM/BM; bBi2bX 6Q` +QQT2`iBp2
HB;M/ #BM/BM;- KmiiBQMb BM QHB;QK2`B+ 2MxvK2b Kv HbQ HHQr imMBM; Q7 i?2
+QQT2`iBpBiv Q7 i?2b2 bvbi2Kb M/ BM pBi`Q bbvb +QmH/ #2 mb2/ iQ Dm/;2
+QQT2`iBpBiv M/ iBK2 `2bTQMb2 iQ +?M;22b BM +QM+2Mi`iBQMX
8k
jXd J2i?Q/b
jXdXR GBKBib QM *QQT2`iBpBiv BM SQH`Biv
*QKT2iBiBQM #2ir22M irQ bBi2b Q7 TQH`Biv Bb /2b+`B#2/ #v i?2 b2i Q7 HBMF2/









n(T − x1 − x2)− koffx2 + kon(T − x1 − x2)
rBi? T`K2i2`b- T = 1000- iQiH MmK#2` Q7 KQH2+mH2b BM bvbi2Kc koff = 9
minutes−1- kon = 10−3 molecules−1 T2` bBi2X 6Q` i?2 722/#+F +Q2{+B2Mi- i?2
KtBKmK 722/#+F UkfbMAXV rb b2i iQ #2 0.01 KQH2+mH2b `2+`mBi2/ 7`QK +viQTHbK
T2` KBMmi2 T2` KQH2+mH2 BM +viQTHbK T2` KQH2+mH2 BM K2K#`M2 UQ` 3 ∗ 106
molecules−1mol−1seconds−1VX hQ b2i kfb r2 bbmK2 i?i i?2 KtBKmK `2+`mBiK2Mi
`i2 Bb +?2Bp2/ r?2M i?2`2 `2 xss KQH2+m2Hb QM i?2 K2K#`M2X h?Bb rQmH/ `2[mB`2
i?i kfb = kfbMAXxn−1ss iQ 2Mbm`2 i?i xss KQH2+mH2b 2p2MimHHv TQH`Bx2/ iQ  bBM;H2 bBi2X
xss rb b2i iQ 100 KQH2+mH2b BM HH bBKmHiBQMbX h?2b2 T`K2i2`b r2`2 #b2/ QM
T`K2i2`b mb2/ #v Hib+?mH2` M/ +Q@rQ`F2`b (dN- 3j)X 6Q` +QKT2iBiBQM i?2 JiH#
PX.X1X bQHp2` Q/298 rb 2KTHQv2/ rBi? BMBiBH +QM/BiBQMb x1 = 51 M/ x2 = 49X 6Q`
722/#+F `i2- i?2 /BzmbBQM HBKBi Bb 108 − 109mol−1s−1 (33) M/ i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 v2bi
rb bbmK2/ iQ #2 30 72KiQHBi2`b (3d)X
8j
hBK2 iQ bTQMiM2Qmb TQH`BxiBQM rb +H+mHi2/ rBi? i?2 bK2 T`K2i2`b- M/ 




n(T − x)− koffx+ kon(T − x)
M/ BMBiBH +QM/BiBQM x = 0X
hQ /2`Bp2 i?2 mTT2` HBKBi Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv BM i?Bb bvbi2K r2 }`bi bbmK2 i?i kon
Bb bKHH- bT2+B}+HHv i?i kon(T − x)≪ koffx M/ kon(T − x)≪ kfbxn(T − x) 7Q` HH
`2H2pMi x pHm2bX JQbi T`K2i2`b i?i HHQr TQH`BxiBQM- BM+Hm/BM; i?2 QM2b mb2/
#Qp2- HbQ `2[mB`2 i?Bb +QM/BiBQM (dN- 38)X
*QQT2`iBpBiv +M #2 2Bi?2` BKTH2K2Mi2/ BM i?2 `i2 Q7 `2+`mBiK2Mi Q` i?2 `i2 Q7
/BbbQ+BiBQMX AM Qi?2` rQ`/b-  bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv +M `2+`mBi bmT2`@HBM2`Hv b 
7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 KQH2+mH2b BM i?2 bBi2 Q` KQH2+mH2b +M /BbbQ+Bi2 7`QK i?2
bBi2 bm#@HBM2`Hv b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 KQH2+mH2bX q2 +QMbB/2` 
+QQT2`iBp2 bvbi2K rBi? +QMbiMi MQM@bim`iBM; +QQT2`iBpBiv BM #Qi? 722/#+F M/
/BbbQ+BiBQM- rBi? +QQT2`iBpBiv +Q2{+B2Mib n M/ m `2bT2+iBp2HvX M p2`;2 ?B;?2`





n(T − x)− koffx2−m
LQi2 i?i 7Q` (n+m)/2 < 0- i?2 bvbi2K /Q2b MQi TQH`Bx2- 7Q` 0 < (n+m)/2 < 1-
i?2 bvbi2K Bb MiB@+QQT2`iBp2 M/ 7pQ`bĜ BM i?2 +b2 Q7 KMv TQbbB#H2 #m/ bBi2bĜ 
mMB7Q`K /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 TQH`Biv KQH2+mH2b iQ HH bBi2b- 7Q` (n+m)/2 = 1 /BbTHvb
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M2mi`HHv bi#H2 #m/ bBi2b M/ 7Q` (n+m)/2 > 1 /BbTHvb +QQT2`iBpBiv i?i 2Mbm`2b
 bBM;H2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`BivX
h?2 7QHHQrBM; irQ bbmKTiBQMb +`2i2  HBKBi 7Q` +QQT2`iBpBiv, 7Q` i?2
`2+`mBiK2Mi `i2 r2 bbmK2 i?2`2 Bb  KtBKmK `2+`mBiK2Mi `i2 T2` KQH2+mH2-
max(kfb) = kfbMAX bm+? i?i kfbxn ≤ kfbMAXxX h?Bb Bb  Mim`H bbmKTiBQM bBM+2
`i2b Q7 `2+`mBiK2Mi `2 HBKBi2/ #v i?2 /BzmbBQMX h?Bb HBKBi rBHH 2p2MimHHv b2i M
mTT2` HBKBi QM nX 6Q` i?2 /BbbQ+BiBQM `i2- r2 bbmK2 i?i i?2`2 Bb  HQr2` HBKBi 7Q`
i?2 /BbbQ+BiBQM `i2 T2` KQH2+mH2 min(koff ) = koffMIN bm+? i?i
koffx2−m ≥ koffMINxX h?Bb 2Mbm`2b i?i i?2 HB72iBK2 Q7 KQH2+mH2b QM i?2 K2K#`M2
+MMQi #2+QK2 `#Bi``BHv H`;2X h?Bb HBKBi Bb TTHB+#H2 7Q` irQ `2bQMb, RV b?Q`i
iBK2b bT2Mi QM i?2 K2K#`M2 2Mbm`2 }MBi2 `2;BQMb Q7 TQH`Biv i?`Qm;? HBKBi2/ iBK2
7Q` /BzmbBQM QM i?2 K2K#`M2 (dN)- M/ kV Bi 2Mbm`2b 7bi +QKT2iBiBQM iBK2b #2ir22M








ss = koffMINxss UjXkV
AMimBiBp2Hv- i?Bb 2Mbm`2b i?i +QQT2`iBpBiv Bb MQi rbi2/ r?2M x > xss bBM+2 i?i
`2;BK2 rBHH MQi #2 2tTHQ`2/ /m`BM; bTQMiM2Qmb TQH`BxiBQM 7`QK x = 0X
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AM //BiBQM- r2 `2[mB`2 i?i xss KQH2+mH2b TQH`Bx2 i bi2/v bii2 bQ
kfbx
n
ss(T − xss) = koffx2−mss UjXjV





T − xss UjX9V












T − xss UjXeV
6Q` bTQMiM2Qmb TQH`Biv iQ Q++m`- i?2 bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv Kmbi #2 #H2 iQ `2+`mBi M2r
KQH2+mH2b r?2M Bi QMHv ?b c KQH2+mH2b i?i bTQMiM2QmbHv /?2`2 iQ i?2 K2K#`M2
Ur?2`2 c < xss M/ mbmHHv +HQb2 iQ 0V- bQ dxdt > 0 7Q` x = c Q`
kfbc
n(T − c) > koffc2−m UjXdV






T − c UjX3V
8e
AbQHiBM; n M/ m i?2M ;Bp2b i?2 mTT2` HBKBi 7Q` i?2B` bmK,




AM 6B;m`2 jXR1 Q7 i?2 KBM i2ti- r2 bbmK2 c = 1 iQ HHQr TQH`Biv iQ Q++m` 7`QK
 bBM;H2 bTQMiM2Qmb #BM/BM; 2p2MiX
jXdXk *QQT2`iBpBiv BM JQMQK2`@.BK2` avbi2Kb
hQ mM/2`biM/  K2+?MBbiB+ `2HBxiBQM Q7 +QQT2`iBpBiv BM TQH`Biv- r2 mb2/
KQMQK2`@/BK2` `2+iBQMb QM i?2 K2K#`M2X AMbi2/ Q7 +QMbiMi +QQT2`iBpBiv- i?2




= f(x)(T − x)− koffx+ kon(T − x) UjXRyV





r?2`2 m `2 KQMQK2`b i?i `2 `2+`mBi2/ iQ i?2 K2K#`M2 M/ d `2 /BK2`b i?i
`2 `2p2`bB#Hv 7Q`K2/ 7`QK /BK2`bX h?2`27Q`2 m+ 2d = x- M/ r2 bbmK2 i?i
KQMQK2`b M/ /BK2`b 2[mBHB#`i2 [mB+FHv +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 ~m+imiBQMb BM
+QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 x QM i?2 K2K#`M2X
bbmKBM; i?Bb +QMb2`piBQM M/ BMbiMi 2[mBHB#`iBQM #2ir22M KQMQK2`b /M























A7 KQMQK2`b `2+`mBi 7`QK i?2 +viQTHbK rBi? `i2 kfbm M/ /BK2`b rBi? `i2 kfbd-
i?2M
f(x) = kfbmm(x) + kfbdd(x) UjXRRV
6Q` bTQMiM2Qmb TQH`Biv iQ Q++m`-  bBi2 Q7 TQH`Biv Kmbi #2 #H2 iQ `2+`mBi M2r
KQH2+mH2b r?2M Bi QMHv ?b 1 KQH2+mH2 i?i bTQMiM2QmbHv bbQ+Bi2b rBi? i?2
K2K#`M2, dxdt ≥ 0 7Q` x = 1X UAM Q`/2` iQ KtBKBx2 i?2 +QQT2`iBpBiv Q7 i?2 bvbi2K-
i?2 KQMQK2`b b?QmH/ `2+`mBi b KBMBKmHHv b TQbbB#H2- bQ r2 iF2 i?2 2[mHBiv
+b2XV AM i?Bb +b2- i?2 MmK#2` Q7 KQMQK2`b Bb 1 M/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 /BK2`b Bb 0 bQ
f(x) = kfbm M/ r2 7m`i?2` bbmK2 i?i kon(T − x)≪ koffx M/
kon(T − x)≪ f(x)(T − x) bBKBH`Hv b #27Q`2 bQ 1[MX jXRy #2+QK2b
kfbm =
koff
(T − 1) UjXRkV
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h?2M BM Q`/2` 7Q` xss KQH2+mH2b iQ TQH`Bx2 iQ i?2 K2K#`M2 i bi2/v bii2-
f(x)(T − xss) = koffxss UjXRjV
h?2M +QK#BMBM; jXRj- jXRk M/ jXRR- r2 +M bQHp2 7Q` km b
km =
(T − 1)2xss(−2koff + kfbdT − kfbdxss)2
koff (−kfbd − 2koff + kfbdT )(T − xss)(xss − 1)
hQ }M/  MmK2`B+H pHm2 7Q` km QM2 bm#biBimi2b BM 7Q` T - kfbd- xss- M/ bbmK2b
koff = 9min−1 b T`2pBQmbHv /QM2 (dN)X q2 i?2M bm#biBimi2 km M/ i?2 Qi?2`
+QMbiMib #+F BM iQ f(x)X q2 i?2M /2}M2 i?2 p2`;2 +QQT2`iBpBiv Q7 f(x) b i?2









r?B+? Bb THQii2/ MmK2`B+HHv BM 6B;m`2 f`2{;,JQMQK2`.BK2`"X lMbi#H2
bQHmiBQMb `2 MQi THQii2/X *QMp2`bBQM Q7 mMBib 7Q` kfbd rb /QM2 b K2MiBQM2/ BM i?2
T`2pBQmb bm#b2+iBQMX
jXdXj JmHiB@bBi2 *QQT2`iBpBiv
AM Q`/2` iQ bBKmHi2 i`Mb+`BTiBQM 7+iQ` Q` HB;M/ #BM/BM; QM KmHiBTH2 bBi2b r2












r?2`2 Si BM/B+i2b i?2 T`QKQi2` rBi? i #BM/BM; bBi2b Q++mTB2/- x BM/B+i2b i?2
+QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 h6 M/ kiǶb `2 `2+iBQM `i2bX h?2 QMHv +iBp2 bii2 7Q`
i`Mb+`BTiBQM Bb S3X LQi2 i?i biiBbiB+H 7+iQ`b i?i BM/B+i2 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 rvb
+2`iBM `2+iBQMb +M #2 +QKTH2i2/ `2 HbQ BM+Hm/2/X




k−1k−2k−3 + 3k−2k−3k+1x+ 3k−3k+1k+2x2 + k+1k+2k+3x3
q?2M HHQrBM; i?2 QM `i2b Uk+iV iQ #2 /Dmbi2/ iQ KtBKBx2 +QQT2`iBpBiv- r2 }t
i?2 Qz `i2b Uk−iV b k−1 = k−2 = k−3 = k+2 = 1X AM //BiBQM- r2 `2[mB`2 i?i r?2M
x = 1- S3 = 12 M/ mb2 i?Bb +QM/BiBQM iQ 2HBKBMi2 k+1X q2 i?2M +QKTmi2 i?2







q?2M HHQrBM; i?2 Qz `i2b Uk−iV iQ #2 /Dmbi2/ iQ KtBKBx2 +QQT2`iBpBiv- r2 }t
i?2 QM `i2b Uk+iV b k+1 = k+2 = k+3 = k−2 = 1X AM //BiBQM- r2 `2[mB`2 i?i r?2M
x = 1- S3 = 12 M/ mb2 i?Bb +QM/BiBQM iQ 2HBKBMi2 k−1X q2 i?2M +QKTmi2 i?2
+QQT2`iBpBiv Ub2MbBiBpBivV Q7 i?2 `2+iBQM i `2+iBQM KB/TQBMi- x = 1- vB2H/BM;
3
2
− 3k−3 − 3
2
k−2k−3
AM 2Bi?2` +b2- i?2 bvbi2KǶb iBK2 `2bTQMb2 Bb KQ/2H2/ rBi? i?2 mbmH /Bz2`2MiBH
2[miBQMb #b2/ QM i?2 `2+iBQM b+?2K2 #Qp2,
ey
dS0
dt = S1k−1 − 3xS0k+1
dS1
dt = 2S2k−2 − S1k−1 + 3xS0k+1 − 2S1xk+2
dS2
dt = 3S3k−3 − 2S2k−2 + 2S1xk+2 − S2xk+3
dS3
dt = −3S3k−3 + S2xk+3
eR
4
.i@/`Bp2M KQ/2Hb Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2
/vMKB+b
9XR AMi`Q/m+iBQM
h`Mb+`BTiBQMH `2;mHiBQM Q7i2M Q++m`b i?`Qm;? i?2 `2+`mBiK2Mi Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2
AA U_LSV iQ T`QKQi2`b M/ i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 i?2 TQHvK2`b2 7`QK i?2 T`QKQi2` `2;BQM
ek
iQ T`Q/m+iBp2 2HQM;iBQMX >Qr2p2`- `2+2Mi 2pB/2M+2 ?b b?QrM i?i _L
TQHvK2`b2 Bb HbQ `2;mHi2/ /m`BM; i`Mb+`BTiBQM 2HQM;iBQM pB TmbBM;- biHHBM;
M/ #+Fi`+FBM; (jR- N8ĜNd)X Hi?Qm;? i?2`2 ?b #22M bQK2 i?2Q`2iB+H rQ`F QM
b2[m2M+2@/2T2M/2Mi TmbBM; (k3)- 2tT2`BK2MiH 2pB/2M+2 i?i _LS /vMKB+b `2
`2;mHi2/ /B`2+iHv #v b2[m2M+2 Bb H+FBM;X Pi?2`b ?p2 bim/B2/ _LS mbBM; bBM;H2
KQH2+mH2 K2i?Q/b M/ ?p2 #22M #H2 iQ #`BM; ;`2i BMbB;?i iQ Bib 2MxvK2 FBM2iB+b
(kk- N3ĜRyR)- #mi i?2 bKHH MmK#2` Q7 b2[m2M+2 i2KTHi2b M/ BM pBi`Q Mim`2 Q7 i?2
2tT2`BK2Mib KF2b Bi /B{+mHi iQ /Bb+2`M ;2M2`H T`BM+BTH2b Q7 b2[m2M+2@`2Hi2/
TQHvK2`b2 `2;mHiBQMX aiM/`/ _L b2[m2M+BM; 2tT2`BK2Mib /Q MQi ;Bp2 BMbB;?i
iQ Mb+2Mi _L- b Mb+2Mi _L +QMbiBimi2b i?2 KBMQ`Biv Q7 b2[m2M+BM; `2/bc KQbi
`2/b `2 7`QK +QKTH2i2/ i`Mb+`BTibX
 M2r K2i?Q/ ?b `2+2MiHv #22M +`2i2/ iQ KQMBiQ` i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 +iBp2Hv
i`b+`B#BM; _L TQHvK2`b2b ;2MQK2@rB/2 BM i?2 #m//BM; v2bi a++?`QKv+2b
+2`2pBbB2 (Ryk)X h?Bb i2+?MB[m2- /m##2/ L1h@b2[ ULb+2Mi 1HQM;iBM; h`Mb+`BTi
b2[m2M+BM;V- rQ`Fb #v BKKmMQT`2+BTBiiBQM Q7 _LS i?i Bb biBHH ii+?2/ iQ
Mb+2Mi _LX h?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 Mb+2Mi _L Bb i?2M BbQHi2/- b2[m2M+2/ M/
HB;M2/ iQ i?2 v2bi ;2MQK2X h?Bb T`Q+2bb `2TQ`ib bBM;H2@#b2 `2bQHmiBQM M/ bi`M/
bT2+B}+ /2MbBiv Q7 _LS i  TQTmHiBQM H2p2HX h?2b2 /i ?p2 #22M mb2/ iQ
mM/2`biM/ T`QKQi2` /B`2+iBQMHBiv- _L bTHB+BM; M/ _L TmbBM; /m2 iQ
Mm+H2QbQK2 `Q/#HQ+Fb (Ryk)X am`T`BbBM;Hv TQHvK2`b2b biHH M/ #+Fi`+F
m#B[mBiQmbHv i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 ;2MQK2 (Ryk)- KFBM; Bi HBF2Hv i?i b2[m2M+2 +QmH/ THv
 `QH2 BM TQHvK2`b2 /vMKB+bX h?2 bBM;H2 #b2 `2bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 /i HHQr2/ mb iQ
#mBH/  #BQT?vbB+H KQ/2H 7Q` i?2 b2[m2M+2@K2/Bi2/ +mb2b Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2
ej
TmbBM; M/ #+Fi`+FBM;X lbBM; i?2 #+Fi`+FBM; KQ/2H- r2 bvMQMvKQmbHv `2+Q/2/
b2+iBQMb Q7 irQ ;2M2b BM v2bi iQ ?p2 /Bz2`2Mi _LS /vMKB+b BM i?2b2 b2+iBQMb
M/ }M/ i?i _LS /2MbBiB2b BM i?2b2 `2;BQMb r2`2 BM/22/ +?M;2/X
9Xk L1h@b2[ +Tim`2b BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi _LS TmbBM;
M/ #+Fi`+FBM;
h`Mb+`BTiBQM Bb  +QKTH2t T`Q+2bb i?i i`Mb72`b BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK .L BMiQ
K_L- #mi i i?2 KQH2+mH` H2p2H- bim/B2b ?p2 b?QrM i?i _LS /Q2b MQi
BM+Q`TQ`i2 M2r #b2b i i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 Mb+2Mi _L #v bBKTH2 `2;mH`
KQp2K2Mi HQM; i?2 .L BM QM2 /B`2+iBQM (kk- Ryj)X AMbi2/- Bi Q7i2M Tmb2b M/
KQp2b mTbi`2K 7`QK i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 ;`QrBM; _L- /QBM;  `M/QK rHF HQM;
i?2 _L,.L ?v#`B/- bQK2iBK2b 2ti`m/BM; i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 Mb+2Mi _L Qmi Q7
i?2 +iBp2 bBi2 Q7 _LS (Ry9- Ry8)X AM i?2b2 +b2b- i?2 2MxvK2 h6AAa U2M+Q/2/ #v
.ahR BM v2biV biBKmHi2b _LS iQ +H2p2 i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 Mb+2Mi i`Mb+`BTi M/
i?2M `2bi`i i`Mb+`BTiBQM 7`QK i?Bb mTbi`2K TQBMiX
AM i?2B` Q`B;BMH bim/v- *?m`+?KM M/ q2BbbKM b?Qr2/ i?i #Qi? i?2 BMBiBH
bBi2 Q7 TQHvK2`b2 biHHBM; M/ i?2 bm#b2[m2Mi bBi2 Q7 Mb+2Mi i`Mb+`BTi +H2p;2 `2
/Bb+2`MB#H2 pB L1h@b2[ (Ryk) U6B;m`2 9XR VX q?2M L1h@b2[ Bb T2`7Q`K2/ QM
rBH/@ivT2 +2HHb- i?2 T`2/QKBMMi bii2 Q7 i?2 TQHvK2`b2 Bb BM i?2 #+Fi`+F2/
TQbi@+H2p2/ bii2X h?2 H`;2 7`+iBQM Q7 TQHvK2`b2b i?i `2 Tmb2/ BM/B+i2 i?i
_LS bT2M/b  H`;2 7`+iBQM Q7 iBK2 BM i?Bb bii2- KFBM; Bi BKTQ`iMi iQ
mM/2`biM/ #+Fi`+FBM;X q?2M .ahR Bb /2H2i2/- i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 Mb+2Mi i`Mb+`BTib
Bb H`;2Hv H27i BMi+i 2p2M 7i2` i?2 TQHvK2`b2 #+Fi`+Fb- M/ BM i?Bb +b2 L1h@b2[
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`2p2Hb i?2 BMBiBH bBi2 r?2`2 _LS #2;BMb #+Fi`+FBM; U6B;m`2 9XRVX "v
T2`7Q`KBM; L1h@b2[ QM #Qi? qh M/ /biR∆ bi`BMb- i?2 TQbBiBQMb Q7 #Qi? i?2
BMBiBH bBi2 Q7 #+Fi`+FBM; M/ i?2 bBi2 i r?B+? #+Fi`+FBM; biQTb Bb `2+Q`/2/ 7Q`
i?2 2MiB`2 ;2MQK2 U6B;m`2 9XR "VX q2 }`bi BMp2biB;i2/ i?2 BMBiBH bBi2b Q7 TmbBM;
U/biR∆ L1h@b2[V M/ i?2M i?2 bBi2b i r?B+? TQHvK2`b2 biQTb #+Fi`+FBM; Uqh
L1h@b2[VX
9Xj J2i`B+ 7Q` 2pHmiBM; KQ/2Hb M/ `2T`Q/m+B#BHBiv Q7
/i
AM Q`/2` iQ #mBH/  K2i`B+ #v r?B+? iQ 2pHmi2 /Bz2`2Mi KQ/2Hb Q7 _LS /vMKB+b-
r2 }`bi MMQii2/ 2+? TQbBiBQM BM i?2 ;2MQK2 b 2Bi?2` ?pBM;  ?B;? MmK#2` Q7
`2/b KTT2/ UTmb2/V Q`  HQr MmK#2` Q7 `2/b KTT2/ UMQi Tmb2/V 7Q` 2+?
/ib2iX 1p2M i?Qm;? i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 TQHvK2`b2 /2MbBiv rb MQi #BKQ/H- i?Bb
T`Q+2/m`2 HHQr2/ mb 2bv 2pHmiBQM Q7 KQ/2Hb M/ +QKT`BbQM rBi? T`2pBQmb rQ`FX
M `#Bi``v +miQz Q7 i?`22 biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb #Qp2 i?2 HQ+H #+F;`QmM/ rb
+?Qb2M b BM (Ryk)X
h?2M BM Q`/2` iQ [mMiB7v ?Qr r2HH KQ/2Hb T`2/B+i2/ _LS /2MbBiv r2 mb2/ i?2
`2 mM/2` i?2 `2+2Bp2` QT2`iBM; +?`+i2`BbiB+ +m`p2 Ul*VX h?2 `2+2Bp2`
QT2`iBM; +?`+i2`BbiB+ +m`p2 THQib i?2 7Hb2 TQbBiBp2 `i2 ;BMbi i?2 7Hb2 M2;iBp2
`i2 7Q`  b+H` `2H@pHm2/ +HbbB}2` i?i T`2/B+ib  #BM`v QmiTmi U?B;? Q` HQr i 
+2`iBM TQbBiBQM BM i?2 ;2MQK2VX A7 i?2 +HbbB}2` +MMQi /Bb+`BKBMi2 #2ir22M i?2
#BM`v QmiTmib- i?2 `i2 Q7 7Hb2 TQbBiBp2b 2[mHb i?2 `i2 Q7 7Hb2 M2;iBp2b- `2bmHiBM;
BM  bi`B;?i /B;QMH HBM2 BM i?2 `2+2Bp2` QT2`iBM; +?`+i2`BbiB+ +m`p2 M/ M l*
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Q7 yX8X AM Qi?2` rQ`/b- i?2 +HbbB}2` ?b MQ BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 #BM`v QmiTmiX
PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/ B7 i?2 +HbbB}2` +M 2t+iHv /2i2`KBM2 r?2i?2` _LS rBHH Tmb2
i  +2`iBM #b2 TB` BM i?2 ;2MQK2 Ĝ BX2X i?2`2 2tBbib  bT2+B}+ +miQz pHm2 7Q` i?2
+HbbB}2` i?i T2`72+iHv /BpB/2b i?2 Tmb2/ M/ MQi Tmb2/ Qmi+QK2b Ĝ i?2 l* Bb
RXyX MQi?2` BMimBiBp2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 i?2 l* Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv i?i  `M/QKHv
/`rM i`m2 TQbBiBp2 2tKTH2 ?b  ?B;?2` pHm2/ +HbbB}2` i?M  `M/QKHv /`rM
i`m2 M2;iBp2 2tKTH2X *HbbB}2`b i?i T`iBHHv 2tTHBM i?2 QmiTmi `2+2Bp2 M
BMi2`K2/Bi2 l*X AM i?Bb rv- Bi Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ +QKT`2 `/B+HHv /Bz2`2Mi KQ/2Hb
Q7 TQHvK2`b2 TmbBM; rBi?  bBM;H2 K2i`B+ #b2/ QM i?2B` TQr2` iQ T`2/B+i
TQHvK2`b2 TmbBM;X
"27Q`2 r2 i2bi2/ #BQT?vbB+H KQ/2Hb Q7 _LS TmbBM;- r2 i2bi2/ r?2i?2`
p`BiBQM 7`QK #BQHQ;B+H Q` i2+?MB+H bQm`+2b BM i?2 L1h@b2[ i2+?MB[m2 KB;?i
Qp2`b?/Qr Mv T`2/B+iBp2 KQ/2H Q7 _LS TmbBM;X q2 `2bQM2/ i?i B7 L1h@b2[
/i 7`QK #BQHQ;B+H `2THB+i2 bKTH2b b?Qr2/ TQHvK2`b2b TmbBM; BM i?2 bK2
HQ+iBQMb b i?2 }`bi bKTH2- i?2M i?2 BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 +mb2b Q7 TmbBM;
rQmH/ HbQ #2 T`2b2Mi BM i?2 /iX q2 i?2`27Q`2 Q#iBM2/ `2THB+i2 L1h@b2[
/ib2ib 7Q` #Qi? /biR∆ M/ rBH/@ivT2 bi`BMb 7`QK i?2 *?m`+?KM H#- ;i?2`2/
BM/2T2M/2MiHv 7`QK i?2 BMBiBH Tm#HBb?2/ /iX AM Q`/2` iQ Dm/;2 ?Qr +HQb2Hv i?2 irQ
bKTH2b Ki+?2/- r2 mb2/ i?2 /2MbBiv Q7 TQHvK2`b2b BM i?2 M2r /ib2i b
+HbbB}2`b 7Q` T`2pBQmbHv /2i2`KBM2/ Tmb2b BM i?2 Q`B;BMH bKTH2X q2 7QmM/ i?i
i?2 l* rb yXdy #2ir22M i?2 /biR∆ /ib2ib M/ yX39 #2ir22M i?2 rBH/@ivT2
/ib2ibX Hi?Qm;? i?Bb K2Mb i?i i?2`2 Bb bB;MB}+Mi MQBb2 BM L1h@b2[ /i- i?2`2
Bb HbQ 2MQm;? +QMbBbi2M+v i?i T`2/B+iBp2 KQ/2Hb +QmH/ ;Bp2 BMbB;?i BMiQ _LS
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/vMKB+bX Ai HbQ K2Mb i?i  T2`72+i T`2/B+iBQM KQ/2H rQmH/ ?p2 M l* Q7 yXdy
7Q` /biR∆ Q` yX39 7Q` i?2 rBH/@ivT2- MQi RXyX Mv KQ/2H i?i ;p2  ?B;?2` l*
i?M i?2 #BQHQ;B+H `2THB+i2b rQmH/ HBF2Hv #2 Qp2`@}iiBM; i?2 /iX
9X9 Lm+H2QbQK2b `2 MQi  /QKBMMi +mb2 Q7 _L TQHv@
K2`b2 TmbBM;
hQ b2i  #2M+?K`F 7Q` Mv #BQT?vbB+H b2[m2M+2@/2T2M/2Mi +mb2b 7Q` _LS
TmbBM;- r2 }`bi rMi2/ iQ mM/2`biM/ ?Qr Km+? TQHvK2`b2 TmbBM; +QmH/ #2
2tTHBM2/ #v i?2 ?vTQi?2bBx2/ Mm+H2QbQK2 `Q/#HQ+F K2+?MBbK T`QTQb2/ #v
*?m`+?KM M/ q2BbbKM (Ryk)X AM i?Bb KQ/2H- .L@r`TT2/ Mm+H2QbQK2b +mb2
2HQM;iBM; _LS iQ Tmb2 r?BH2 i?2 .L Bb #2BM; mMr`TT2/ 7`QK i?2
Mm+H2QbQK2X h?2 2pB/2M+2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?2B` rQ`F b?Qr2/  +H2` bB;MH i?i
Mm+H2QbQK2b r2`2 BMpQHp2/ BM TmbBM;- #mi i?2 2z2+i +QmH/ ?p2 #22M KBMQ` M/ biBHH
/2i2+i2/ /m2 iQ i?2 H`;2 bKTH2 bBx2X
hQ 2pHmi2 i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 2z2+i Q7 Mm+H2QbQK2b QM BMBiBH _LS TmbBM;-
r2 mb2/ i?2 bK2 KT Q7 Mm+H2QbQK2 TQbBiBQMb b BM i?2 Q`B;BMH bim/v (Rye) M/
HB;M2/ i?2K ;BMbi i?2 _LS Tmb2 HQ+iBQMb BM i?2 /biR∆ bi`BMX q2 Q#b2`p2/
i?i _LS TmbBM; 7`2[m2M+v Qb+BHHi2b rBi?  ∼R8y #b2 TB` T2`BQ/ `2HiBp2 iQ i?2
+2Mi2` Q7 KTT2/ Mm+H2QbQK2b- BM/B+iBM; i?i Mm+H2QbQK2 TQbBiBQM /Q2b BM/22/
+mb2 bQK2 TQ`iBQM Q7 _LS TmbBM; M/ i?i Mm+H2QbQK2b `2 T2`BQ/B+HHv bT+2/
U6B;X 9Xk "VX >Qr2p2`- i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 p`BiBQM BM TmbBM; T`Q##BHBiv Bb [mBi2
HQr- H2bb i?M QM2 T2`+2MiX q2 mb2/ i?2 /BbiM+2 iQ i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 M2`2bi
Mm+H2QbQK2 b i?2 +HbbB}2` iQ T`2/B+i TmbBM; M/ 7QmM/ i?i i?2 l* Q7 i?2
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Mm+H2QbQK2 TQbBiBQM +HbbB}2` Bb yX8R U9Xk "V- BM/B+iBM; i?i i?2 KTT2/
Mm+H2QbQK2b +mb2  bKHH T2`+2Mi;2 Q7 TmbBM; BM v2biX h?Bb K2Mb i?i i?2`2 `2
7m`i?2` `2bQMb 7Q` TQHvK2`b2 TmbBM; v2i iQ #2 mM+Qp2`2/X
9X8 a2[m2M+2 /2T2M/2Mi 2M2`;2iB+b +mb2 BMBiBH _L TQHv@
K2`b2 TmbBM;
q2 bF2/ r?2i?2` i?2 bBKTH2 2M2`;2iB+b Q7 #b2 TB`BM; +QmH/ #2 i?2 +mb2 Q7 BMBiBH
_LS TmbBM; b Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 L1h@b2[ /i Q7 /biR∆ bi`BMbX h?2 i`Mb+`BTiBQM
#m##H2 #`2Fb .L,.L #b2 TB`b ?2/ Q7 i?2 TQHvK2`b2 M/ 7Q`Kb _L,.L
#QM/b BMbB/2 i?2 TQHvK2`b2X PM p2`;2 _L ?b bHB;?iHv ?B;?2` {MBiv 7Q` .L
i?i .L /Q2b 7Q` .L- #mi i?2 T`2+Bb2 pHm2 p`B2b ++Q`/BM; iQ b2[m2M+2
(Ryd- Ry3)X q2 ?vTQi?2bBx2/ i?i TQbBiBQMb r?2`2 _LS Tmb2/ bBKTHv ?/ ?B;?2`
2M2`;2iB+ bi#BHBiv M/ rQmH/ #2 7pQ`2/ i?2`KQ/vMKB+HHvX q2 mb2/ i?2 b2[m2M+2
/2T2M/2Mi pHm2 Q7 _L,.L M/ .L,.L #b2 TB`BM; (Ryd- Ry3) i 2+?
TQbBiBQM HQM; i?2 ;2MQK2 M/ p2`;2/ i?Bb +H+mHiBQM 7Q` HQ+iBQMb r?2`2 _LS
Tmb2/X q2 7QmM/ i?i Tmb2 HQ+iBQMb r2`2 T`2+2/2/ #v `2;BQMb r?2`2 i?2
_L,.L #b2@TB`BM; rb bi`QM;2` i?M i?2 .L,.L #b2@TB`BM;- M/ i?2v
r2`2 7QHHQr2/ #v `2;BQMb r?2`2 i?2 .L,.L #b2@TB`BM; rb bi`QM;2` i?M i?2
_L,.L #b2@TB`BM; U6B;m`2 9Xk *VX q?2M r2 Qp2`Hv2/ i?Bb +QKTmiiBQM
;BMbi i?2 _LS i`Mb+`BTiBQMH #m##H2- r2 7QmM/  bi`BFBM; +Q``2bTQM/2M+2
U6B;m`2 9Xk *VX h?2 `2;BQM #2?BM/ i?2 Tmb2 HQ+iBQM +Q``2bTQM/2/ iQ i?2
_L,.L ?v#`B/ i?i rQmH/ Q++m` BMbB/2 _LSX h?2 `2;BQM r?2`2 .L,.L













































6B;m`2 9XR, L1h@b2[ +Tim`2b ;2MQKB+ TQbBiBQMb Q7 BMBiBH _LS ``2bi rBi? Mm+H2QiB/2 `2b@
QHmiBQM BM /biR∆ bi`BMb M/ TQbBiBQMb 7i2` bm#b2[m2Mi #+Fi`+FBM; M/ jǶ _L +H2p;2 BM
qh bi`BMbX UVa+?2KiB+ Q7 _LS BMBiBH TmbBM; M/ bm#b2[m2Mi #+Fi`+FBM;c 7i2` BMBiBH
``2bi M/ #+Fi`+FBM;- .ahRT biBKmHi2b +H2p;2 Q7 i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 Mb+2Mi _LX 6B;@
m`2 #b2/ QM (Ryk)X U"V qh M/ /biR∆ L1h@b2[ /i i i?2 _SGjj" ;2M2 b?QrBM; i?i qh
Tmb2 HQ+iBQMb Q++m` i TQbBiBQMb #2?BM/ /biR∆ Tmb2bX U*V *`Qbb +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M qh
M/ /biR∆ L1h@b2[ /i 7Q` ?B;?Hv@i`Mb+`B#2/ ;2M2b Up2`;2 =k `2/b T2` #TV BM +Q/BM;
`2;BQMb- MQ`KHBx2/ 7Q` H2p2H Q7 i`Mb+`BTiBQMX
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#22M #`QF2MX h?mb 7Q` _LS iQ KQp2 7Q`r`/ i i?Bb HQ+iBQM rQmH/ `2[mB`2
`2TH+BM; bi`QM; #QM/b rBi? r2F2` QM2b- M 2M2`;2iB+HHv mM7pQ`#H2 QT2`iBQMX
q2 MQi2 i?i b2[m2M+2b 7m`i?2` mTbi`2K r?2`2 i?2 i2KTHi2 .L bi`BM `2MM2Hb
iQ i?2 +Q/BM; bi`M/ r2`2 MQi iF2M BMiQ ++QmMi b HBiiH2 b2[m2M+2 BM7Q`KiBQM rb
b?QrM iQ #2 i i?Bb HQ+iBQMX
q2 mb2/ i?2 #BQT?vbB+H KQ/2H #Qp2 iQ +`2i2  T`2/B+iBp2 K2i`B+ #v //BM; i?2
2M2`;2iB+ /pMi;2 Q7 _L,.L Qp2` .L,.L BM i?2 2B;?i #b2 TB`b mTbi`2K
Q7  Tmb2 bBi2 M/ i?2 2M2`;2iB+ /pMi;2 Q7 .L,.L Qp2` _L,.L BM i?2
MBM2 TQbBiBQMb /QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 Tmb2 bBi2X q2 i?2M +QKTmi2/ i?Bb K2i`B+ 7Q` 2+?
TQbBiBQM BM ;2MB+ `2;BQMb M/ 7QmM/ i?i Bi +Q``2Hi2/ rBi? i?2 Tmb2 7`2[m2M+v Q7
i?2 TQHvK2`b2 BM i?2 /biR∆ bi`BM U6B;m`2 9Xk .V X AMi2`2biBM;Hv TmbBM; b22Kb iQ
`TB/Hv BM+`2b2 7i2` i?2 2M2`;v K2i`B+ Bb ?B;?2` i?M  72r F+HfKQH- `Qm;?Hv i?2
i?2`KH 2M2`;v BMbB/2  +2HHX h?2 `M;2 Q7 Tmb2 7`2[m2M+B2b bTMM2/ #v i?Bb K2i`B+
rb RyW- #Qmi i2M iBK2b i?2 `M;2 Q7 i?2 Mm+H2QbQK2 +HbbB}2`- BM/B+iBM; i?i Bi Bb
KQ`2 T`2/B+iBp2 Q7 _LS TmbBM;X h?2 l* 7Q` i?2 2M2`;v K2i`B+ rb yXe9 M/
i?2`27Q`2 /Q2b MQi 2tTHBM HH TmbBM;- #mi /Q2b TT`Q+? i?2 l* Q7 i?2 #BQHQ;B+H
`2THB+i2 UyXdyVX
q2 /Q MQi mM/2`biM/ B7 i?2`2 Bb  7mM+iBQMH `2bQM 7Q` _LS iQ Tmb2 i +2`iBM
2M2`;2iB+HHv /2i2`KBM2/ b2[m2M+2b- #mi r2 ?vTQi?2bBx2 i?i TmbBM; i i?2b2
b2[m2M+2b Bb  i`/2@Qz 7Q` i?2 bi`BM;2Mi 2``Q` /2i2+iBQM Q7 _L #b2 BM+Q`TQ`iBQMX
q?2M _LS KBbBM+Q`TQ`i2b M _L #b2- Bi /2i2+ib i?Bb 2``Q` 2M2`;2iB+HHv b i?2
KBbTB`2/ _L,.L ?v#`B/ rBHH +QMi`B#mi2 H2bb 7`22 2M2`;v iQ i?2 7Q`r`/
KQp2K2Mi Q7 _LS i?M #`2FBM; i?2 M2ti U+Q``2+iHv TB`2/V .L,.L #b2 TB`X
dy
h?2 TQHvK2`b2 rQmH/ i?2M #2 HBF2Hv iQ Tmb2 M/ #2;BM #+Fi`+FBM; iQ 2p2MimHHv
2t+Bb2 i?2 KBb@BM+Q`TQ`iBQM rBi? i?2 B/ Q7 h6AAa (kN- RyNĜRRR)X q2 ?vTQi?2bBx2
i?i Mv 2M2`;2iB+HHv mM7pQ`#H2 7Q`r`/ KQp2K2Mi rQmH/ HbQ i`B;;2` TmbBM;-
M/ b2[m2M+2b Q7 .L +QmH/ KBKB+ i?2 2M2`;2iB+ +QMb2[m2M+2b Q7 KBbTB`2/ #b2b-
i?mb i`B;;2`BM; m#B[mBiQmb TmbBM; b b22M BM i?2 /biR∆ L1h@b2[ /iX
9Xe *mb2b Q7 TQHvK2`b2 TmbBM; 7i2` #+Fi`+FBM;
q2 i?2M bF2/ r?v _LS Tmb2b 7i2` i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 b2[m2M+2 ?b #22M +HBTT2/X
h?2b2 #+Fi`+F2/ TQbBiBQMb `2 `2~2+i2/ BM i?2 rBH/@ivT2 L1h@b2[ /i M/ b?Qr
i?i _LS ?b  +H2` T`272`2M+2 iQ #2 +HBTT2/ i +2`iBM b2[m2M+2b (Ryk) U6B; 9Xj
V- #mi MQ 2tTHMiBQM 2tBbib 7Q` r?v i?Qb2 bT2+B}+ b2[m2M+2b rQmH/ #2 bbQ+Bi2/
rBi? ?B;? TQHvK2`b2 /2MbBivX
lbBM; i?2 `2TQ`i2/ bi`m+im`2 Q7 Tmb2/ _LS (Ry9) U6B;X 9Xj "V- r2 `2bQM2/
i?i i?2 YR TQbBiBQM BM~m2M+2/ TQHvK2`b2 TmbBM; #2+mb2 Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2
bi+FBM; BMi2`+iBQM rBi? i?2 Mb+2Mi _LX q?BH2 i?2 TQHvK2`b2 Bb #+Fi`+FBM;-
i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 Mb+2Mi _L Bb i?Qm;?i iQ BMi2`+i rBi? i?2 ǳ;iBM;Ǵ iv`QbBM2 Q7
_LS UudeN QM _T#kTV b Bi Bb 2ti`m/2/ Qmi Q7 i?2 TQ`2X q2 mb2/ +H+mHiBQMb Q7
i?2 BMi2`+iBQM 2M2`;v #2ir22M 2+? Q7 i?2 7Qm` _L #b2b bi+F2/ ;BMbi iv`QbBM2
iQ 2biBKi2 i?2 2M2`;v Q7 BMi2`+iBQM Q7 2+? QM2 (RRk- RRj)X Hi?Qm;? i?2 2M2`;v
+H+mHiBQMb r2`2 /QM2 bbmKBM; ;b T?b2 BbQHi2/ KQH2+mH2b- BMbi2/ Q7 bQHpi2/
bi`m+im`2b- /2MBM2 rb b?QrM iQ bi+F KQbi 2M2`;2iB+HHv 7pQ`#Hv rBi? iv`QbBM2-
T2`?Tb 2tTHBMBM; r?v Bi Q++m`b iQr`/ i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2 _L b b22M BM i?2
r2#@HQ;Q i TQbBiBQM YRX U6B;X 9Xj VX
dR
















Distance to Nucleosome Center
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Nucleosome Model (AUC= 0.51)
Energy Model (AUC= 0.64)






































6B;m`2 9Xk, SQbBiBQMb Q7 BMBiBHHv ``2bi2/ _LS `2 2tTHBM2/ #v _L,.L M/ .L,.L
#b2 TB`BM; KQ`2 i?M Mm+H2QbQK2 `Q/#HQ+FbX UV 6`2[m2M+v Q7 BMBiBH ``2bib UL1h@b2[ BM
/biR∆V Q7 _LS b  7mM+iBQM Q7 /BbiM+2 7`QK MMQii2/ Mm+H2QbQK2bX .Qib `2T`2b2Mi bBM@
;H2 #b2@TB`b M/ HBM2b `2T`2b2Mi  k8 #b2@TB` `mMMBM; p2`;2X PMHv Mm+H2QbQK2b BM +Q/BM;
`2;BQMb rBi? M p2`;2 Q7 > 1 `2/f#T r2`2 +QMbB/2`2/X U"V _2+2Bp2` QT2`iBM; +?`+i2`@
BbiB+ +m`p2b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi T`QTQb2/ KQ/2Hb Q7 BMBiBH _LS ``2biX h?2 Mm+H2QbQK2 +HbbB}2`
rb iF2M iQ #2 i?2 /BbiM+2 iQ i?2 M2`2bi Mm+H2QbQK2 UHBKBi2/ iQ k8y #T rvV M/ QMHv `2@
;BQMb rBi? #Qi? MMQii2/ Mm+H2QbQK2b M/  `2/ /2MbBiv > 2 r2`2 +QMbB/2`2/X h?2 2M2`;v
KQ/2H rb +QMbi`m+i2/ b /2iBH2/ BM i?2 KBM i2tiX U*V JQ/2H 7Q` BMBiBHHv ``2bi2/ _LS
BM U/biR∆V bi`BMbX 6Q` HH TQbBiBQMb MMQii2/ b Tmb2/- i?2 i?2 p2`;2 _L,.L #b2@
TB`BM; 2M2`;v KBMmb i?2 .L,.L #b2@TB`BM; 2M2`;v Bb b?QrM HBM2/ mT ;BMbi i?2 b@
bmK2/ TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 i`Mb+`BTiBQMH #m##H2X U.V h?2 7`2[m2M+v Q7 BMBiBH ``2bib UL1h@b2[ BM
/biR∆V b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 2M2`;B2b T`2/B+i2/ 7`QK i?2 KQ/2H BM U*VX
dk
Pi?2` TQbBiBQMb i?i ?p2 b2[m2M+2 BM7Q`KiBQM `2 BM i?2 _L,.L ?v#`B/
`2;BQM Q7 _LS U6B;X 9XjVX q?2M _LS Bb #+Fi`+FBM;- _L,.L #QM/b i i?2
/QrMbi`2K 2M/ Q7 i?2 _L,.L ?v#`B/ `2 #2BM; #`QF2M- bQ r2 ?vTQi?2bBx2/ i?i
#`2FBM; i?2 _L,.L #QM/b i i?2 @k M/ @j HQ+iBQMb BM i?2 i`Mb+`BTiBQM #m##H2
KB;?i HbQ T`2b2Mi  bB;MB}+Mi #``B2` iQ 7m`i?2` #+Fi`+FBM; 7i2` i?2 _L
+H2p;2X q2 i?2M mb2/ i?2 FMQrM _L,.L b2[m2M+2 /2T2M/2Mi 2M2`;B2b iQ
+QKTmi2 i?2 2M2`;2iB+b Q7 bm+?  T`Q+2bb i 2+? HQ+iBQM BM i?2 ;2MQK2X
q2 +QK#BM2/ i?2 +QMi`B#miBQMb 7`QK iv`QbBM2 bi+FBM; rBi? _L,.L #b2
TB`BM; i i?2 @k M/ @j HQ+iBQMb iQ /2pBb2  K2i`B+ iQ T`2/B+i #+Fi`+F2/
TQHvK2`b2b i 2+? TQbBiBQM BM i?2 ;2MQK2X am`T`BbBM;Hv- i?Bb +H+mHiBQMĜ r?B+?
QMHv `2[mB`2b i?2 B/2MiBiv Q7 j #b2b `QmM/ 2+? TQbBiBQM BM i?2 ;2MQK2Ĝ rb #H2
iQ T`2/B+i TQHvK2`b2 Tmb2 bBi2b rBi? `2bQM#Hv ?B;? ++m`+v Ul*4yXe9V r?2M
+QKT`2/ rBi? i?2 qh `2THB+i2 l* Q7 yX39X
hQ BKT`Qp2 Qm` KQ/2H r2 MQi2/ i?i rBH/@ivT2 Tmb2b Q++m` 7i2` i?2 BMBiBH
TmbBM; Q7 _LS M/ i?2M bm#b2[m2Mi #+Fi`+FBM; M/ +HBTTBM; #v h6AAaX q2
`2bQM2/ i?i BM+Hm/BM; BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 BMBiBH bBi2 Q7 TmbBM; b BM/B+i2/ #v
/biR∆ L1h@b2[ /2MbBiv rQmH/ i?2M HHQr ;`2i2` ++m`+v BM /2i2`KBMBM; i?2 bBi2b
Q7 #+Fi`+F2/ TQHvK2`b2bX q2 br i?i i?2 2ti2Mi Q7 #+Fi`+FBM; Bb KQbiHv
#2ir22M x2`Q M/ k #b2 TB`b T`2+2/BM; i?2 BMBiBH Tmb2- rBi? x2`Q #+Fi`+FBM;
#2BM; i?2 KQbi +QKKQM Qmi+QK2 U6B;X 9XR *VX q2 i?2`27Q`2 m;K2Mi2/ i?2
2M2`;2iB+ T`2/B+iBQM Q7 qh Tmb2b #v KmHiBTHvBM; i?2 2M2`;v T`2/B+iQ` i 2+?
HQ+iBQM #v i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 /biR∆ L1h@b2[ `2/b x2`Q iQ irQ #b2b ?2/-
TT`QT`Bi2Hv r2B;?i2/ #v i?2 +`Qbb +Q``2HiBQM Q7 qh M/ /biR∆ L1h@b2[ `2/b
dj
b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 9XR *X h?Bb +Q``2+iBQM 2z2+iBp2Hv ;Bp2b i?2 MmK#2` Q7 TQHvK2`b2b
i?i rBHH +QK2 +`Qbb i?Bb T`iB+mH` b2[m2M+2 /m`BM; #+Fi`+FBM;X h?2 +QK#BMiBQM
Q7 #+Fi`+FBM; BM7Q`KiBQM M/ Qm` 2M2`;v KQ/2H T`2/B+ib i?2 HQ+iBQM Q7
#+Fi`+F2/ TQHvK2`b2b rBi? M l* Q7 yXddX "v Bib2H7- #+Fi`+FBM; BM7Q`KiBQM
bQH2Hv 7`QK /biR∆ `2/b T`2/B+ib i?2 HQ+iBQM Q7 #+Fi`+F2/ TQHvK2`b2b rBi? M
l* Q7 yXe3X h?Bb BKTHB2b i?i i?2 BMBiBH bBi2 Q7 TmbBM; M/ i?2 HQ+H Mim`2 Q7
#+Fi`+FBM; THv M BKTQ`iMi T`i BM r?2`2 TQHvK2`b2b 2M/ 7i2` #+Fi`+FBM;X
h?mb- r2 ?p2 +`2i2/  THmbB#H2 #BQT?vbB+H i?2Q`v 7Q` i?2 `i2 HBKBiBM; bi2T Q7
_L TQHvK2`b2 7i2` jǶ +H2p;2 #v h6AAaX JQbi Q7 i?2 T`2/B+iBp2 TQr2` Q7 i?2
i?2Q`v /2T2M/b QM i?2 BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M udeN Q7 _T#k M/ i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7 i?2
Mb+2Mi _L M/ i?2 7+i i?i _LS QMHv #+Fi`+Fb iQ  HBKBi2/ 2ti2Mi 7i2`
BMBiBHHv TmbBM;X >Qr2p2`- i?2`2 +QmH/ #2 Qi?2` `2bQMb 7Q` i?Bb Tii2`M
(kN- Ry9- RR9)- M/ Bi Kv #2 i?i Qi?2` `2bB/m2b +imHHv BMi2`+i rBi? i?2 jǶ 2M/ Q7
i?2 _L iQ T`Q/m+2  T`272`2M+2 7Q` /2MBM2 i i?2 YR TQbBiBQMX *`vbiH bi`m+im`2b
Q7 #+Fi`+F2/ _LS rBi? /Bz2`2Mi i2KTHi2b M/ L1h@b2[ Q7 KmiMi _LS
rQmH/ ;`2iHv +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?Bb mM/2`biM/BM;X
9Xd 1tT2`BK2MiH p2`B7B+iBQM Q7 KQ/2H T`2/B+iBQMb
hQ p2`B7v i?i i?2 #BQT?vbB+H KQ/2H Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2 #+Fi`+FBM; Uqh
L1h@b2[V rb +Q``2+i- r2 +?M;2/ i?2 +Q/BM; `2;BQMb Q7 irQ MQM@2bb2MiBH #mi
?B;?Hv i`Mb+`B#2/ ;2M2b BM Q`/2` iQ +?M;2 i?2 TmbBM; Tii2`Mb Q7 _LS, S>P39
M/ "SkX .2H2iBM; i?2b2 ;2M2b /Q2b MQi +mb2 H`;2 }iM2bb /272+ib BM `B+? K2/B
































































3’ end of 
nascent RNA
B





























6B;m`2 9Xj, SQbBiBQMb Q7 #+Fi`+F2/ _LS +M #2 2tTHBM2/ #v _L BMi2`+iBQMb rBi?
_LS BMi2`+iBQMb M/ _L,.L #b2@TB`BM;X UV  b2[m2M+2 r2#HQ;Q 7Q` Tmb2/ TQbBiBQMb
7Q` qh L1h@b2[ /i Bb b?QrM HB;M2/ rBi?  T`QTQb2/ ``M;2K2Mi Q7 i?2 TQbi@+H2p;2
i`Mb+`BTiBQM #m##H2X h?2 KQbi b2[m2M+2 BM7Q`KiBQM Bb +QMiBM2/ i TQbBiBQMb YR- @k M/ @
jX U"V *`vbiH bi`m+im`2 Q7 jǶ 2M/ Q7 Mb+2Mi K_L bi+F2/ ;BMbi ǳ;iBM;Ǵ iv`QbBM2 UudeN
Q7 _T#k- BM `2/V Q7 _LSX .L Bb BM Tm`TH2- M/ _L Bb BM :`22MX h?2 bi`m+im`2 Bb j>Pw
7`QK (kN)X U*V _2+2Bp2` QT2`iBM; +?`+i2`BbiB+ +m`p2b M/ l*b 7Q` i?2 2M2`;v KQ/2H Uiv`Q@
bBM2 BMi2`+iBQM M/ _L,.L TB`BM;V- i?2 2M2`;v KQ/2H THmb #+Fi`+FBM;- M/  #BQHQ;B+H
`2THB+i2 Q7 i?2 qh L1h@b2[ 2tT2`BK2MiX
d8
#b2 TB`b 7i2` i?2 bi`i +Q/QMV bQ b MQi iQ BMi2`72`2 rBi? TQHvK2`b2 BMBiBiBQM Q`
i2`KBMiBQMX hQ +QMi`QH ;BMbi TQbbB#H2 +?M;2b BM TQHvK2`b2 /2MbBiv 7`QK i?2
T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 MQM@7mM+iBQMH T`Qi2BM- r2 HbQ +?Qb2 iQ KF2 QMHv bvMQMvKQmb +Q/QM
+?M;2bX h?2b2 +?M;2b r2`2 K/2 bQ b iQ T`Q/m+2 i?2 KtBKH TmbBM; 2M2`;v b
T`2/B+i2/ 7`QK i?2 2M2`;v K2i`B+ mb2/ #Qp2 7Q` TQbi@+H2p;2 TmbBM; U6B;m`2 9X9
VX PM p2`;2 i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 +?M;2 i 2+? TQbBiBQM rb #Qmi R FCfKQH Q`
#Qmi i?2 bi`2M;i? Q7  r2F ?v/`Q;2M #QM/ M/ H2bb i?M i?2 i?2`KH ~m+imiBQMb
i jyê*X
Pm` +QHH#Q`iQ`b BM i?2 *?m`+?KM H# T2`7Q`K2/ L1h@b2[ QM i?2b2 `2+Q/2/
bi`BMb- #mi r2 7QmM/ MQ bvbi2KiB+ BM+`2b2 Q` /2+`2b2 BM i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `2/b BM
i?2 `2+Q/2/ `2;BQMbX h?Bb Kv #2 2tTHBM2/ #v i?2 7+i i?i +Q/BM; +?M;2b rBHH
KQ/B7v #Qi? i?2 BMBiBH TmbBM; M/ bm#b2[m2Mi #+Fi`+FBM; +iBQMb Q7 i?2
TQHvK2`b2X h?mb- 2p2M i?Qm;? r2 /2bB;M2/ i?2 +?M;2b iQ BM+`2b2 TmbBM; 7i2`
#+Fi`+FBM;- r2 rQmH/ 2tT2+i #Qi? BM+`2b2/ M/ /2+`2b2/ TmbBM; BM i?Bb `2;BQMX
hQ +?2+F B7 i?Bb rb i?2 +b2- r2 +QKTmi2/ i?2 #bQHmi2 7QH/ +?M;2 Q7 L1h@b2[
`2/b #2ir22M i?2 `2+Q/2/ M/ Q`B;BMH bi`BMb +`Qbb i?2 2MiB`2 ;2MQK2 iQ [mMiB7v
i?2 2ti2Mi i?i i?2 `2+Q/BM; biQQ/ Qmi 7`QK i?2 mM@`2+Q/2/ TQ`iBQMbX q2 i?2M
p2`;2/ i?2b2 +?M;2b +`Qbb jyy #b2@TB` b2;K2Mib M/ MQ`KHBx2/ i?2KX q2
7QmM/ i?i BM #Qi? bi`BMb- i?2 bvMQMvKQmbHv `2+Q/2/ `2;BQMb ?/ i?2 ?B;?2bi
#bQHmi2 7QH/ +?M;2 +`Qbb i?2 ;2MQK2 U6B;m`2 9X9 "V- K2MBM; i?i bvMQMvKQmb
`2+Q/BM; /Q2b BM 7+i +mb2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM _LS /2MbBiv HQM; i?2 `2+Q/2/ `2;BQM
#mi i?i i?2 2z2+ib `2 bQ bKHH i?i i?2v Kmbi #2 ;;`2;i2/ +`Qbb i?2 2MiB`2
`2+Q/2/ `2;BQM 7Q` i?2B` 2z2+i iQ #2 b22MX >Qr2p2`- i?2b2 +?M;2b `2 /B{+mHi iQ
de
T`2+Bb2Hv BMi2`T`2i M/ T`QpB/2 QMHv +B`+mKbiMiB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MBbKb ?p2 v2i #22M 7QmM/ BM Ki.L- #mi M2r
KBiQ+?QM/`BH ;2M2 T`Q/m+ib `2 biBHH #2BM; /Bb+Qp2`2/ (Rk8)X
AM +?Ti2` j- q2 T`2b2Mi2/ Ki?2KiB+H `;mK2Mib i?i bm;;2bi +QQT2`iBpBiv
Kv ?p2 i`/2@Qzb BM #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2Kb i`vBM; iQ +?B2p2 KMv ;QHb iQ KtBKBx2
}iM2bbX >Qr2p2`- QMHv #v +imHHv mM/2`biM/BM; i?2 KQH2+mH` /2iBHb Q7 Tii2`M
7Q`KBM; bvbi2Kb- rBHH r2 FMQr r?2i?2` i?2b2 i`/2@Qzb `2 bHB2MiX *`2iBQM Q7 M
BM pBpQ bvMi?2iB+ hm`BM;@ivT2 bvbi2K rQmH/ 2Hm+B/i2 i?2 i`/2@Qzb r?2M
+QQT2`iBpBiv Bb 2KTHQv2/- bQK2i?BM; i?i ?b #22M T`iBHHv 2tTHQ`2/ (d8)X
hQ i2bi r?2i?2` i?2 +iBM@#b2/ iBK2@/2Hv KQ/2H r2 T`QTQb2 Bb +Q``2+i-
K2bm`BM; i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 iBK2b #2ir22M BMBiBH TQH`BxiBQM #v i?2
/BzmbBQM@K2/Bi2/ K2+?MBbK M/ i?2 +iBM@K2/Bi2/ K2+?MBbK rQmH/ #2
r``2Mi2/X  M``Qr /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 iBK2b rQmH/ #2 +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? Qm` i?2Q`v M/
bQK2 biiBbiB+b ?p2 H`2/v #22M ;i?2`2/ T`iBHHv bmTTQ`iBM; i?Bb ?vTQi?2bBb (Rke)X
AM +?Ti2` 9- r2 b?Qr2/ ?Qr ?B;?@`2bQHmiBQM- ;2MQK2@rB/2 /i +QmH/ ;2M2`i2
#BQT?vbB+H KQ/2Hb Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2X Pm` `2+Q/BM; 2tT2`BK2Mi b?Qr2/  bHB;?i
/Bz2`2M+2 BM TQHvK2`b2 /2MbBiv BM i?2 `2+Q/BM; `2;BQMb- #mi T2`?Tb /QBM; i?2 bK2
`2+Q/BM; BM  /biR∆ bi`BM rQmH/ HbQ #2 mb27mH iQ +?2+F r?2`2 _LS Q`B;BMHHv
Tmb2bX _2+Q/BM; i?2 2MiB`2 v2bi ;2MQK2 iQ HHQr KQ`2 Q` H2bb TmbBM; M/
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KQMBiQ`BM; i?2 Tmb2/ M/ #+Fi`+F2/ TQHvK2`b2 rQmH/ #2 i?2 KQbi
+QKT`2?2MbBp2 i2bi Q7 TmbBM; M/ #+Fi`+FBM;c i?Bb 2tT2`BK2Mi Bb #2;BMMBM; iQ #2
72bB#H2 ;Bp2M i2+?MQHQ;B+H BKT`Qp2K2Mib BM ;2MQK2 2M;BM22`BM; (Rkd)X
AM //BiBQM- Hi?Qm;? Qm` +QHH#Q`iQ`b T2`7Q`K2/ i?2 2tT2`BK2Mi Q7 +?M;BM; i?2
ǳ;iBM;Ǵ iv`QbBM2 Q7 _LS i?i Bb i?Qm;?i iQ BMi2`+i rBi? i?2 Mb+2Mi _L M/
+mb2 bQK2 Q7 i?2 b2[m2M+2 bT2+B}+ TmbBM;- i?2 +QM+HmbBQMb r2`2 MQi +H2` b i?2
+QMi`QHb /B/ MQi T`Q/m+2 i?2 2tT2+i2/ `2bmHibX _2/QBM; i?Bb 2tT2`BK2Mi rQmH/ b22K
TT`QT`Bi2X Ai HbQ Kv #2 i?i i?2 2t+i KQmMi Q7 #+Fi`+FBM; Q7 _LS p`B2b
7`QK bKTH2 iQ bKTH2 M/ i?i i?Bb rBHH ?p2 iQ #2 iF2M BMiQ ++QmMi iQ KF2
i?2Q`v ++QmMi 7Q` i?2 p`BiBQM BM 2tT2`BK2MibX
6m`i?2`- Hi?Qm;? r2 +`2i2/ M 2M2`;v KQ/2H 7Q` TQHvK2`b2 /2MbBiv-  KQ`2
+QKTH2i2 KQ/2H rQmH/ BMi2;`i2 FBM2iB+b BM Q`/2` iQ KQ`2 ++m`i2Hv T`2/B+iBQM
r?2`2 TQHvK2`b2 #+Fi`+F iQX 6Q` 2tKTH2 i?Bb rQmH/ +QMbB/2` MQi QMHv i?2




(R) .X >m? M/ CX SmHbbQM- ǳ_M/QK T`iBiBQMBM; Q7 KQH2+mH2b i +2HH /BpBbBQMX-Ǵ
S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b- pQHX Ry3- TTX R8yy9ĜR8yyN-
a2TiX kyRRX
(k) .X >m? M/ CX SmHbbQM- ǳLQM@;2M2iB+ ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv 7`QK biQ+?biB+
T`iBiBQMBM; i +2HH /BpBbBQM-Ǵ Lim`2 ;2M2iB+b- pQHX 9j- TTX N8ĜRyy- .2+X kyRyX
(j) JX SX JX uz2- .X .X >`i- SX SX Lm`b2- M/ e- ǳJB+`Qim#mH2b K2/Bi2
KBiQ+?QM/`BH /Bbi`B#miBQM BM }bbBQM v2biX-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH
+/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/ aii2b Q7 K2`B+- pQHX Nj-
TTX RRee9ĜRRee3- P+iX RNNeX
(9) aX JX _72HbFB- JX SX oBM- uX w?M;- uX@>X JX *?M- EX aX h?Q`M- SX uK-
CX *X 6mM;- >X GB- GX /X 6X *Qbi- M/ qX 6X J`b?HH- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`BH M2irQ`F
bBx2 b+HBM; BM #m//BM; v2biX-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jj3- TTX 3kkĜ3k9- LQpX kyRkX
(8) aX J22mb2M M/ CX LmMM`B- ǳ1pB/2M+2 7Q`  irQ K2K#`M2@bTMMBM;
miQMQKQmb KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L `2THBbQK2-Ǵ h?2 CQm`MH Q7 *2HH "BQHQ;v-
pQHX Rej- TTX 8yjĜ8Ry- LQpX kyyjX
(e) "X EQ`MKMM- 1X *m``B2- aX _X *QHHBMb- JX a+?mH/BM2`- CX LmMM`B- CX aX
q2BbbKM- M/ SX qHi2`- ǳM 1_@JBiQ+?QM/`B h2i?2`BM; *QKTH2t _2p2H2/
#v  avMi?2iB+ "BQHQ;v a+`22M-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jk8- TTX 9ddĜ93R- CmHv kyyNX
(d) EX JBi`- *X qmM/2`- "X _QvbK- :X GBM- M/ CX GBTTBM+Qii@a+?r`ix- ǳ
?vT2`7mb2/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH bii2 +?B2p2/ i :RĜa `2;mHi2b +v+HBM 1 #mBH/mT
M/ 2Mi`v BMiQ a T?b2-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b-
pQHX Rye- MQX kN- TX RRNey- kyyNX
(3) .X _TTQ`i- JX "`mMM2`- qX L2mT2`i- M/ "X q2bi2`KMM- ǳ6xQRT Bb 
KBiQ+?QM/`BH Qmi2` K2K#`M2 T`Qi2BM 2bb2MiBH 7Q` i?2 #BQ;2M2bBb Q7
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7mM+iBQMH KBiQ+?QM/`B BM a++?`QKv+2b +2`2pBbB2X-Ǵ h?2 CQm`MH Q7
#BQHQ;B+H +?2KBbi`v- pQHX kdj- TTX kyR8yĜkyR88- m;X RNN3X
(N) :X CX *TTb- .X *X aKm2Hb- M/ SX 6X *?BMM2`v- ǳ KQ/2H Q7 i?2 Mm+H2`
+QMi`QH Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L `2THB+iBQMX-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 i?2Q`2iB+H #BQHQ;v-
pQHX kkR- TTX 8e8Ĝ83j- T`X kyyjX
(Ry) GX *Hv JQMiB2`- CX .2M;- M/ uX "B- ǳLmK#2` Kii2`b, +QMi`QH Q7
KKKHBM KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L +QTv MmK#2`-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 :2M2iB+b M/
:2MQKB+b- pQHX je- MQX j- TTX Rk8ĜRjR- kyyNX
(RR) JX aiQ? M/ hX Em`QBr- ǳP`;MBxiBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2 Mm+H2QB/b M/ .L
KQH2+mH2b BM KBiQ+?QM/`B Q7  ?mKM +2HH-Ǵ 1tT2`BK2MiH *2HH _2b2`+?-
pQHX RNe- TTX RjdĜR9y- a2TiX RNNRX
(Rk) 1X "X qBHbQM- ǳh?2 .Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 *?QM/`BQbQK2b iQ i?2 aT2`KiQxQ BM
a+Q`TBQMbX-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/
aii2b Q7 K2`B+- pQHX k- TTX jkRĜjk9- CmM2 RNReX
(Rj) CX LmMM`B- qX 6X J`b?HH- X ai`B;?i- X Jm``v- CX qX a2/i- M/
SX qHi2`- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`BH i`MbKBbbBQM /m`BM; KiBM; BM a++?`QKv+2b
+2`2pBbB2 Bb /2i2`KBM2/ #v KBiQ+?QM/`BH 7mbBQM M/ }bbBQM M/ i?2
BMi`KBiQ+?QM/`BH b2;`2;iBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L-Ǵ JQH2+mH` #BQHQ;v Q7
i?2 +2HH- pQHX 3- TTX RkjjĜRk9k- CmHv RNNdX
(R9) SX >zi2` M/ hX .X 6Qt- ǳLm+H2` KmiiBQMb BM i?2 T2iBi2@M2;iBp2 v2bi
a+?BxQb++?`QKv+2b TQK#2 HHQr ;`Qri? Q7 +2HHb H+FBM; KBiQ+?QM/`BH
.L-Ǵ :2M2iB+b- pQHX RjR- MQX k- TX k88- RNNkX
(R8) >X >m M/ aX 1X E2`b2v- ǳJQMBiQ`BM; .L `2THB+iBQM BM }bbBQM v2bi #v
BM+Q`TQ`iBQM Q7 8@2i?vMvH@kǶ@/2Qtvm`B/BM2-Ǵ Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- pQHX jN-
TTX 2eyĜ2ey- Jv kyRRX
(Re) .X "Q;2M?;2M M/ .X *HviQM- ǳJQmb2 G +2HH KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L KQH2+mH2b
`2 b2H2+i2/ `M/QKHv 7Q` `2THB+iBQM i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 +2HH +v+H2-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX RR-
MQX 9- TTX dRNĜdkd- RNddX
(Rd) X hm`BM;- ǳh?2 +?2KB+H #bBb Q7 KQ`T?Q;2M2bBb-Ǵ S?BHQbQT?B+H h`Mb+iBQMb
Q7 i?2 _QvH aQ+B2iv Q7 GQM/QMX a2`B2b "- "BQHQ;B+H a+B2M+2b- pQHX kjd-
MQX e9R- TX jd- RN8kX
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(R3) X :B2`2` M/ >X J2BM?`/i- ǳ i?2Q`v Q7 #BQHQ;B+H Tii2`M 7Q`KiBQM-Ǵ
Ev#2`M2iBF- pQHX Rk- TTX jyĜjN- .2+X RNdkX
(RN) *X *?Qm- ZX LB2- M/ hX uB- ǳJQ/2HBM; `Q#mbiM2bb i`/2Qzb BM v2bi +2HH
TQH`BxiBQM BM/m+2/ #v bTiBH ;`/B2Mib-Ǵ SGQa PL1- pQHX j- MQX N- TX 2jRyj-
kyy3X
(ky) X CBHFBM2 M/ GX 1/2Hbi2BM@E2b?2i- ǳ *QKT`BbQM Q7 Ji?2KiB+H JQ/2Hb
7Q` SQH`BxiBQM Q7 aBM;H2 1mF`vQiB+ *2HHb BM _2bTQMb2 iQ :mB/2/ *m2b-Ǵ
SGQa *QKTmiiBQMH "BQHQ;v- pQHX d- TX 2RyyRRkR- T`X kyRRX
(kR) JX .M;FmHrMB+?- hX Ab?B#b?B- aX GBm- JX GX EB`22p- GX Gm#FQrbF-
JX Eb?H2p- M/ *X CX "mbiKMi2- ǳ*QKTH2i2 /Bbb2+iBQM Q7 i`Mb+`BTiBQM
2HQM;iBQM `2p2Hb bHQr i`MbHQ+iBQM Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2 AA BM  HBM2` `i+?2i
K2+?MBbK-Ǵ 2GB72- pQHX k- TTX 2yyNdRĜ2yyNdR- CMX kyRjX
(kk) 1X X :H#m`i- aX qX :`BHH- X qB2/KMM- GX Gm#FQrbF- CX *?Qv- 1X LQ;H2b-
JX Eb?H2p- M/ *X "mbiKMi2- ǳ"+Fi`+FBM; /2i2`KBM2b i?2 7Q`+2
b2MbBiBpBiv Q7 _LS AA BM  7+iQ`@/2T2M/2Mi KMM2`-Ǵ Lim`2- pQHX 99e-
TTX 3kyĜ3kj- J`X kyydX
(kj) GX "BMim- hX Ab?B#b?B- JX .M;FmHrMB+?- uX@uX qm- GX Gm#FQrbF-
JX Eb?H2p- M/ *X "mbiKMi2- ǳLm+H2QbQKH 1H2K2Mibi?i *QMi`QH i?2
hQTQ;`T?v Q7 i?2 "``B2` iQ h`Mb+`BTiBQM-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX R8R- TTX dj3Ĝd9N- LQpX
kyRkX
(k9) GX CX *Q`2- CX CX qi2`7HH- M/ CX hX GBb- ǳLb+2Mi _L b2[m2M+BM; `2p2Hb
rB/2bT`2/ TmbBM; M/ /Bp2`;2Mi BMBiBiBQM i ?mKM T`QKQi2`bX-Ǵ a+B2M+2-
pQHX jkk- TTX R398ĜR393- .2+X kyy3X
(k8) >X ErF- LX CX 6m/- GX CX *Q`2- M/ CX hX GBb- ǳS`2+Bb2 KTb Q7 _L
TQHvK2`b2 `2p2H ?Qr T`QKQi2`b /B`2+i BMBiBiBQM M/ TmbBM;X-Ǵ a+B2M+2-
pQHX jjN- TTX N8yĜN8j- 62#X kyRjX
(ke) GX aX *?m`+?KM M/ CX aX q2BbbKM- ǳLb+2Mi i`Mb+`BTi b2[m2M+BM;
pBbmHBx2b i`Mb+`BTiBQM i Mm+H2QiB/2 `2bQHmiBQM-Ǵ Lim`2- pQHX 9eN-
TTX je3Ĝjdj- CMX kyRRX
(kd) GX "B- _X 6mH#`B;?i- M/ JX qM;- ǳJ2+?MQ+?2KB+H EBM2iB+b Q7
h`Mb+`BTiBQM 1HQM;iBQM-Ǵ S?vbB+H _2pB2r G2ii2`b- pQHX N3- TX ye3Ryj- 62#X
kyydX
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(k3) GX "B- X a?mM/`QpbFv- M/ JX .X qM;- ǳa2[m2M+2@/2T2M/2Mi EBM2iB+
JQ/2H 7Q` h`Mb+`BTiBQM 1HQM;iBQM #v _L SQHvK2`b2-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7
JQH2+mH` "BQHQ;v- pQHX j99- TTX jj8Ĝj9N- LQpX kyy9X
(kN) CX 6X av/Qr- 6X "`m2+FM2`- X *X JX *?2mM;- :X 1X .KbK- aX .2M;H-
1X G2?KMM- .X obbvHv2p- M/ SX *`K2`- ǳai`m+im`H "bBb Q7 h`Mb+`BTiBQM,
JBbKi+?@aT2+B}+ 6B/2HBiv J2+?MBbKbM/ Smb2/ _L SQHvK2`b2 AA rBi?
6`v2/ _L-Ǵ JQH2+mH` *2HH- pQHX j9- TTX dRyĜdkR- CmM2 kyyNX
(jy) 1X Lm/H2`- ǳ_L SQHvK2`b2 +iBp2 *2Mi2`, h?2 JQH2+mH` 1M;BM2 Q7
h`Mb+`BTiBQM-Ǵ MMmH `2pB2r Q7 #BQ+?2KBbi`v- pQHX d3- TTX jj8ĜjeR- CmM2
kyyNX
(jR) .X ƥX JQBHûB/B;?- oX _X h/B;QiH- 1X Lm/H2`- M/ X 1X _m+F2Mbi2BM- ǳ
lMB}2/ JQ/2H Q7 h`Mb+`BTiBQM 1HQM;iBQM, q?i >p2 q2 G2`M2/ 7`QK
aBM;H2@JQH2+mH2 1tT2`BK2Mib\-Ǵ "BQT?vbD- pQHX Ryy- TTX RR8dĜRRee- J`X kyRRX
(jk) AX hQmHQF?QMQp- CX w?M;- JX SHM;i- M/ _X GM/B+F- ǳ *2Mi`H _QH2 Q7
i?2 _L SQHvK2`b2 h`B;;2` GQQT BM +iBp2@aBi2 _2``M;2K2Mi /m`BM;
h`Mb+`BTiBQMH SmbBM;-Ǵ JQH2+mH` *2HH- pQHX kd- TTX 9yeĜ9RN- m;X kyydX
(jj) wX GBm M/ _X X "miQr- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`BH _2i`Q;`/2 aB;MHBM;-Ǵ MMmH `2pB2r
Q7 ;2M2iB+b- pQHX 9y- TTX R8NĜR38- .2+X kyyeX
(j9) aX >QTTBMb M/ CX LmMM`B- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`BH .vMKB+b M/ TQTiQbBbĜi?2 1_
*QMM2+iBQM-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jjd- TTX Ry8kĜRy89- m;X kyRkX
(j8) JX _X .m+?2M- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`B BM ?2Hi? M/ /Bb2b2, T2`bT2+iBp2b QM  M2r
KBiQ+?QM/`BH #BQHQ;v-Ǵ JQH2+mH` bT2+ib Q7 J2/B+BM2- pQHX k8- TTX je8Ĝ98R-
m;X kyy9X
(je) LX _Qb2M72H/- CX qX uQmM;- lX HQM- SX aX arBM- M/ JX "X 1HQrBix- ǳ:2M2
`2;mHiBQM i i?2 bBM;H2@+2HH H2p2HX-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jyd- TTX RNekĜRNe8- J`X
kyy8X
(jd) AX G2bib- :X oBMMB+QK#2- M/ CX SmHbbQM- ǳ6mM/K2MiH HBKBib QM i?2
bmTT`2bbBQM Q7 KQH2+mH` ~m+imiBQMb-Ǵ Lim`2- pQHX 9ed- TTX Rd9ĜRd3- a2TiX
kyRyX
(j3) CX SmHbbQM- ǳamKKBM; mT i?2 MQBb2 BM ;2M2 M2irQ`FbX-Ǵ Lim`2- pQHX 9kd-
TTX 9R8Ĝ9R3- CMX kyy9X
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(jN) JX SX uz2- LX aimm`KM- M/ _X .X oH2- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`BH TQbBiBQMBM; BM
}bbBQM v2bi Bb /`Bp2M #v bbQ+BiBQM rBi? /vMKB+ KB+`Qim#mH2b M/ KBiQiB+
bTBM/H2 TQH2b-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/
aii2b Q7 K2`B+- pQHX Ryy- TTX RR9k9ĜRR9k3- a2TiX kyyjX
(9y) LX E`Ƀ;2` M/ AX JX hQHBÉ@LǠ``2HvFF2- ǳbbQ+BiBQM Q7 KBiQ+?QM/`B rBi?
bTBM/H2 TQH2b 7+BHBii2b bTBM/H2 HB;MK2Mi-Ǵ *m``2Mi "BQHQ;v- pQHX R3- MQX R8-
TTX _e9eĜ_e9d- kyy3X
(9R) JX SX oBM- aX GBK- M/ aX JX _72HbFB- ZmMiB7vBM; KBiQ+?QM/`BH +QMi2Mi BM
HBpBM; +2HHbX "BQT?vbB+H J2i?Q/b BM *2HH "BQHQ;v- 1Hb2pB2` Gi/- CMX kyR8X
(9k) aX aBpFmK`- JX SQ`i2`@:Qz- SX EX Si2H- EX "2MQBi- M/ LX _?BM/- ǳAM pBpQ
H#2HBM; Q7 }bbBQM v2bi .L rBi? i?vKB/BM2 M/ i?vKB/BM2 MHQ;bX-Ǵ
J2i?Q/b- pQHX jj- TTX kRjĜkRN- CmHv kyy9X
(9j) *X 6m- .X CBM- CX *Qbi- :X o2Hp2@*b[mBHHb- M/ SX hX h`M- ǳKK#RT "BM/b
JBiQ+?QM/`B iQ .vMKB+ JB+`Qim#mH2b-Ǵ *m``2Mi "BQHQ;v- pQHX kR-
TTX R9jRĜR9jN- a2TiX kyRRX
(99) JX SX uz2- .X >`i- 6X o2`/2- JX 1//BbQM- hX hQ/- M/ SX Lm`b2-
ǳJB+`Qim#mH2b K2/Bi2 KBiQ+?QM/`BH /Bbi`B#miBQM BM }bbBQM v2bi-Ǵ
S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/ aii2b Q7
K2`B+- pQHX Nj- TTX RRee9ĜRRee3- P+iX RNNeX
(98) X aHB+ M/ hX CX JBi+?BbQM- ǳ +?2KB+H K2i?Q/ 7Q` 7bi M/ b2MbBiBp2
/2i2+iBQM Q7 .L bvMi?2bBb BM pBpQ-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7
a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/ aii2b Q7 K2`B+- pQHX Ry8- TTX k9R8Ĝk9ky- 62#X kyy3X
(9e) CX hm#2`- X .HbFQp- CX ȑMiQ`Qp- EX aKQHFQp- GX HM- hX ȑTÍ2F-
GX SH2+Bi@>Hpi- JX C#ɩ`2F- M/ SX C2ʈ2F- ǳh?2 AMi2`MiBQMH CQm`MH Q7
"BQ+?2KBbi`v  *2HH "BQHQ;v-Ǵ AMi2`MiBQMH CQm`MH Q7 "BQ+?2KBbi`v M/ *2HH
"BQHQ;v- pQHX 98- TTX 8NjĜeyj- J`X kyRjX
(9d) 6X A#Q``- >X EBKm`- M/ SX *QQF- ǳh?2 7mM+iBQMH Q`;MBxiBQM Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`BH ;2MQK2b BM ?mKM +2HHb-Ǵ "J* #BQHQ;v- pQHX k- MQX R- TX N- kyy9X
(93) .X 6X ap;2- "X 7QMbQ- X >X *?2M- M/ SX X aBHp2`- ǳaTiBHHv P`/2`2/
.vMKB+b Q7 i?2 "+i2`BH *`#QM 6BtiBQM J+?BM2`v-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jkd-
TTX Rk83ĜRkeR- J`X kyRyX
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(9N) hX hibmi- JX a+?`r2v- M/ hX GM;2`- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`BH HBTB/ i`{+FBM;-Ǵ
h`2M/b BM +2HH #BQHQ;v- pQHX k9- TTX 99Ĝ8k- CMX kyR9X
(8y) X Jm`H2v- GX GX G+FM2`- *X PbKM- JX q2bi- :X EX oQ2Hix- SX qHi2`- M/
CX LmMM`B- ǳ1_@bbQ+Bi2/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH /BpBbBQM HBMFb i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`B M/ KBiQ+?QM/`BH .L BM v2bi-Ǵ 2GB72- pQHX k-
TTX 2yy9kkĜ2yy9kk- CMX kyRjX
(8R) X >BH}M;2` M/ CX SmHbbQM- ǳa2T`iBM; BMi`BMbB+ 7`QK 2ti`BMbB+ ~m+imiBQMb
BM /vMKB+ #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2KbX-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7
a+B2M+2b- pQHX Ry3- TTX RkRedĜRkRdk- CmHv kyRRX
(8k) JX 1HQrBix- X G2pBM2- 1X aB;;B- M/ SX arBM- ǳaiQ+?biB+ ;2M2 2tT`2bbBQM BM
 bBM;H2 +2HH-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX kNd- MQX 8839- TX RR3j- kyykX
(8j) wX *?m- CX GB- JX 1b?;?B- _X EX E`mim`B- EX GBM- M/ CX GBm- ǳ/TiBp2
2tT`2bbBQM `2bTQMb2b BM i?2 SQH@γ MmHH bi`BM Q7 aX TQK#2 /2TH2i2/ Q7
KBiQ+?QM/`BH ;2MQK2-Ǵ "J* :2MQKB+b- pQHX 3- MQX R- TX jkj- kyydX
(89) aX PX aFBMM2`- GX X aX mX Hp2/- >X sm- M/ AX :QH/BM;- ǳJ2bm`BM; K_L
+QTv MmK#2` BM BM/BpB/mH 1b+?2`B+?B +QHB +2HHb mbBM;
bBM;H2@KQH2+mH2~mQ`2b+2Mi BM bBim ?v#`B/BxiBQM-Ǵ Lim`2 S`QiQ+QHb- pQHX 3-
TTX RRyyĜRRRj- Jv kyRjX
(88) PX aHBmb`2MFQ- CX >2BM`Bix- hX 1KQM2i- M/ *X C+Q#b@q;M2`-
ǳ>B;?@i?`Qm;?Tmi- bm#TBt2H T`2+BbBQM MHvbBb Q7 #+i2`BH KQ`T?Q;2M2bBb M/
BMi`+2HHmH` bTiBQ@i2KTQ`H /vMKB+b-Ǵ JQH2+mH` JB+`Q#BQHQ;v- pQHX 3y-
TTX eRkĜekd- J`X kyRRX
(8e) 6X _X L2mKMM M/ SX Lm`b2- ǳLm+H2` bBx2 +QMi`QH BM }bbBQM v2bi-Ǵ h?2
CQm`MH Q7 *2HH "BQHQ;v- pQHX RdN- TTX 8NjĜeyy- LQpX kyydX
(8d) CX ZX qm- ǳ*QmMiBM; *viQFBM2bBb S`Qi2BMb :HQ#HHv M/ GQ+HHv BM 6BbbBQM
u2bi-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jRy- TTX jRyĜjR9- P+iX kyy8X
(83) .X@lX EBK- CX >vH2b- .X EBK- oX qQQ/- >X@PX S`F- JX qQM- >X@aX uQQ-
hX .m?B;- JX LK- :X SHK2`- aX >M- GX C2z2`v- aX@hX "2F- >X G22- uX aX
a?BK- JX G22- GX EBK- EX@aX >2Q- 1X CX LQ?- X@_X G22- uX@CX CM;- EX@aX
*?mM;- aX@CX *?QB- CX@uX S`F- uX S`F- >X JX EBK- aX@EX S`F- >X@CX S`F-
1X@CX EM;- >X "X EBK- >X@aX EM;- >X@JX S`F- EX EBK- EX aQM;- EX "X
aQM;- SX Lm`b2- M/ EX@GX >Q2- ǳMHvbBb Q7  ;2MQK2@rB/2 b2i Q7 ;2M2
Nk
/2H2iBQMb BM i?2 }bbBQM v2bi a+?BxQb++?`QKv+2b TQK#2-Ǵ Lim`2
"BQi2+?MQHQ;v- pQHX k3- TTX eRdĜekj- Jv kyRyX
(8N) .X :X :B#bQM- :X X "2M/2`b- EX *X t2H`Q/- CX wp2`B- JX X H;B`2-
JX JQQ/B2- JX :X JQMi;m2- CX *X o2Mi2`- >X PX aKBi?- M/ *X X >mi+?BbQM-
ǳPM2@bi2T bb2K#Hv BM v2bi Q7 k8 Qp2`HTTBM; .L 7`;K2Mib iQ 7Q`K 
+QKTH2i2 bvMi?2iB+ Jv+QTHbK ;2MBiHBmK ;2MQK2X-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2
LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b- pQHX Ry8- TTX ky9y9Ĝky9yN- .2+X kyy3X
(ey) "X q2bi2`KMM M/ qX L2mT2`i- ǳJBiQ+?QM/`Bɢi`;2i2/ ;`22M ~mQ`2b+2Mi
T`Qi2BMb, +QMp2MB2Mi iQQHb 7Q` i?2 bim/v Q7 Q`;M2HH2 #BQ;2M2bBb BM
a++?`QKv+2b +2`2pBbB2-Ǵ u2bi U*?B+?2bi2`- 1M;HM/V- pQHX Re- MQX R8-
TTX R9kRĜR9kd- kyyyX
(eR) CX " ?H2`- CX ZX qm- JX aX GQM;iBM2- LX :X a??- X J+E2MxB2- X "X ai22p2`-
X q+?- SX S?BHBTTb2M- M/ CX _X S`BM;H2- ǳ>2i2`QHQ;Qmb KQ/mH2b 7Q` 2{+B2Mi
M/ p2`biBH2 S*_@#b2/ ;2M2 i`;2iBM; BM a+?BxQb++?`QKv+2b TQK#2X-Ǵ
u2bi U*?B+?2bi2`- 1M;HM/V- pQHX R9- TTX N9jĜN8R- CmHv RNN3X
(ek) aX aB+F- aX _2BMF2`- CX hBKK2`- M/ hX a+?HF2- ǳqLh M/ .EE /2i2`KBM2
?B` 7QHHB+H2 bT+BM; i?`Qm;?  `2+iBQM@/BzmbBQM K2+?MBbKX-Ǵ a+B2M+2-
pQHX jR9- TTX R99dĜR98y- .2+X kyyeX
(ej) CX _bTQTQpB+- GX J`+QM- GX _mbbQ- M/ CX a?`T2- ǳJQ/2HBM; /B;BibX .B;Bi
Tii2`MBM; Bb +QMi`QHH2/ #v  "KT@aQtN@qMi hm`BM; M2irQ`F KQ/mHi2/ #v
KQ`T?Q;2M ;`/B2MibX-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX j98- TTX 8eeĜ8dy- m;X kyR9X
(e9) X "X :Q`v+?2p M/ X oX SQF?BHFQ- ǳ.vMKB+b Q7 */+9k M2irQ`F 2K#Q/B2b
 hm`BM;@ivT2 K2+?MBbK Q7 v2bi +2HH TQH`Biv-Ǵ 61"a G2ii2`b- pQHX 83k-
TTX R9jdĜR99j- T`X kyy3X
(e8) hX qX >Bb+Q+F M/ aX :X J2;bQM- ǳJi?2KiB+HHv ;mB/2/ TT`Q+?2b iQ
/BbiBM;mBb? KQ/2Hb Q7 T2`BQ/B+ Tii2`MBM;-Ǵ .2p2HQTK2Mi- pQHX R9k-
TTX 9yNĜ9RN- CMX kyR8X
(ee) X _X >QmF- X CBHFBM2- *X PX J2D2M- _X "QHivMbFBv- 1X _X .m7`2bM2- aX "X
M;2M2Mi- aX CX Hib+?mH2`- GX 6X qm- M/ PX .X q2BM2`- ǳJ2K#`M2 h2MbBQM
JBMiBMb *2HH SQH`Biv #v *QM}MBM; aB;MHb iQ i?2 G2/BM; 1/;2 /m`BM;
L2mi`QT?BH JB;`iBQM-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX R93- TTX Rd8ĜR33- CMX kyRkX
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(ed) X "2M/2` M/ CX S`BM;H2- ǳJmHiB+QTv bmTT`2bbBQM Q7 i?2 +/+k9 #m//BM; /272+i
BM v2bi #v *.*9k M/ i?`22 M2rHv B/2MiB}2/ ;2M2b BM+Hm/BM; i?2 `b@`2Hi2/
;2M2 _a_R-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/
aii2b Q7 K2`B+- pQHX 3e- MQX k9- TX NNde- RN3NX
(e3) X "miiv- LX S2``BMD[m2i- X S2iBi- JX C[m2MQm/- CX a2;HH- EX >Q7KMM-
*X wr?H2M- M/ JX S2i2`- ǳ TQbBiBp2 722/#+F HQQT bi#BHBx2b i?2
;mMBM2@Mm+H2QiB/2 2t+?M;2 7+iQ` */+k9 i bBi2b Q7 TQH`BxiBQM-Ǵ h?2
1J"P CQm`MH- pQHX kR- MQX d- TTX R8e8ĜR8de- kyykX
(eN) AX a;Qi- aX EX EH22- M/ .X S2HHKM- ǳu2bi 7Q`KBMb `2;mHi2 +2HH TQH`Biv #v
+QMi`QHHBM; i?2 bb2K#Hv Q7 +iBM +#H2b-Ǵ Lim`2 *2HH "BQHQ;v- pQHX 9- MQX R-
TTX 9kĜ8y- kyykX
(dy) X GviQM- LX ap;2- X >Qr2HH- M/ aX *``QHH- ǳJQ/2HBM; o2bB+H2 h`{+
_2p2Hb lM2tT2+i2/ *QMb2[m2M+2b 7Q` */+9kT@J2/Bi2/ SQH`Biv
1bi#HBb?K2Mi-Ǵ *m``2Mi "BQHQ;v- kyRRX
(dR) aX 1iB2MM2@JMM2pBHH2- ǳ*/+9kĜi?2 +2Mi`2 Q7 TQH`Biv-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 *2HH
a+B2M+2- pQHX RRd- TTX RkNRĜRjyy- J`X kyy9X
(dk) aX 1iB2MM2@JMM2pBHH2 M/ X >HH- ǳ_?Q :hSb2b BM +2HH #BQHQ;v-Ǵ Lim`2-
pQHX 9ky- TTX ekNĜej8- .2+X kyykX
(dj) X >mM/BM; M/ _X 1M;2H?`/i- ǳ1`Hv #BQHQ;B+H KQ`T?Q;2M2bBb M/ MQMHBM2`
/vMKB+b-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 i?2Q`2iB+H #BQHQ;v- pQHX Rdj- MQX 9- TTX 9yRĜ9Rj- RNN8X
(d9) GX .BK#`- oX _X a2Mi?Bp2H- .X "X J2M2M/2x- M/ JX AbHM- ǳ*QQT2`iBpBiv
hQ AM+`2b2 hm`BM; Sii2`M aT+2 7Q` avMi?2iB+ "BQHQ;v-Ǵ *a avMi?2iB+
"BQHQ;v- TX R9y3kkRyR3j8yy8- m;X kyR9X
(d8) X >X *?m- CX JX qHi2`- CX :2``/BM- *X hM;- M/ qX X GBK- ǳ.2bB;MBM;
avMi?2iB+ _2;mHiQ`v L2irQ`Fb *T#H2 Q7 a2H7@P`;MBxBM; *2HH SQH`BxiBQM-Ǵ
*2HH- pQHX R8R- TTX jkyĜjjk- P+iX kyRkX
(de) CX 1X A`xQ[mB- ǳSQH`Biv 2bi#HBb?K2Mi BM v2bi-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 *2HH a+B2M+2-
pQHX RRd- TTX kReNĜkRdR- Jv kyy9X
(dd) 1X J`+Q- _X q2/HB+?@aQH/M2`- _X GB- aX CX Hib+?mH2`- M/ GX 6X qm-
ǳ1M/Q+viQbBb QTiBKBx2b i?2 /vMKB+ HQ+HBxiBQM Q7 K2K#`M2 T`Qi2BMb i?i
`2;mHi2 +Q`iB+H TQH`Biv-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX RkN- TTX 9RRĜ9kk- T`X kyydX
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(d3) X JQ;BHM2`- CX HH`/- M/ _X qQHHKM- ǳ*2HH SQH`Biv, ZmMiBiiBp2
JQ/2HBM; b  hQQH BM *2HH "BQHQ;v-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jje- TTX Rd8ĜRdN- T`X kyRkX
(dN) aX CX Hib+?mH2`- aX "X M;2M2Mi- uX qM;- M/ GX 6X qm- ǳPM i?2 bTQMiM2Qmb
2K2`;2M+2 Q7 +2HH TQH`Biv-Ǵ Lim`2- pQHX 989- TTX 33eĜ33N- m;X kyy3X
(3y) _X q2/HB+?@aQH/M2`- aX *X qB- hX a+?KB/i- M/ _X GB- ǳ_Q#mbi +2HH TQH`Biv Bb
 /vMKB+ bii2 2bi#HBb?2/ #v +QmTHBM; i`MbTQ`i M/ :hSb2 bB;MHBM;-Ǵ
h?2 CQm`MH Q7 *2HH "BQHQ;v- pQHX Ree- TTX 33NĜNyy- a2TiX kyy9X
(3R) .X CQ?MbQM- ǳ*/+9k, M 2bb2MiBH _?Q@ivT2 :hSb2 +QMi`QHHBM; 2mF`vQiB+ +2HH
TQH`Biv-Ǵ JB+`Q#BQHQ;v M/ JQH2+mH` "BQHQ;v _2pB2rb- pQHX ej- MQX R- TX 89-
RNNNX
(3k) PX "`M/KM- CX 1X 62``2HH- _X GB- M/ hX J2v2`- ǳAMi2`HBMF2/ 7bi M/ bHQr
TQbBiBp2 722/#+F HQQTb /`Bp2 `2HB#H2 +2HH /2+BbBQMb-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jRy-
TTX 9NeĜ9N3- P+iX kyy8X
(3j) X CBHFBM2- aX "X M;2M2Mi- GX 6X qm- M/ aX CX Hib+?mH2`- ǳ
/2MbBiv@/2T2M/2Mi brBi+? /`Bp2b biQ+?biB+ +Hmbi2`BM; M/ TQH`BxiBQM Q7
bB;MHBM; KQH2+mH2bX-Ǵ SGQa *QKTmiiBQMH "BQHQ;v- pQHX d- TX 2RyykkdR- LQpX
kyRRX
(39) X >Qr2HH- LX ap;2- aX CQ?MbQM- AX "Qb2- X q;M2`- hX wvH- >X LBD?Qmi-
JX _22/- X :Q`v+?2p- M/ .X G2r- ǳaBM;mH`Biv BM TQH`BxiBQM, `2rB`BM;
v2bi +2HHb iQ KF2 irQ #m/b-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX RjN- MQX 9- TTX djRĜd9j- kyyNX
(38) X CBHFBM2- aX "X M;2M2Mi- GX 6X qm- M/ aX CX Hib+?mH2`- ǳ
.2MbBiv@.2T2M/2Mi arBi+? .`Bp2b aiQ+?biB+ *Hmbi2`BM; M/ SQH`BxiBQM Q7
aB;MHBM; JQH2+mH2b-Ǵ SGQa *QKTmiiBQMH "BQHQ;v- pQHX d- TX 2RyykkdR- LQpX
kyRRX
(3e) 1X J`+Q- _X q2/HB+?@aQH/M2`- _X GB- aX Hib+?mH2`- M/ GX qm- ǳ1M/Q+viQbBb
QTiBKBx2b i?2 /vMKB+ HQ+HBxiBQM Q7 K2K#`M2 T`Qi2BMb i?i `2;mHi2
+Q`iB+H TQH`Biv-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX RkN- MQX k- TTX 9RRĜ9kk- kyydX
(3d) _X JBHQ- SX CQ`;2Mb2M- lX JQ`M- :X q2#2`- M/ JX aT`BM;2`-
ǳ"BQLmK#2`bĜi?2 /i#b2 Q7 F2v MmK#2`b BM KQH2+mH` M/ +2HH #BQHQ;v-Ǵ
Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- pQHX j3- TTX .d8yĜ.d8j- .2+X kyyNX
N8
(33) X "`@1p2M- 1X LQQ`- uX apB`- qX GB2#2`K2Bbi2`- .X .pB/B- .X aX hr}F-
M/ _X JBHQ- ǳh?2 KQ/2`i2Hv 2{+B2Mi 2MxvK2, 2pQHmiBQM`v M/
T?vbB+Q+?2KB+H i`2M/b b?TBM; 2MxvK2 T`K2i2`b-Ǵ "BQ+?2KBbi`v- pQHX 8y-
TTX 99ykĜ99Ry- Jv kyRRX
(3N) "X .X aHm;?i2`- X .b- CX qX a+?r`ix- "X _m#BMbi2BM- M/ _X GB- ǳ.mH
KQ/2b Q7 +/+9k `2+v+HBM; }M2@imM2 TQH`Bx2/ KQ`T?Q;2M2bBb-Ǵ .2p2HQTK2MiH
*2HH- pQHX Rd- TTX 3kjĜ3j8- .2+X kyyNX
(Ny) _X q2/HB+?@aQH/M2`- aX Hib+?mH2`- GX qm- M/ _X GB- ǳaTQMiM2Qmb +2HH
TQH`BxiBQM i?`Qm;? +iQKvQbBM@#b2/ /2HBp2`v Q7 i?2 */+9k :hSb2-Ǵ
a+B2M+2- pQHX kNN- TTX RkjRĜRkj8- 62#X kyyjX
(NR) CX A`xQ[mB- X >Qr2HH- *X h?22b72H/- M/ .X G2r- ǳPTTQbBM; `QH2b 7Q` +iBM BM
*/+9kT TQH`BxiBQM-Ǵ JQH2+mH` #BQHQ;v Q7 i?2 +2HH- pQHX Re- MQX j- TX RkNe-
kyy8X
(Nk) CX S2/`x M/ CX SmHbbQM- ǳ1z2+ib Q7 KQH2+mH` K2KQ`v M/ #m`biBM; QM
~m+imiBQMb BM ;2M2 2tT`2bbBQM-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jRN- MQX 83eR- TX jjN- kyy3X
(Nj) ³X 1M;[pBbi@:QH/bi2BM M/ .X .`m#BM- ǳ*hAL aa1J"Gu L.
1L.P*uhPaAa, 6`QK u2bi iQ JKKHb-Ǵ MMmH _2pB2r Q7 *2HH M/
.2p2HQTK2MiH "BQHQ;v- pQHX RN- MQX R- TTX k3dĜjjk- kyyjX
(N9) X oX >BHH- ǳh?2 TQbbB#H2 2z2+ib Q7 i?2 ;;`2;iBQM Q7 i?2 KQH2+mH2b Q7
?2KQ;HQ#BM QM Bib /BbbQ+BiBQM +m`p2bX-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 S?vbBQHQ;B+H
aQ+B2iv- TTX RĜd- CMX RNRyX
(N8) EX /2HKM M/ CX hX GBb- ǳS`QKQi2`@T`QtBKH TmbBM; Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2
AA, 2K2`;BM; `QH2b BM K2ixQMb-Ǵ Lim`2 _2pB2rb :2M2iB+b- pQHX Rj-
TTX dkyĜdjR- a2TiX kyRkX
(Ne) aX L2+?2p- .X *X 6`;Q- :X /Qb aMiQb- GX GBm- uX :Q- M/ EX /2HKM-
ǳ:HQ#H MHvbBb Q7 a?Q`i _Lb _2p2Hb qB/2bT`2/ S`QKQi2`@S`QtBKH
aiHHBM; M/ ``2bi Q7 SQH AA BM .`QbQT?BH-Ǵ a+B2M+2- pQHX jkd- TTX jj8Ĝjj3-
CMX kyRyX
(Nd) hX >2M`B[m2b- .X X :BH+?`Bbi- aX L2+?2p- JX "2`M- :X qX Jmb2-
X "m`F?QH/2`- .X *X 6`;Q- M/ EX /2HKM- ǳai#H2 SmbBM; #v _L
SQHvK2`b2 AA S`QpB/2b M PTTQ`imMBiv iQ h`;2i M/ AMi2;`i2 _2;mHiQ`v
aB;MHb-Ǵ JQH2+mH` *2HH- pQHX 8k- TTX 8RdĜ8k3- LQpX kyRjX
Ne
(N3) "X wK7i- GX "BMim- hX Ab?B#b?B- M/ *X "mbiKMi2- ǳLb+2Mi _L bi`m+im`2
KQ/mHi2b i?2 i`Mb+`BTiBQMH /vMKB+b Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2bX-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7
i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b- pQHX RyN- TTX 3N93Ĝ3N8j- CmM2 kyRkX
(NN) uX sX J2DB- 1X Lm/H2`- M/ *X "mbiKMi2- ǳh`B;;2` HQQT 7QH/BM; /2i2`KBM2b
i`Mb+`BTiBQM `i2 Q7 1b+?2`B+?B +QHBǶb_L TQHvK2`b2-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2
LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b- pQHX RRk- TTX d9jĜd93- CMX kyR8X
(Ryy) uX sX J2DB- >X JQ- LX _X 6Q`/2- M/ *X "mbiKMi2- ǳh?2`KH S`Q#BM; Q7
1X +QHB _L SQHvK2`b2 Pz@Si?rv J2+?MBbKb-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 JQH2+mH`
"BQHQ;v- pQHX j3k- TTX ek3Ĝejd- P+iX kyy3X
(RyR) JX SHM;i M/ _X GM/B+F- ǳ_QH2b Q7 _L,.L ?v#`B/ bi#BHBiv- _L
bi`m+im`2- M/ +iBp2 bBi2 +QM7Q`KiBQM BM TmbBM; #v ?mKM _L TQHvK2`b2
AA-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 JQH2+mH` "BQHQ;v- pQHX jRR- TTX ke8Ĝk3k- m;X kyyRX
(Ryk) GX aX *?m`+?KM M/ CX aX q2BbbKM- ǳLb+2Mi i`Mb+`BTi b2[m2M+BM;
pBbmHBx2b i`Mb+`BTiBQM i Mm+H2QiB/2 `2bQHmiBQM-Ǵ Lim`2- pQHX 9eN-
TTX je3Ĝjdj- CMX kyRRX
(Ryj) JX .2TF2M- CX JX _X S``QM/Q- M/ aX qX :`BH- ǳA``2;mH` i`Mb+`BTiBQM
/vMKB+b 7Q` `TB/ T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 ?B;?@}/2HBiv i`Mb+`BTib-Ǵ m/BQ-
h`Mb+iBQMb Q7 i?2 A_1 S`Q72bbBQMH :`QmT QM- TTX Ĝ- CMX kyRkX
(Ry9) X *X JX *?2mM; M/ SX *`K2`- ǳai`m+im`H #bBb Q7 _L TQHvK2`b2 AA
#+Fi`+FBM;- ``2bi M/ `2+iBpiBQM-Ǵ Lim`2- pQHX 9dR- TTX k9NĜk8j- T`X
kyRkX
(Ry8) JX .2TF2M- 1X X :H#m`i- M/ aX qX :`BHH- ǳh?2 P`B;BM Q7 a?Q`i
h`Mb+`BTiBQMH Smb2b-Ǵ "BQT?vbD- pQHX Ne- TTX kR3NĜkRNj- J`X kyyNX
(Rye) X q2BM2`- X >m;?2b- JX ubbQm`- PX CX _M/Q- M/ LX 6`B2/KM-
ǳ>B;?@`2bQHmiBQM Mm+H2QbQK2 KTTBM; `2p2Hb i`Mb+`BTiBQM@/2T2M/2Mi
T`QKQi2` T+F;BM;-Ǵ :2MQK2 `2b2`+?- pQHX ky- TTX NyĜRyy- CMX kyRyX
(Ryd) CX aMiGm+B- ǳ mMB}2/ pB2r Q7 TQHvK2`- /mK##2HH- M/ QHB;QMm+H2QiB/2
.L M2`2bi@M2B;?#Q` i?2`KQ/vMKB+bX-Ǵ S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH
+/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b Q7 i?2 lMBi2/ aii2b Q7 K2`B+- pQHX N8- TTX R9eyĜR9e8-
62#X RNN3X
Nd
(Ry3) LX am;BKQiQ- aX LFMQ- JX EiQ?- X JibmKm`- >X LFKmi-
hX P?KB+?B- JX uQM2vK- M/ JX abFB- ǳh?2`KQ/vMKB+ T`K2i2`b iQ
T`2/B+i bi#BHBiv Q7 _Lf.L ?v#`B/ /mTH2t2bX-Ǵ "BQ+?2KBbi`v- pQHX j9-
TTX RRkRRĜRRkRe- a2TiX RNN8X
(RyN) JX AKb?BKBxm- hX Pb?BK- GX Gm#FQrbF- M/ JX Eb?H2p- ǳ.B`2+i
bb2bbK2Mi Q7 i`Mb+`BTiBQM }/2HBiv #v ?B;?@`2bQHmiBQM _L b2[m2M+BM;-Ǵ
Lm+H2B+ +B/b _2b2`+?- pQHX 9R- TTX NyNyĜNRy9- P+iX kyRjX
(RRy) oX ap2iHQp M/ 1X Lm/H2`- ǳ"BQ+?BKB+ 2i "BQT?vbB+ +i-Ǵ "" @ :2M2
_2;mHiQ`v J2+?MBbKb- pQHX R3kN- TTX kyĜk3- CMX kyRjX
(RRR) 6X qX J`iBM2x@_m+Q#Q M/ SX *`K2`- ǳ"BQ+?BKB+ 2i "BQT?vbB+ +i-Ǵ
"" @ :2M2 _2;mHiQ`v J2+?MBbKb- pQHX R3kN- TTX NĜRN- CMX kyRjX
(RRk) GX _X _miH2/;2- GX aX *KT#2HH@o2`/mvM- M/ aX .X q2iKQ`2-
ǳ*?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 bi+FBM; BMi2`+iBQMb #2ir22M .L Q` _L
Mm+H2Q#b2b M/ i?2 `QKiB+ KBMQ +B/b-Ǵ *?2KB+H S?vbB+b G2ii2`b-
pQHX 999- TTX RedĜRd8- m;X kyydX
(RRj) GX _X _miH2/;2- >X 6X .m`bi- M/ aX .X q2iKQ`2- ǳ*QKTmiiBQMH +QKT`BbQM
Q7 i?2 bi+FBM; BMi2`+iBQMb #2ir22M i?2 `QKiB+ KBMQ +B/b M/ i?2 Mim`H
Q` U+iBQMB+V K2i?vHi2/ Mm+H2Q#b2b-Ǵ S?vbB+H *?2KBbi`v *?2KB+H S?vbB+b-
pQHX Ry- MQX RN- TX k3yR- kyy3X
(RR9) X *X JX *?2mM; M/ SX *`K2`- ǳ JQpB2 Q7 _L SQHvK2`b2 AA
h`Mb+`BTiBQM-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX R9N- TTX R9jRĜR9jd- CmM2 kyRkX
(RR8) .X "`2bHQr- .X *K2`QM- aX *QHHBMb- JX a+?mH/BM2`- CX ai2r`i@P`Mbi2BM-
>X L2rKM- aX "`mM- >X J/?MB- LX E`Q;M- M/ CX q2BbbKM- ǳ
+QKT`2?2MbBp2 bi`i2;v 2M#HBM; ?B;?@`2bQHmiBQM 7mM+iBQMH MHvbBb Q7 i?2
v2bi ;2MQK2-Ǵ Lim`2 J2i?Q/b- pQHX 8- MQX 3- TTX dRRĜdR3- kyy3X
(RRe) JX >X G`bQM- _X X JQQM2v- CX JX S2i2`b- hX qBM/;bb2M- .X LvF- *X X
:`Qbb- aX JX "HQ+F- qX CX :`22MH27- _X GM/B+F- M/ CX aX q2BbbKM- ǳ
Smb2 a2[m2M+2 1M`B+?2/ i h`MbHiBQM ai`i aBi2b .`Bp2b h`Mb+`BTiBQM
.vMKB+b BM oBpQ-Ǵ a+B2M+2- Jv kyR9X
(RRd) AX PX op2/2MbFv- >X o?2/BM@JQp?2/- CX :X "B`/- CX :X EMQ#Hm+?- aX _X
:QH/KM- uX w?M;- _X >X 1#`B;?i- M/ "X 1X LB+F2Hb- ǳAMi2`+iBQMb #2ir22M
_L TQHvK2`b2 M/ i?2 Ǵ+Q`2 `2+Q;MBiBQM 2H2K2MiǴ +QmMi2`+i TmbBM;-Ǵ
a+B2M+2- pQHX j99- TTX Rk38ĜRk3N- CmM2 kyR9X
N3
(RR3) .X EBK- :X S2`i2- *X h`TM2HH- >X SBK2Mi2H- _X E2HH2v- M/ aX GX aHx#2`;-
ǳhQT>ik, ++m`i2 HB;MK2Mi Q7 i`Mb+`BTiQK2b BMi?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 BMb2`iBQMb-
/2H2iBQMb M/ ;2M27mbBQMb-Ǵ :2MQK2 "BQHQ;v- pQHX R9- TX _je- T`X kyRjX
(RRN) GX _X _miH2/;2- GX aX *KT#2HH@o2`/mvM- EX *X >mMi2`- M/ aX .X q2iKQ`2-
ǳ*?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 Lm+H2Q#b2ƐKBMQ +B/ ai+FBM; AMi2`+iBQMb liBHBx2/
#v  .L _2TB` 1MxvK2-Ǵ h?2 CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+H *?2KBbi`v "- pQHX RRy-
TTX RNe8kĜRNeej- P+iX kyyeX
(Rky) 6X aiQ`B+B M/ JX X _2bMB+F- ǳh?2 .2HBiiQ S2`72iiQ TT`Q+? iQ AM oBpQ
aBi2ɢ.B`2+i2/ Jmi;2M2bBb M/ *?`QKQbQK2 _2``M;2K2Mib rBi? avMi?2iB+
PHB;QMm+H2QiB/2b BM u2bi-Ǵ TTX jkNĜj98- 1Hb2pB2`- kyyeX
(RkR) AX :QH/BM;- CX SmHbbQM- aX JX wrBHbFB- M/ 1X *X *Qt- ǳ_2H@hBK2 EBM2iB+b Q7
:2M2 +iBpBiv BM AM/BpB/mH "+i2`B-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX Rkj- TTX Ryk8ĜRyje- .2+X
kyy8X
(Rkk) CX SmHbbQM- ǳJmHiBH2p2H2/ b2H2+iBQM QM THbKB/ `2THB+iBQMX-Ǵ :2M2iB+b-
pQHX ReR- TTX RjdjĜRj39- m;X kyykX
(Rkj) EX LQ`/bi`ƺK- ǳSHbKB/ _RĜ_2THB+iBQM M/ Bib +QMi`QH-Ǵ SHbKB/- pQHX 88-
MQX R- TTX RĜke- kyyeX
(Rk9) aX "`MiH- ǳMiBb2Mb2 _Lb BM THbKB/b, +QMi`QH Q7 `2THB+iBQM M/
KBMi2MM+2X-Ǵ SHbKB/- pQHX 93- TTX Re8ĜRdj- LQpX kyykX
(Rk8) *X G22- EX u2M- M/ SX *Q?2M- ǳ>mKMBM,  ?`#BM;2`
Q7KBiQ+?QM/`BH@/2`Bp2/ T2TiB/2b\-Ǵ h`2M/b BM 1M/Q+`BMQHQ;v  J2i#QHBbK-
pQHX k9- TTX kkkĜkk3- Jv kyRjX
(Rke) X aX >Qr2HH- LX aX ap;2- aX X CQ?MbQM- AX "Qb2- X qX q;M2`- hX _X wvH-
>X 6X LBD?Qmi- JX *X _22/- X "X :Q`v+?2p- M/ .X CX G2r- ǳaBM;mH`Biv BM
TQH`BxiBQM, `2rB`BM; v2bi +2HHb iQ KF2 irQ #m/bX-Ǵ *2HH- pQHX RjN-
TTX djRĜd9j- LQpX kyyNX
(Rkd) LX MMHm`m- >X JmHH2`- GX X JBi+?2HH- aX _KHBM;K- :X ai`+[m/MBQ-
aX JX _B+?`/bQM- CX aX .vKQM/- wX EmM;- GX wX a+?2B72H2- 1X JX *QQT2`-
uX *B- EX w2HH2`- LX ;KQM- CX aX >M- JX >/DBi?QKb- CX hmHHKM-
EX *`p2HHB- EX *B`2HHB- wX :mQ- oX GQM/QM- X u2Hm`m- aX Jm`m;M-
EX EM/p2HQm- LX ;B2`- :X 6Bb+?2`- EX uM;- CX X J`iBM- JX "BH;2H-
SX "Q?mibFB- EX JX "QmHB2`- "X CX *TH/Q- CX *?M;- EX *?`Q2M- qX CX *?QB-
NN
SX .2M;- CX 1X .B*`HQ- CX .QQM;- CX .mMM- CX AX 62BM#2`;- *X 62`MM/2x- *X 1X
6HQ`B- .X :H/QrbFB- SX >/B/B- AX Ab?BxmF- CX C##`B- *X uX GX Gm- SX X
G22- aX GB- .X GBM- JX 1X GBM/2`- CX GBM;- CX GBm- CX GBm- JX GQM/QM- >X J-
CX JQ- CX 1X J+./2- X J+JBHHM- X JX JQQ`2- qX *X P?- uX PmvM;-
_X Si2H- JX SmH- GX *X SmHb2M- CX ZBm- X _?22- JX :X _m#b?FBM- AX uX
aQ?- LX 1X aQimvQ- oX a`BMBpb- X am`2x- X qQM;- _X qQM;- qX _X sB2-
uX sm- X hX um- _X EQbxmH- CX aX "/2`- CX .X "Q2F2- M/ aX *?M/`b2;`M-
ǳhQiH bvMi?2bBb Q7  7mM+iBQMH /2bB;M2` 2mF`vQiB+ +?`QKQbQK2X-Ǵ a+B2M+2-
pQHX j99- TTX 88Ĝ83- T`X kyR9X
Ryy
